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by spraying demonstraHorticultural department as
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bite

nday, June 17, orchard of B. L.
pleton; Tuesday, June 18, orchard

G

Gleason, Union.
Aid

Society and friends of the
Episcopal church will serve a

,ist

today, June 6th, from 11.30 a. m.,
the church vestry. The dinner
>f baked beans, cold meat, salad
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Chief Shute
of

pumping

It will

be
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re-

emergency.

stormy

wear ner

tnere was no

Temple Heights pavillion last

ning, and the first dance will be
tomorrow evening under the diMartin Webber of this city, with
eyes' orchestra.
Aid Society of the First Methopal church will meet Wednesday
it 2:30 p. m., with Miss Lora
Maxcy,
treet.
All members and friends of
h are asked to be present, if possible,
aid in the church work.
of the

.:.es

meeting

G. A. R. will not hold their

next

Tuesday but

will have

a

eeting Saturday, June 8th for practice
work

for those who

going

are

to

State Department convention,
; will exemplify the work.
the

_

O. Thorndike’s fuFrederick. Dr. W. C.
imrles R. Coombs and Chas. M. Craig,
flowers, of which there was a great
were distributed among the followtutions: the Belfast General Hospital,
County Hospital, the Home for
men and the Girls’ Home.
at

.irers

Mr.

E.

Charles W.

re

.,

t-ting
t-ning

of the

an

city

order

government

was

last

cottage beside the bay which
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Mrs. Bethiah C. Fuller, aged 89, widow of
William O. Fuller, who was the oldest mer
chant in Rockland at the time of his death
died May 31st at her home on Middle street
Rockland. The surviving children are Post
master W. O. Fuller, Frank W. Fuller, Mrs
Cyrus C. Hills, Mrs. John Reed and Mrs. Mary
Veazie.
STATE
Petition for
Denied.

ROAD

MATTERS.

Change of Location in Unity
Montville
Petitions for a

Change.
It

was

announced last week from the State

highway department that the petition for a
change of location of State road in the town
of Unity had bi-en denied. The
-treet. north or
decision, in adThe aldermen non-concurred and dition to denying the petition, requires that
the petitioners pay the costs of the
hearing
alter rests.
within 60 days. This last provision is in acDunton, chairman of the general cord with the State road law’. A hearing on
the
to be

expended
south of post office

Meeting

last

Tuesday evening:

Sub-

Decoration and

grounds, Mr. and
Pierce; finance, Dr. Elmer Small;
-Miss Elizabeth A Kelley; food,
Partridge; candy, Mrs. Elon B.
cream, Mr. Elon B. Gilchrest.
ic.'-igned as chairman of the comMiss Partridge w-as added to the
1 made chairman. The date of
be the seconder third week in
a .tors extended
thanks to Mrs.
\s. Sarah E. Pierce, Mrs. 171
the Flower Mission and to
gifts to the Home.
July 4th. Messrs. OrWilliam H. Quimby are pushthe celebration on the 4th
ting with good success. There
lands—the Belfast, Searsport,
^ malhaven
bands and one from
for

.!

■

The bands will all take part in
Park in the afterooon. There
11 game at the Congress street
a.'-

afternoon.

A contract

has been

England Balloon Company
ascensions, that of the afterman.
The lire department will

..

•”

New

two

fit ion of the old

fire apparatus in
modern methods. There will be
•:t
H.e Park in the evening. The
e
along civic lines, representing
actory, the Shoe Workers Union,
•m
the Coe-Mortimer Co., business
."ocieties and associations. The
crackers on the streets will be forthe best of order maintained. The
'Aider which the stores wrere to be

petition

was

held

May 20th

at

Adams hall.

Unity, before a commission, consisting of State
Highway Commissioner Hardison, E. L. Reynolds, chairman of the Unity board of selectmen, and Levi T. Williams of Augusta, a mem-

ber of the hoard of county commissioners of
the adjoining county of Kennebec, and was exclusively reDorted in The Journal at the time.
The State road previously designated
by the
county commissioners was the road leading
from East Knox to Sanborn’s mill and
by Gur
ney’s mill to Belfast. The location of the
State road petitioned for was as follows: “Be
ginning at the westerly line of the town of
Unity, at the line of Unity Plantation; thence
easterly on the public highway to Unity viIiage; thence southerly on the public highway
to Sandy Stream bridge; thence
easterly on
c.c
public highway to Jones v orner in said
Unity; thence easterly on the public highway
to the town line ot Thorndike, W aldo
county.”

The State Highway department has received
petition from V. A. Myrick and 134 other
legal voters of the town of Mnntviim ^L-i.wr
the designation of the following named road
as State road:
“The road beginning at the
a

th

rtain

holidays

has

expired by

limi-

they will probably be open generalthe 4th.

M.WS OF THE GRANGES.
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Grange, Troy, held its regular
Saturday evening and carried out

cram, as follows: roll call; story tellW Gray and A. W.
Dodge; music by

Mrs. Coffin and L. L. Rogers;
hy Gladys and Phyllis Estes. At
meting the lady officers will take

'.ger,
*

>uk
mk

Grange, Camden, will enter\ alley Pomona
Saturday, June

program will

be

as

follows: Address

Nash; response, Mrs. Liz"ging, choir; piano, Ethel BlackH. C. Small;
reading, Miss Paul;
narold Coombs; piano solo, Nettie
g, Mrs. Wadsworth; reading, Mrs.
-olo, Carleen Brazier; vocal duet,
Witts and Hodgdon;
reading, Mrs.
solo, Mrs. Ella Watts; song, Vicieorge

A Brewer Girl

Missing.

1

Hra

*

nuai

so unfavorable there
so large a gathering as usual at Union
Memorial day, but the hall was very
prettily decorated and those present enjoyed
the exercises very much. All
speak in the
highest terms of the memorial address by W.
H. Lord. Following is the program:
was

not

hall

on

Singing,
Audience
Prayer,
Adjt. D. M. Spencer
Reading,
Frances Torrey
Address,
Com. G. H. Dunton
Singing,
Choir
Reading General Orders,
D. M. Spencer
Address of Welcome,
D. M. Spencer
Rec., General Carney at Seven Pines,
1
Carleton Young
1
topic, “What can be done to in- Singing, choir,
•ht- a: tractions of the
Memorial Address,
farm home to
W. H. Lord
America
brightest and happiest spot on Singing,
At the close of the meeting
they marched a
W“!1<ir S. Irish. Addie Bartlett, Ethan short
distance, accompanied by the Winterport
Huker, Mrs. Mathews, Georgia
1
Hmery, James Riley, R. S. Thorn- band, whose music was very good, after which
11 N
they rode to the cemetery and decorated the
Brazier.
graves... There was amoving picture show at
Union Hall Friday evening, which was said to
MASSED pension bill.
be very fine.... Mrs. 'Emma Curtis is visiting
friends in Bangor for a few days_A very
L<)n8ress Celebrated Memorial Day. pleasant way to get \o Bangor and back ia to
Mfly 30.
Congress cele- go with W. H. Page in his automobile.
^''roNv
*"Coration day by passing the an1

appropriation

m.i

bill

after

fif-

WEST

WINTERPORT!

measure
Quite a party of young people attended the
dance at the K. of P. hall at Ellingwood’s
of alCorner last Friday evening. The music by
appropriated
1 be increase includes
r.
$12,600,000 the Boys' Orchestra of Brooks was very much
w
rk
,'e* caused by the heavy volume of enjoyed. There will be another dance at the
;N CJ"? Jout °* tiye recent enactment of same place with the same music on Friday
11
AtaiPafc<:,dollar"a-day pension law. The evening June 14th-Miss Lola Hunting has
%1-ibuti.H Ahe ^re8ent 18 pension agencies, employment in the family of Mr. Abbott
°ughout the country, for whose Campbell.Mr. and Mrs. Frank Learned of
COri*oi»<iatinr, lnto
'Hea. It «in180
°.ne agency the House pro- Ellingawood’s Corner called on friends here on
provides for the payment of the Sunday....Mr. Daniel A. Campbell is recoverHn«ior
Check® to the veterans instead of ing from a recent illness.....The Longfellow
vouchers

s;iRKni8J!lerat*on.

ar'it-

>1
ky

The

increase
non’500, the
Lanamount

*13 too
ii’ ise

>u

Highways.

°ver

school will close June 6th.

834 51
434 75
178 41
381 27
16 53
5 72
3 75
18 75
1 00
1,818 05

Total.$3,694 74
The following orders were read and passed
in

1

That the chief of the fire departand the two assistant engineers be and
are hereby authorized and empowered to take
: such means as is necessary to enforce the
provisions of Sec. 34. Chap. 28 of the Revised
Statutes in investigating and correcting buildings and premises having in or on them combustible material or inflammable conditions.
Ordered: That a committee consisting of the
committee on fire department and city proper| ty be and is hereby instructed to examine all
dilapidated or dangerous buildings within the
limits of the Central D strict, and wherever
the same are in their opinion a nuisance, or
dangerous, to adjudge the same and report the
said buildings, giving description of same and
name of owners to the City Cierk, who
upon
receipt of the leport of the committee is hereby instructed to publish notice of a hearing, to
be held upon such date as the committee may
designate, to th owners thereof, in the Waldo
I County Herald tor three successive weeks as
required by law, that said owners may attend
and be heard.
Ordered: That order No. 19 be amended
by
striking out the words “for the ensuing year”
I and inserting in place thereof the words for a
period of two years,” so that said order as
amended shall read as follows:
Ordered: That the school committee of the

Ordered:

oil)

ui

Dcuasi uk uuLiiunz,eu to

iorm a

union

District with the town of Searsport for the
i purpose of hiring a superintendent of schools
for a period of two years.
Ordered: That, the City Treasurer be and is
hereby authorized and instructed to draw his
i order for the sum of $300, payable to J. A. McI Keen and Elijah Ritchie, the same
being in
part payment for labor performed on contract
on new street from Bridge to Market streets.
Ordered: That the compensation for labor
highways be twenty cents per hour for men
land twelve and one-half cents per hour for
pne horse and twenty-five cents per hour for a
Ipair of horses and fifteen cents per hour for
one yoke of oxen.
Ordered: That the Street Commissioner be
instructed to use Tarvia or some other mixture that would make a hard smooth surface
1 for crushed stone
sidewalks.

|Ion

Voted to

following resolve was read in the Board
Aldermen and sent to the Council for con-

Resolved: That the

sum

of

$500 be raised

as

supplementary tax upon the polls and estates of the resident‘inhabitants of the
City of
Belfast, and upon the estates of the non-residents of said city for the municipal
year A. D.
1912; and that the sum aforesaid shall be
raised, and is hereby appropriated as follows:
For paving or macadamizing Main street beginning on the line of the easterly side of
High street and extending in a westerly direction to the easterly line of Church street.
a

serving and its significance. He was frequently interrupted by applause and often the falling tears testified that he had touched respon-

sive chords in the hearts of his hearers. At
the close of the addressMiss Edna Hopkins sang
very sweetly two patriotic songs, "The Sword
of Bunker Hill” and "The Star Spangled Banner.” While the latter was sung the audience
Council voted to non concur.
stood ar.d Commander Putman waved the* Post
The following resolve was received from the
banner. Mrs. Etta Piper Savery then read
Council:
"The Veterans;” Messrs. A. T. Gay, A. P.
Resolved: That the sum of $500 be raised as
Goodhue, Earl Talbot and Frank R. Keene a supplementary tax upon the polls and estates
of the resident inhabitants of the
on
the
Old
sang "Tenting
Campground.” and ;
city of
Belfast and upon the estates of the non-resiMrs. Dora Bridges read impressively Moses
dents of said city for the municipal year A. D.
Owens famous poem"The Returned Maine Bat- 1912 and that the sum
aforesaid shall be raised
tle Flags.” The exercises closed with Taps by and is hereby appropriated as follows. For
or
paving
macadamizing Church street north
Roy Coombs. Despite the unfavorable weath- or
south from Post Office Square as
approved
er the day set apart in memory of the patriot
by the Committee on Highways.
dead had been fittingly observed.
Voted to non-concur.
The report of the City Marshal was read,
accepted and ordered placed on file. Council

WALDO CO. W. C. T. U. CONVENTION.
The

County

convention of the W. C.

be held in Brooks, June 21st.

concurred.
The petition of L. F. Simpson et als., requesting that a permanent piece of road be
built on Belmont Avenue from the J. F.
Chapman place to the Boulter farm was read and it
was voted that the same be referred to the
Committee on Highways writh instructions to
act with the Street Commissioner in performing such part call d for as they may deem advisable. Council concurred.
The petition of Percy S. Edgecomb et
als.,
praying that the electric lights on Lincolnville
Avenue be extended to Dunbar’s Corner, so
called,was read and referred to the Committee
o>. lights.
Council concurred.
The request of Sarah J.
Nealley. praying
that the city remove and dispose of the remains recently exhumed on her nromiecs
presented by the Mayor and it was voted that
it be referred to the City Solicitor.
The report of chairman of committee on
highways relative to a defective piece of
road on Lincolnville Avenue was presented by
Aid. Littlefield, and on motion it was voted
that the Committee on Highways be instructed
to make such repairs as required in their
judgment..
Voted, that the Mayor be chosen on the part
of the Board of Aldermen to act with such
members of the Council as may join as a committee on resolutions on the death of Aiderman Thomas L. Shute.

T. U.

Unions

are

entitled to one voting delegate for every ten
paying members, and the more visitors who go

better. Picnic dinner and supper, and the
members will very kindly care for those
who must remain over night.
The evening
address will be by Mrs. Deborah Knox Livingston, President of the Rhode Island W. C. T. U.,
a very charming sneaker, as we
who have
heard her think. Below is a list of the county
the

local

at the

hmij

county convention:

Mrs. Ella Barton
Smith, Co. Secretary,
Thorndike.
Mrs. H. P. Taylor, Evangelistic Supt., Searsmont.
Mrs. Geneva Freeman, Flower Mission, Win-

terport.
Mrs. L. A.

Rhodes, Literature, Lincolnville

R. D
Mrs. A. E. Brier, Purity in Art ard Literature, Belfast.
Mrs. Roberta Whitney, Red Letter Days,

Troy.

IN

BOARD

OF

Meeting called
tlefield, a Justice
bert A. Robbins,

MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.

on

complaint

of

Eben F. Lit-

of the
a

Peace, stating that AlState pauper, is an insane

person. Dr. G. C. Kilgore appeared
board and explained the action

before the

previously

taken in the matter by the State, and Drs. E.
Wilson and H. L. Kilgore appeared before
the board and testified relative to their examination of Albert A. Robbins. After hearing
the testimonv of the physicians present it was
voted to commit the said Albert A. Robbins to
the Maine Insane Hospital at Augusta.
The following motion was presented by Alderman Shute:
I move that Mayor Hanson be the choice of
the municipal officers to represent the city at
the annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Belfast & Moosehead Lake Railroad Company
and cast the vote of the city on its stock, and
that the Clerk execute a certificate of such appointment and present the same to the Mayor
as proof of his authorization.
Motion carried.
The request of Mrs. F. B. Knowlton praying
for permission to cover portion of a drain near
her premises on Congress street was presentA.

I

tion Committee. Do not let one do all the
work:
Mrs. S. A. Mansur, chairman, Monroe.
Mrs. M. C. Staples, Belfast.
Miss M. E. Stevens, Troy.
Mrs. Alberta George, Winterport,
Mrs. Georgia Tylor Woods, Troy.

ed

by

the

Mayor

and

on

motion

was

referred

A Suicide in Liberty.
to the committee on highways.
The bill of William H. Staples presented at
Believed to be deranged from despondency,
which has been apparent since the death of a former meeting fbr the care of the David
her husband about a year ago, Mrs. Sadie Gil- Ladd estate was taken
up and on motion it was
man committed suicide in Liberty last Saturvoted to pay the said Staples the sum of $30.
;
day by drowning herself. She left her home
The following list of ballot clerks recomsaying that she was going for a walk. She
went to a boathouse which projected over the
mended by the Democratic city committee was
water on the shore of the lake, closed the door
read and accepted by the board:
and was found there in the water
by Earl
Ward 1, Walter J. Clifford and Warren A.
Berry of Morrill who went for the boat to go
fishing She had apparently been in the water Nichols; ward 2, Samuel H. Lord and Warren
F.
more
than
15
!
Fahy; ward 3, Franklin A. Greer and Albert
minutes
hardly
and there were
signs of life. Dr. C. B. Hoit endeavored to re- P. Colson; ward 4, Frank E. Clark and Enoch
C.
her
but
suscitate
two hours’ efforts were unDow; ward 6, Byron M. Rogers and Leroy
availing. She was 49 years old, the widow of | Staples.
Fred Gilman, and leaves a daughter, Miss ; Adjourned.
Fanny Gilman, and a brother, Postmaster G.
H. Cargill. She was a woman of fine character
The Shoe Situation.
and generally beloved in the community, which
is greatly shocked and grieved
by the tragic
Improved weather conditions have materialending of her life.
ly stimulated the retail demand for summer
footwear,, and stocks of seasonable shoes on
Captain U. of M. Base Ball Team.
the shelves of distributors have been substanj
George J. Stobie of Waterville has been I tially reduced. The increased movement,
elected captain of the University of Maine however, has come too late to be of much
benbase ball team for the season of 1913. stobie efit to manufacturers this season, and most factories at present are
on
fall contracts,
engaged
has been the first string
pitcher in the college the supply of which will
be about made up bechampionship games this season, winning five fore July. Trade in all kinds of leather continues
of the six, either by his heady work in the box moderate, but prices are firmly held, and in
or by his
hitting. Capt. Stobie is a sopho- union sole leather the advance of lc. that
more.
He will have nearly a veteran team waB recently asked has been obtained for fairsized quantities of the best
next season, losing only two men
tannages.—Dun's
by graduation.
Review, June 1st.
■

PERSONAL.
H. C. Buzzell, Esq.,
week on business.

left

on

trip

to

the

early morning

trimmings. They ; stone
a wedding
boat.

train for

Boston and New York. On their rethe last of June they will take
up their
permanent residence at the bride’s home on
Union street.
turn

Patch-Preston. Harold Alfred Patch of
and Miss Lucinda
Augustus Preston of Boston were married
Wednesday night.
May 29th at the home of the groom’s father,
George Patch, in Nort.hr.nrt
t
Wilson
of
the
North
(Congregational)
church of this city officiated
the

Northport

of

Bridgewater, Mass.,

who arrived

by

was

in

Rockland last,

Danvers Cram of Newport visited friends in
; Montville last week.
Dr. J. C. White of Boston is at his
cottage
at Dark Harbor for the season.
Miss Marguerite Dinsmore of
Bucksport has
scholarship at Smith College.
Seth Banton of Freedom was the
guest last
week of his sister, Mrs. Charles
Dan forth, in
Fairfield.
won a

Benjamin Bradbury of Fairfield was at Temple Heights last week making preparations for
opening his cottage.
Mrs. Pierce of Monroe is the
guest for
several weeks of her
daughters, Mrs. W. L.

West and Mrs. Hattie
Godfrey.
Misses Evelyn P. Morison and Florence M,
I Hl11 left Iast Saturday to spend a two weeks'
vacation in Boston and
vicinity.

j

Miss Maud rMilliken returned last
Friday
from a six weeks’ visit with her
brother, Mr.
Seth M. Milliken, in New York

1

city.

j

Rev. T. P. Williams will deliver the Bacca
laureate sermon before the graduating class of.

Bridgewater High school June 9th.
Mrs. Austin C. Philbrick has returned from
West Newton, where she has been visitingI friends for the past few weeks.— Rockland
the

Opinion.

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Oliver Hayes of Read
ville, Mass., w ill arrive this morning to spend

!
!

their

j

honeymoon

w

ith

the

groom’s

parei ts,

Rev. and Mrs. A. A. Blair and Mrs. Sarah E. : Capt. and Mrs. J. O. Hayes.
Pierce went to Pittsfield Tuesday morning
Mrs. S. H. Matthews and
|
daughter, Miss
to attend the State Convention of the Univerj Belle Matthews, are at their cottage on thesalist church.
harbor front for the summer.
They haveThe Ralph C. Johnson’s are coming to Bel- closed their house on Cedar street.
|
fast for the summer and the servants will be
Mrs. A. C.Burgess left last Tuesday to
spenci
here next week to get their house on Primrose a
week with her son, Kenney A. Burgess at:
hill ready for occupancy.

| Philips, Exeter, and will spend a week in Bos
Whiting, William Johnson and Ralph | ton with friends before returning home.
Jackson, members of A’ E. Clark Camp. Sons
Capt. Bennett and wife of Brooksville were
using
single ring ceremony. Only the immediate of Veterans went to Gardiner yesterday to atJUIB. DeiJIieiL IS
imoj.
pieaStend
the
State
relatives of the contracting parties were
Encampment.
antly remembered in Belfast as Miss Stella
present. The bride, who is the
Mrs. John A. Henderson of Montreal return- Pendleton, formerly of this
daughter of Mrs.
and
Boston.
city
Arthur K. Blackington of Temple
heights, ed home Friday from a visit with Mrs. Frank
Prof. Edward H. Fletcher, teacher of piano
was attractively attired in a white
R.
Woodcock.
Dr.
her
with
Henderson,
gown
husband, in Acadia College, Wolfville, N. S., arrived last
lace insertion. Cut flowers adorned the rooms. is connected with McGill University.
Saturday to spend the summer with his family
A luncheon was served after the
Rev. David L. W ilson is to be a member of at the home of his
ceremony by
mother, Mrs. J. M. Fletcher.
Mrs. Perry, sister of the groom,
including the faculty at the summer course in AgriculMrs. Ansel White moved Monday from the
salad, sandwiches, olives, ice cream cake and ture, Social and Rural Economics
given at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles H.
coffee.
Crosby,
University of Maine from July Sth to 19th.
where she had been the
to
Frank

...

non concur.

currence.

past and present, to the members of the G. A.
R.,and spoke feelingly of the day they were ob-

will

j

I

and Mrs.
in the city
and Mrs. Roscoe
Mr.

SECRET SOCIETIES.

The
of

PERSONAL.

Downes-Brier. Capt. Cleveland Downei
Mrs. E. Shiro of Bangor is the
of New York and Mrs. Emma K. Brier of
guest of hei
thii
L. L. Shiro, High street.
city were married at 9 o’clock Sunday evening son,
Mrs. Ansel Wadsworth returned
June 2nd, at the bride’s home, No. 90
Unioi
Mondaj
from a visit at the home of Allen Miller in Lin
street. Rev. Arthur A.
Blair, pastor of th<
Universalist church, officiated and used th< colnville.
double ring service. The home was
Levi Clay returned to Portland
attracMonday, aftively decorated with festoons of green anc ter spending a short vacation with his famils
an abundance of white carnation
pinks. They at Citypoint.
v.ere attended
by Mr. and Mrs. Eugene L
Mr. and Mrs. Orman A.
Hopkins arrivec
Cook, the latter the bride’s sister. The bridt
Tuesday from Orlando, Fla., where they spenl
was becomingly gowned in
white marquisette the winter.
with cluny lace
trimmings. After the cereMr. and Mrs. R. E. Bryant and son Arthui
mony ice cream, assorted cake and coffee
of Omaha, Neb., are
guests of Mr. and Mrs
were served by Miss
Katherine E. Brier. The I Oscar B.
Wilkins.
popularity of the contracting parties was
William H. White of Newton
shown by the
Upper Falls,
many and valuable wedding
Mass., is the guest of his mother. Mrs. Martha
gifts. The bride has for several
years conJ.
I
White, High street.
ducted a millinery store in The Journal
block
on Church street and
Mrs. F. A. Stevens of Bangor returned
will be succeeded by her
'Slighter, Miss Katherine E. Brier, until the home last Tuesday from a visit with hei
business is sold. The groom is a native of daughter, Mrs. Herbert Stevens.
Jackson and for 22 years was in the
While Mrs. Louise Johnson Pratt is
employ of
expected
the Ward
Steamship Co. on the line between here this month she will be the guest of friends
New York and Havana.
Capt. Downes was and will not open The Homestead.
placed in command of the steamship Moro
Miss Etbola W, Frost, teacher of piano at
Castle when built in 1900, and
continued in her Acadia Seminary, Wolfville, N. S., arrived
until the Saratoga was built in
1907. He rehome last Friday to spend the summer.
tired from the service
August 10, 1911. The
Mrs. Herbert L. Seekins and Miss Amy E.
many friends he has made during his visits in
Stoddard returned Wednesday from a brief
Belfast, extend best wishes to the genial visit
to Mrs. William F.
Schoppe in Orono.
captain and his bride. The bride’s traveling
A.
E. Chase of Brooks motored to Belfast
gown was blue serge with
long blue coat,
Tuesday to meet Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Blackwhite panama hat with blue

j

concurrence:

ment

was

Mrs. Gertie Cook, Peace and Arbitration,
Bangor, Me., May 31. There were no deMrs. Lora Chase, School Savings Banks,
velopments today in the case of Helen G. Monroe.
Haley, the 20-year-old stenographer, who disMrs. A. V. Hussey, Temperance Teaching in
appeared from South Brewer Wednesday
Schoqls, Belfast R. D.
night. She started for a well in a dooryard of Sunday
Mrs. G. T. Woods, Scientific Temperance
a neighbor hardly 100 feet from her own
door
Teaching in Schools, Troy.
and has not been seen since.
Mrs. D. J. Bartlett, Medical Temperance,
Her character and reputation were
beyond Brooks R. D.
Her home life was pleasant, her
question.
Miss A. G. Kane, Fairs, and Systematic Givparents well-to-do, and she was not obliged to
ing, Searsport, R. D.
work, although she did so from choice.
Miss E. F. Miller, Pres., Franchise and Union
The girl's father, W'alter S. Haley, has offerBelfast.
Signal,
ed $100 reward for information. The
of
police
Miss S. A. Mansur, Sabbath Observance,
Bangor and Brewer, the county officials and Monroe.
scores of volunteers are
working on the case.
Miss S. A. Mansur, Loyal Temperance
The river is being searched, heavy charges of
dynamite exploded and every effort being Legion.
Miss. E. M. Hall, Parliamentary Usage, W'inmade. Tonight nearly every theory seems to
terport.
be eliminated except that of
temporary deMrs. C. M. Chase, Memorial Service, Winrangement and wandering away or suicide in
terport.
the river, which was but a few
steps from her
Following is a list of those on the Resoluhome.

WINTER PORT.
As the weather proved

School Repairs and Insurance.
Park.
Sewers.

I

Troy.

■

-1

Contingent.$

superintendents,and all lceal unions and superintendents are requested to send in their reVolney Thomp- ports promptly that they may do their work

State road as now located near
son’s carriage shop, thence by the new
county
road, by the way ot Poland's Corner, Monroe’s
Corner and past C. M. Plummer’s store to the
Freedom town line, near the house of Arthur
Watts.” A public hearing has been ordered
upon this petition by Commissioner Hardison
for 1 p. m., Saturday, June 8th, at the
Town hall,
Montville.
The present State
road was designated by the
county commissioners of Waldo county, April 29, 1902 and
is the road leading from Morrill
by Center
Montville to South Freedom.

Aldermen.

; Fire Department.
! Free Library.
i General School Purposes.
School Contingent.
j Free Text Books.

detailed as Col. Hubbard’s orderly. His address was a most interesting one.
He paid merited tributes to the heroes of the

service

of

Records of last meeting read and approved
and roll of accounts read and ordered paid, as
follows:

|

passed by the

m the lawn
party at the Home for
on,made the following report at t-.e

In Board

!

pave post office
council non-concurred and pass-

appropriating $500,

ing-

■

fine tastes, an aptitude for
verse-making, fc r
sketching, for wood-carving. By nature h e
was lovable, affectionate and
generous, and hi s
1
bridg<
personalitv was attractive. He had been i 1 and scattered flowers on the
water, in honor o
for many years before his death.
He leaves
the sailors in the late war.
sister, Mrs. Edward Sibley of Belfast, whoa t
The march to the
cemetery and the exerthe time of his death was very ill at the horn
1 cises t0 have been bsld there were
given up or
of her daughter in Chicago. He leaves also 1
|
| account of the rain and the program for th,
nephew, Harold Thorndike Sibley of Chicagt exercises in Memorial
as announced las.
hall,
and a niece, Mrs. Iier.ry Hoyt Hilton, also o f
week, was materially changed. At 3
p. m the
Chicago, who w as unable to be present at th ? members of Thomas II.
Marshall Post took
j
funeral because of illness in the family. Th ; seats in the
front
of
the stage, which was
|
funeral was at the home of his sister an 1 decorated with
flags of all sizes, and in the
brother-in-law at IS High street, Belfast, an i center was a mound
draped with flags and bearmany flowers were sent by his friends. Th ! ing a large bouquet under
which were the
interment was in the Thorndike lot at Grov > words "Our Unknown Dead.”
After the Post
in
Belfast.—c.
T.
s. H.
cemetery
was seated the ladies of the
Circle, the Sons oi
Veterans and the Ladies'
Isaac Howard died May 21st at his home ii
Auxiliary marched ir
and took seats directly back of
them. There
Unity at the advanced age of nearly 92 years
were comparatively few
spectators. The exMr. Howard was a native of Montville am
crcises opened with
singing Nearer My God
spent most of his youth and young manhooi I
to Thee, with Miss Amy E. Stoddard
at the
days there. Something over 50 years ago h<
piano. Prayer was then offered by Chaplain
moved tc Unity and took up a farm in wha
i
A. W. Hasson, and Adjutant Thomas
Gannon
was then nearly an unbroken forest.
Here
read the general orders and also the
names of
by years of industry, activity and patien
members who had died the past year. These
effort, he developed a fine home with nic<
were George B. Blake, John
Thompson, A. W.
buildings and beautiful fields. Here he ha(
lived, and as the number of his years heeam* Staples, Dr. Isaac Hills, all of 1 elfast, J. H.
Lenfest of Swanville, W. B. Cammett and
burdensome, had been tenderly cared for b\
HolH»
lis Wentworth of Waldo. Then came the cerej his daughter, Mrs. Wesley Reynolds.
leaves one other daughter, Mrs. Mott
Reynolds
mony of decorating the mound to “Our Unof Fairfield, and several grandchildren.
He
was an active Christian and was one of the
*nown
a, conducted by Commander L. C.
best of men. However dark the outlook he
I Putman. It differed materially from the regalways had a cheerful word, and he will evei
ular exercise but was very impressive and inbe kindly remembered by all who knew him.
teresting. Previous to the address of welHenry G. Tibbetts, aged 72, a retired mer- come by Commander Putman, the officers were
chant and owner of extensive real estate interests, ditd May 31st at his home in Rockland requested to take seats on the platform. The
He was a son of Samuel Tibbetts, who was ont
memorial address was by Past Commander K.
of the city’s pioneer marketmen, and the deW. Burrill of Robert O. Tyler Post, No. 50 of
ceased followed that business with much sucHartford, Conn., formerly of Searsport. Comcess for 40 years.
When the Civil War begar
rade Burrill spoke from actual experience of a
he went to the front with the 4th Maine
Regiment, in which he served as quartermastei soldier’s life, which began when he was a
sergeant. Mr. Tibbetts was a director of the mere
boy. He enlisted in the 19th Maine, but
Rockland Trust Company, a member of Edwas rejected on account of
win Libby Post, G A. R., and of local Masonic
height, later enlistbodies. He is survived by his wife.
ing in the 26th Maine, and after four months'

WEDDING BELLS.

The regular meeting of the city governmenl
was held June 3rd, Mayor E.F. Hanson presid-

The skies wept on Memorial
Day At time
the rain came down in
heavy showers and at a] l
other times drizzle and mist
prevailed and tfa.
sun remained
hidden behind
heavy cloud,
But despite the weather a
detail of ladies fron
the Circle went to Grove
cemetery in the morn
mg and decorated the graves
of the dead
There were flowers in
profusion, both culti
vated and wild, and on each
grave were th.
Stars and StriPes and tha
special markers will
red, white and blue ribbons. Later a
numbei
of school girls, with the
chaplain of the Circle
Mrs. W. A. Nichols, went to the
lowe

e

He attended school at Belfast and t
years of active bus
ness life were
spent in Belfast, in Boston an d
in Harriman, Tennessee. For
many years h e
was a successful teacher of vocal music in Boj
ton. He had studied music in Boston and i n
London and had a sympathetic and pleasin
;
voice. He loved the beautiful and had man f

ppropriating $500 to
tie

a

City Government.

by Thomas H. Marshall
Post G, A. R. and Kindred
Societies,

loved.

Washington
Whisperings_Local
Genealogy. .County Correspondence.
Must Move from Malaga..Bird
Talks. .Exports of Sewing Machines.

urleigh

in

Day.

Its Observance

Gorham, Maine, and his

..

Editorials. .The Churches. .The News
,f Brooks. .East Belfast.
The News ot Belfast.
Voices of the Press and Echoes of
ti e Bangor Convention,

memorial

Edward Octavius Thorndike w as born in Be Ifast, Maine, July 12, 1857, and died on May 3 ).
1912, at the age of 55 years, at Northpor t.

Memorial Day in Searsport. .ComU. of M Belfast t ree
Library.

mencement at

univ 1.

were

The degree will be worked at the
regular
meeting of Aurora Lodge, I. O. O. F., next

Gazette.

Leander Staples of Brooks
Sunday, guests of Mr.
Staples.—Rockland Courier-

of

over

.oou

the home
past year,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Staples, upper High

street.

Rev. Fr. Herman H. Hamakers, formerly of
Belfast, but who has been in Portland since
was
M.,
'12,
Tuesday evening.
his return from Europe, is now at Sorrento,
the guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Selwyn |
Seaside Chapter, O. E. S., of Camden will
Thompson, several days last week. Mr. and Me. In a personal note he says: “I hope you
give a public military whist party in Masonic Mrs.
Thompson will go to Orono next Monday and all of good Belfast are well.”
Temple, Camden, Saturday evening, June 15th. to attend commencement.
Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Longfellow left refor New York, where they will visit
The Rebekahs of district 17 held their disMiss W innifred Sanborn was offered a de- cently
their daughter, Mrs. A. D. Ralph. They will
trict meeting with Maiden Cliff lodge of Resirable Western Union office in the Hotel Sam- j! also visit their son, Dr. Austin
Longfellow, in
bekahs of Camden* May 29th.
Mrs. Frances oset, Rockland, but was unable to
Providence, R. I.— Machias Republican.
accept ag
Homer of Bucksport was the guest of honor.
she had already accepted a position as book- !
Miss Florence Dinsmore of Waterville has
Penobscot Encampment, I O O. F., at a keeper with Mason & Hall.
engaged one of the cottages at Murphy’s Point
special meeting Wednesday evening, May 29th,
for the summer. She has frequently visited
Evelyn M., daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lester
conferred the Patriarchal and Golden Rule deher cousins, Thos. B. and Irving T. Dinsmore,
A. Wilson of Poor’s Mills, will graduate with
grees on one candidate and at the regular
and has made many friends in this city.
honors this month from Coney High school, Aumeeting last Tuesday evening worked the
Mrs. John F. Hili, the widow, and Percy V
gusta. She will remain in Augusta permanentRoyal Purple degree.
Hill, the son of ex-Governor Hill, have offered
ly in the employ of Dr. S. J. Beach.
Members of St. John’s commandery of this
to give $50,000 for a Y. M. C. A.
building ir
Miss Melvina V. Parker, an instructor in the
city are planning on going to Belfast, June 24,
Augusta, as a tribute to his memory, on conto join with Palestine commandery of that Belfast High school, has received an
appoint- dition that a suitable site be
provided and an
city for the observance of St. John’s day. It ment from the U. S. government to teach in !
will be one of the largest fraternal events that
endowment fund of $25,000 be raised.
have been hfeid in Waldo county for a long- High school work in Porto Rico the coming
A. E. Clark Camp elected Ralph S. Jackson
time, and members of the Commandery from fall, and with Miss Cora S. Morison, who has
various points in eastern Maine are
expected also received an appointment, will probably and C. L. Wright as delegates to the State Ento attend.—Bangor Commercial.
campment of the Maine Divisons, Sens of
leave for Porto Rico in September.
General Knox chapter, Rose Croix, A. A. S.
Veterans to be held in Gardiner on June 5th
J. T. Lamb of Lincolnville when a caller at
and Gth, and the Ladies’ Auxiliary elected asR. of Rockland held its annual meeting, May
the Knox mill in Camden the other day said
28th and transacted much important business.
their representative Mrs. Mabel V, ebber.
that he was the first man to spin yarn in the
A new code of by-laws was
Charles F. Merriam, who recently moved tc
adopted, and offi- old mill in 1862,
He
found
fifty years ago.
cers for the ensuing year were
Isle from this city, is interested in the
elected, as fol- there had been some remarkable
changes and Presque
lows: Most W’ise Master, James A. Richarn
of a camp of Sons of Veterans
a wonderful growth in the half
that organization
century
Senior Warden, Alan L. Bird; Junior Warden
that place and already has a good list of fames.
had elapsed.
George W. Smith: Orator, Arthur S. Littlefield;
Mr. Merriam holds the position of patriotic inMrs. H. C. Barnard of Lewiston spent a
treasurer, Lorenzo S. Robinson; Secretary,
structor of the Maine division of Sons of
the
week
few days
with her daughter,
past
Frank C. Flint; Master of Ceremonies, Wilmer
Veterans.
J. Dorman, of Belfast; Hospitaler, William H. Miss Hazel Barnard, teacher of ancient history
Dr. Charles W. Eliot, president emeritus of
Latin in the Belfast High school.
Friday Harvard
Fisk; Guard, Freeman A. Stanley ; Tyler, Sim- and
University, who has been travelingeon

W. Duncan.

Palestine Commandery, K. T., of this city is
to entertain on St. John’s day, June 24th, St.
John’s Commandery of Bangor and
Trinity

Commandery

of

Augusta. It is expected that
there will be about 300 visitors, including the

Lynwood B. Thompson, U.

of

afternoon Miss Barnard gave a tea in her
mother’s honor at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Wm M. Randall, Church street.

through

China and the far East, is expected to
in this country early in July and will goat once to his cottage at Northeast Harbor.
He was one of the tirst of the su mer visitors
arrive

telegram was received, Saturday morning,
Henry Hoyt Hilton of Chicago, announcing the serious illness of her mother,
Mrs. Edward Sibley of this city, who is her
A

from Mrs.

to build there.

Mr. and Mrs. George C. Lakie, who came- to
recently from Syracuse, N. Y., on aclatter is ill with
heart affecKnights. They will arrive about 10 o’clock a. guest.
count of Mr. Lakie’s health, have concluded to
tion and a specialist has been in attendance.
m., probably by special train, and will be met
remain here and have taken the rooms in the
A later wire announced that the invalid was j
at. thp Stflfinn l»V Paloctitio r..mma-.irLrv -.nrt
Millett house, Cedar street, formerly occupied
the Belfast Band. The line wili be formed at more comfortable.
by Mrs. Isabel Morse, who has moved to the
the station for a parade of the principal
Hon. and Mrs. J. P. Taliaferro of Jackson- Limeburner
house, Court street.
streets of the city,
thence to the Eastern ville,Fla., accompanied by their guests, Mrs. T.
Mrs. Catherine Chapin has gone to Searsport
Steamship wharf, where all will embark on the T. Stockton of Jacksonville and Miss Lucy P.
steamer Boothbay of the E. S. S. Co. for a sail
Taliaferro of Orange, Va., Mr. Taliaferro’s I Edwin Chapin. She made the trip in Chas.
Robinson’s auto and was accompanied by her
about the Penobscot bay. A buffet lunch will
sister, arrived at their summer home Tues- ;
daughter, Mrs. Chas. Suttle. Mrs. Chaj in isbe served on board.
In the afternoon the day evening.
They came from New York in the oldest member of the Methodist cnurcb.
party will land at Penobscot park, Searsport, their touring car, stopping en route in Boston, and is also the oldest Rebekah. We think she
where a shore dinner will be served and toasts
Portland and Augusta.
| may be the oldest person in town. She retains
her strength and her faculties to a remarkable
and speechmaking will follow.
Games and
Mr. and Mrs. D. Faunce Woodcock, who have
degree.—Camden Herald.
out-of-door sports will then be in order. At 6 been for some months in
Greeley, Colorado,
Miss E. Louise Heal, daughter of Mr. and
p. m., the steamer will leave the park for Belwere to leave there June 4th for Wyoming, tc
Mrs. A. S. Heal, graduated with hig.i honors
fast, arriving about 7 o’clock. Marching to spend the summer on a ranch. They were tc
from the School of the Museum of Fine Arts,
Phoenix Row, a concert by the three bands travel 100 miles
by train to Laramie and from
will be given in front of the Colonial theatre there
Boston, May 29th. The commencement exergo about 28 miles across the country tc
cises were held at the Smart Club, 102 Fenway,
and there will be a display of fireworks. Later,
the ranch, which is not far from Medicine Bow
Miss Heal was one of three to receive honorthe Sir Knights will attend a special perform- Mr. Woodcock
reports that he is in fair health
able mention for work in the general course
ance given in their honor in the new Colonial
although he had recently been ill with a cold
and one of two to receive honorable mention
theatre, which has been engaged for r.he ex- and that on the whole he is
gaining.
for metal work. She had been president of
clusive entertainment of the visitors. After
J. 0. Ripley of Stillwell, 111., a recent guest
her class for two years and is a member of the
the performance a lunch will be served in Maof Mr. and Mrs. Frederick W. Brown, was borr 1
Students’ Club of Boston.
sonic Temple and the guests will be escorted
Her mother atin Montville, but went west with his parent*
tended the exercises.
to the train about 10 o’clock.

two

bands

which

will

accompany

the

Sir

Orcharding at Highmoor Farm.
To
ers

the

Editor

of

The

Journal: Your read-

may be interested in knowing that with
methods of handling that have been prac

the
ticed by the Maine Agricultural Experiment
Station at Highmoor Farm,even with the large
crop of 2,600 barrels of merchantable apples
harvested in 1911, the trees were able to set
even more fruit buds in 1912 than in 1911.
The orchards will be in full bloom the week
beginning June 2nd. Visitors are always welcome at the Farm.
The condition of the trees
at the present time in their freeness from disease and insect enemies, and the large bloom
are worthy of study and note.
They are indicative of what may be done in many neglected
orchards of the State by proper care.
Chas. D.

Woods,
Director.

Orono, Maine, May 29, 1912.
The

Salmon Season.

The cold, backward season delayed the salmon season, but last week one of the biggest
runs of Penobscot salmon for years kept the
weir fishermen busy. May 29th M. O. Leach
of West Penobscot took out 19 fish averaging
15 pounds each, netting him more than $126,
as part
of the catch was sold alive to the
United States Fish Commission for breeding
purposes. Edward Heath and A. H. Whitmore of Verona got 14 each.
Sixty fish were
shipped to Bangor on that day and many to
Boston and New York. The catch fell off the
latter part of the week, due to the unfavorable weather.

The

wheu five years old.
His mother was a Miss
Trim of Islesboro. This was his first visit easl

and his first glimpse of salt water, and he enjoyed a sail on the bay and a clambake. H<
went to Montville last week to visit his ole
home.
Mr. Ripley is the oldest man in the
employ cf the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
R. R. in point of service, having beei. with the
company 40 years as station
points in the West.

agent in various

On the campus of the Maine Wesleyan SemiMay 28th

nary a May pole fete was presented
the first event of the kind in the

schools

of

Belfast

some

Maine, and

as

usual

secondary
the

I

The Journal had a pleasant call last Saturfrom E. D. Denslow, Esq., of Stockton
Springs, father of Mrs. Favre whose entertaining letters from Corsica are appearing in 1’he
Journal. Mr. Denslow has travelled to all
parts of the world and his daughter intends tc
see all the places he visited;
but, unlike most
travellers.she spends enough time in a place tc
become familiar with the people, customs, etc.
Speaking English, of course, and French anc
Italian fluently, she has an advantage over
most tourists and her letters show’ that she is
both observant and accurate.
day

Waldc

County students were to the fore. The Bostor
Globe gives a portrait of Miss Helen E. Cob!

Ballots for the Primary Election.

of Searsmont in connection with its report oi
the affair. Miss Geneva Forbes Hutchins oi
Belfast was one of the attendants of the May
Queen, and in the flower dance were Misses
Mary F. Cobb of Searsmont, Sabra Dyer oi
Belfast and Marcia Eleanor Bragdon of Frankfort.
Following the flower dance came the
May-pole dance, when the pole was successfully wound with white and pink streamers tc
the music furnished by an orchestra consisting of Richard Hills Stuart, Newport; William
Harrison Sanborn, Rockland; and Helen Edith
Cobb, Searsmont. After the pole had beer
wound the more difficult task of unwinding il
remained.
But this, too, was successfully
done. In this dance were Helen Gardner Briei
and Marian Edna Knowlton of Belfast. Mis*
Helen Cobb of Searsmont was a member oi
the general committee in charge.

The ballots for the primary election, June
17th, have been printed and it is expected to
complete the work of sealing and shipping
them by June 10th. The expense of the direct,
primary election will be about $26,000, of
which some $7,000 will be borne by the State.
The stock alone cost approximately $2,500, as
some 25 tons of paper are being used for the

ballots, specimens and return blanks.
The
From

Sardine

Situation.

present indications there will be little-

in the sardine industry this season.
There was an overproduction last year and the
market for the stock on hand is dull. Herring
are scarce at present and it is not
expected
that the sardine factories generally will open
this year until late in the summer or early in

activity

the fall.

Fishermen

scarcity of bait

are

complaining of thn

thoroughly that wnen the gage of battle Millionaires are plentiful in the State o
had been once thrown, there was no re- Maine. How has it been brought about
treat; and this strong, conservative body Into the hands of the few vast accumu
ADDRESS BY HON. FOREST GOOD of men held back the declaration of war lations
have been gathered. How ca
until such time as all were satisfied that men become millionaires in a
WIN OF SKOWHEGAN.
free am
our cause was just, and then a united
independent country? What the ric!
country joined in supporting the hands get comes from somewhere.
No mai
of the President and war was declared. by his individual labor can gather, in ai
The judgment of our people in urging
ordinary lifetime, more than a com
war with Spain, both from motives of hupetence. It must be that the system o
a
manity to assist
struggling people, government is wrong; that too muc!
who for a hundred years had fought for
power is given to capital and too littl
their liberty beneath our very shadow, remains in labor.
and also to avenge the blood of our sailNow there is a remedy for this in th
ors who found their final resting place in
hands of the people themselves. Yo1 i!
the waters of the Harbor of Havana, can in some
way adjust the difficulty an i
has been justified by the outcome of that
keep the Ship of State upon an even keel
war. A great people have been rendered
steering safely between the Charybodi i
free and independent; and the investiga- of
capital on one side, and the Scylla o E
tions of the last few years have proved labor
Many of ou
upon the other.
a
doubt
that
the
American
Battlebeyond
statesmen are honest in their attempt t
ship was blown up by a Spanish mine j regulate this evil. They pass laws t
deliberately placed and deliberately dissolve the trusts, and still trusts exis
fired.
and the very laws enacted to destro;
I want to stop right here in speaking them have sometimes increased theii

Memorial

Day in Searsport.

of the ideals of government to say
word

compared with kitchen comfort

Glenwood

Makes Cooking Easy

Range

But we should not be disheart
power.
ened. We are passing through a trans
formation age in this respect. Let u:
believe in the honesty of human naturi
and the intelligence of the American peo

a

two in reference to the Spanish
War, because the soldiers who fell in
that war and those who have died since
then, are buried in our cemeteries both
North and South; and on this day, we
decorate their graves as well as those of
the war of ’61.
What a splendid, spontaneous outburst of enthusiastic patriotism from
the North and the South and the East
and the West when war was declared.
Men who wore the grey and men who
wore the blue joined in offering their
allegiance to the flag; and the children
of those men rivaled each other in their
eagerness to enlist against the common
or

n°t whether your kitchen is large or small there is a
p.
x'lain
Glenwood Range made to fit it at a price to suit your purse.

r^a^frs

and that the time will surely comi
when this evil will be remedied by th<
people themselves.

pie;

M

Great problems

require exceptiona
ability to solve them, and above all, thej
require time to be satisfactorily workec
out.
Let us keep our faith pure in tht
people, and remember that those whe

Tndenendence
and founded our government, and those
HON. FOREST GOODWIN.
who saved our country in the days of ’61
and carried us safely through the dark
c
rr»i_O_■
L___t_•
1_
Memorial Day is always a day of
days after the war, are the ancestors of
mingled pleasure and pain; pleasure, be- yet it was the prevailing opinion among our people today and that the same incause it comes in the spring of the year the countries of the old world that the
telligence and blood and power and earnwhen all nature is awakening to life, and United States had undertaken a task estness and
integrity of purpose exists
the birds sing the loudest, the flowers which it might not be able to accomplish
as it has always existed in the
today
smell the sweetest,
and everything when war was declared against one of American
Republic. Let us preserve the
speaks of hope and promise; pain, be- the old countries of Europe, proud, arro- ideal of a government for all and not for
cause on this day we plant flowers o’er
gant and haughty Spam. And I remem- the many, confident in the basic intellithe graves of those who gave up their ber well a
lady in my town who received gence of our people to work out the solives during the dark days of the war a letter from one of the interior
prov- lution of this mighty problem.
and who since have passed into the inces of
Germany, in which the writer
Of all the lofty ideals that our peo3.
great beyond, and all hearts are sadden- said that she was praying for the success
ple have striven to live up to, that of the
ed with the memories of their suffering of the American
cause, but that every- education of youth has been the loftiest.
and sorrow.
body where she lived thought that Spain What tremendous strides we have made
But above all the pleasure and pain, was sure to
triumph. The hand of in educational advantages in the last few
there arises one great and magnificent Providence
guided the destiny of our decades! Our magnificent public school
sentiment that stirs each and ail of us to fleets and soldiers.
It seemed to be system offers to every boy and girl a
nobler and loft! r thoughts, and incites God himself who directed
Dewey’s fleet chance to be educated and trained for
us to better and nobler lives, and that is
that moonlight night in May, past the the duties of life. Higher education has
patriotism, the love of country which on forts that lie at the entrance of Manilla been provided for by innumerable semithis day, above all other days, stirs and
Harbor, under the frowning guns of naries, colleges, institutes and universimoves the American heart.
If no other Cavite, over the submerged mines and
ties. The time was, even when I was a
lesson than this were taught by the cele- into the harbor
which had never been boy, that a boy who went to college from
bration of this day, the reason and cause visited
by a foreign foe before; and a country town was a rarity and was
for its existence would be sufficient. Boys when the sun arose that
morning and i envied for his opportunity. Now, scores
and girls of today learn to love the Stars
glistened upon the ininareted 3teeples of of boys are attending our universities
and Stripes from the lessons of the dead
.Manilla, it looked down upon two great where one twenty-five years ago used to
heroes whose memories we honor; and war
fleets, one representing the mon- 1 g°until the last white-haired old soldier is
of Spain, and the other, the new
One thing has been kept free from
archy
laid away to rest, I trust the observance
republic of the United States, the old political debasement, and that is our
of Memorial Day will not be forgotten in idea
to the new idea; and when school
opposed
system. Jit is true, in some cases,
this fair land of ours.
it sank at night, everyone of the war that politics have crept into our public
Yes! Long after the last hero has vessels of
Spain’s proud fleet was a i school management, but the men and
gone, may the day still be observed and blackened, hissing, ruined hulk, and the women of this
country today insist upon
the lessons of their lives still be incul- United States had taken its
place as one the purest and best system of education
cated in the minds of aspiring youth.
of the great world powers.
for their children. Our people as a peoI am not going to speak with you toThe soldier of rhe Spanish war drew
were never so well trained for the
day as to what might have been the re- his inspiration from the soldier of the ple
battle of life or so well educated in result if the Stars and Stripes had not been war of the
rebellion, and your example gard to everything that makes them
victorious through that bitter contest, will ever be emulated in the
years that capable of earning their way and enjoyand the patriotism of the North con- are to come.
Comtheir lives a3.they are today.
quered the rebellion of the South. It is | 2. We must be true to the principle : ing
pulsory school laws are a grand thing.
not my purpose to inquire whether or not that our
country is for all and not for Child labor laws are working out the
we should have becone a dependent of
the few. Great wealth has, during the salvation of the
laboring class.
some foreign
ration; or whether we last few years, been gathered in the
There is no reason why children, little
should have been divided into separate hands of the few. The
for
opportunity
boys and girls, should grow up in ignoadd individual kingdoms, each with its
onternrico
tVio l'ururl
!
rance and begin before they are twelve
uwii
jjdiucuitu xuimui guveniniem; ur
crease of individual fortunes have been
years of age to woik in our cotton and
whether we should have been a Republic immense
during the development stage woolen mills and other industries. The
still with the slave-holding States in of our
country. This accumulation of strong arms of the government should
power and the curse of slavery planted property in the hands of the few is a
step in with the most effective and powthroughout the entire length and breadth ] menace to society. It is the occasion of erful
laws that we can make and say to
of the nation; or whether chaos would
unrest
the
togreat
throughout
country
everybody that the child must be educathave reigned by half a dozen foreign !
There
seem
to
no
in
one
be
day.
justice
auu
aim
anicu
uioLijjmitii,
nations annexing different parts of our ; man
having his millions and the inherited no one under a certain age shall be alcountry to their domains. These are wealth to enjoy every luxury that you
lowed to throw away the chances of an
speculative questions only, possible dan- can conceive of, while the poor, but in- education
simply because their parents,
gers that the men of 1861 saved our dustrious citizen sees his children dein their ignorance or indifference, would
country from.
prived of education, because of lack of take them from school to contribute to
What we do know is that out of the
Honest labor should be requit- the means of livelihood for the
means.
family.
strife and turmoil and anguish and sufbrains should be recognized, but
j
ed;
If the foreign population, increasing at
cf
that
war
came
the most glorifermg
wealth must be curbed. It is con- the
great
rate, by immigration, of a million a
ous, noblest and best nation that has ever
tary to the principle of our Declaration year, does not recognize this principle,
been known since history began. Other of
that all men were born it must be
Independence
taught by drastic measures.
nations may have been as rich and pros- free
and equal and have an inalienable Their children are of
greater value than
perous, other countries may have had as
to life, liberty and happiness. The the
light
that
draw on Saturday
rich and fertile soil, other people maywages
they
that foists a system of
night.
have been us intelligent and enterprising political party
the
government upon
public bv which
as our own, orber governments
When the time comes that every child
may have the people may be exploited for the
afforded as stable and safe protection to benefit
of the few, must he replaced by a in America up to the age of sixteen years
the institutions of society; but no counhas
kept in our 'public schools, or
progressive party in which the rights of has been
been instructed by a course of study
try has prospered as the United States the many shall be superior to the
rights
has prospered, or had a .people so genof the few.
1 am not a Socialist, be- prescribed by our public school system,
erally happy, contented and industrious, cause a Socialist destroys individual
in- then Socialism will be eradicated and the
with a government in whic-h each and
government will be placed upon so stable
iterance.
every person participates and in which
But this country, wdiich cost so much a foundation that it cannot be overvoter
is an independent sovereign. on
thrown by prejudice or passion or vioevery
your part to save, must not now be
We hold that most dear which costs us
Education is the foundathe power of capital. Great lence or envy.
most. The greater the suffering in any destroyed by
wealth concentrated in the hands of a tion of every virtue and the support of
undertaking, the greater the resultant few, and great power vested in the trusts every enduring government. It is one
happiness. The mother loves her child, and corporations, have had a tendency to of the loftiest ideals to be achieved by
giving b.rth to whom she faced the mys- destroy
generations.
individuality of effort and to the4. coming
If you should ask wherein was the
tery of death. The father fights for that create an
Oligarchy in place of a Repubmother and child, and by the sweat of
of
the
strength
government of the United
lic.
his brow, builds up a home to shelter
States, and upon what its future success
Avarice
and
when
and
worst
once
it
elements
is completed,
them;
and prosperity most depended, I should
greed—the
finds hisgieatesl happiness in the memo- Df human nature—prompted the slave say to jyou that, above everything else,
ries of the struggles through which he holding States to hold human beings in it depended upon the American home.
passed. This noble countrv of ours, which bondage in order that the rich might en- It is the people who acquire a home who
was baptized in the blood of Northern
joy the result of the labors of these have most at stake in the prosperity of
and Southern soldiers fifty years ago, slaves, and those who had slaves refused our land.
When a man has a home, he
and which came out of it vigorous and lo recognize them as anything more than is independent; it is his castle.
He can
to
be
bought and sold and to look the world face to face and defy atstrong and powerful, is an object of chattels
owners’
labor
for
their
To
curb
pleasure.
great pride and love and reverence, betack. Beyond its portals no enemy can
this avarice and greed, and to make the come and within its portals friends are
cause it has cost so much.
us the war of ’61.
free
cost
slave
time
it
Again,
assuages every grief,
always welcome.
The same avariciousness and greed on
takes the sting from every wound. The
In many ways the farmer is the hapmen of the North have forgiven; the ! the part of the few threaten the stability piest man on the face of the globe, and
men of the South have forgotten.
It is of the Republic today. Some of those that because he has a home, something
who are rich and powerful would bind that he has the control and management
one country now, with one flag and one
people. United, we can bid defiance to the shackles of human slavery upon the of, and in which he is supreme. It is for
the armies of the world.
United, we working man and make him a creature that reason, I think, more than any
have a country whose people will work of barter rather than a human being en- other, that the farmers of our country
their influence upon the destiny of the dowed with the same rights and desires are its backbone; and when you unite the
whole world. Our career as a nation is and hopes and fears that the rich have. farmers with the great middle class of
unlimited in its possible grandeur and It makes no difference what political people, those who work in our mills and
magnificence. We have the natural re- party is in power, the aim and purpose factories and save enough to found their
sources, the geographical position, the of these men are the same and the same little homestead in which they rear their
intelligence, the strength, the vigor, the result is achieved. The power of the families, these home-owners are the bulindustry, Lhe inventive genius, and the rich and the great must be curbed, and wark of American liberty. The man
the individual given his right of life, who is a kind husband and good father,
pure blood to make us superior to any j
who rears his children in the fear of God
other people.
liberty and happiness.
How to do this is the great problem of and with the love-of country in his heart,
Rut to carry out our destiny and our
Thinking men ali over the j no matter how hard he works or however
mission in this world, we must be true to the hour.
country today are trying to work this poor he may be, who meets his duties of
a
wav that will save the country each
wish to speak to you briefly this after- out in
day with a smiling face, and who sees
from anarchy, and preserve the rights
noon.
of all.
out to make their own way in life, that
1.
We must be true to the principle
of self-government. Let r.o man or body
History records the same destiny for man, when he gets through and lays
uown
the burden, has achieved the
of men take from the people themselyes all the great countries of the past.
the control of their affairs. The nea'rer Phoenicia,
Egypt, Greece and Rome greatest success in life that anyone can.
we keep to the rule of the people, the
passed through identically the same ex- The true American father and mother,
better the government will be. It is the I perience until there grew up in each a bringing up true American boys and girls
fashion among certain powerful and rich j powerful set of rich men who exploited in the true and ideal American home will
of socialism and make
people to say that the people are not fit the people for their benefit Wealth and solve the problem
No greater fallacy greed ran rampant until finally, luxury our country as enduring as the everlastfor self-government.
hills.
was ever uttered.
It is true that all and vice came in and each country was ing
And now another Memorial Day is
men are not created equal, and that some
destroyed by its own viciousness.
Our people are too intelligent to allow drawing to a close. Forty-five years
have greater strength and some greater
brain power than others; but the aver- our beloved country to pursue the course have passed since Lee surrendered at
followed by these countries. The problem Appomatox. These years have brought
age American citizen measures up to the
to many of you more of suffering than
highest level of humanity; and you let must be and will be solved.
But so widespread is the sentiment to
joy, more of pain than pleasure. One
all the people of this country, the rich
and the poor, the capitalist and the work- day throughout this land that there is- year from now, there are those within
this hall whose ears will be forever deaf
ing man, and the high and the low, something wrong with our government, to
the sound of music or to words of
thoroughly understand any great ques- that the rich are growing richer and the
tion that concerns their government or poor poorer, that Socialistic ideas have praise. New graves will be decorated
themselves, and a majority of all the begun to wield great influence through- in yonder cemetery by the trembling
of their surviving comrades.
people will decide that question right. out certain portions of our country. Only hands
Rich men build monuments of marble
It is true that there are agitators and lately, a branch of Socialists known as
the Industrial Workers of the World to perpetuate their memories, great men
men who lead the procession, and whose
ideas are very much in advance of the have come into existence and are at- have statutes of bronze and tablets of
times. It is equally true that the people tempting now to organize mills, factories brass erected in their honor; but the
sometimes appear to be swayed by pas- and labor unions everywhere. They are American soldier will find his monument
forever in the hearts of the American
a deadly menace to society. They preach
as when the Battlesion and

Hakes

wrote the Declaration of

As in a vision, I can seem to see, on the
final judgment day, all the armies of the
world, of every country and of every
time, pass in review before the Great
Captain of the Universe. Out of the
dim mist of the past, hosts upon hosts,
with haughty and arrogant air, go sweeping by. Since the dawn of history,
legions upon legions of other armies,

_Mitchell $ Trussell,

arrogant
equally prouu,marcn
And now comes the army of 1861,
the boys in blue; to the sound of fife and
drum and beneath theStars and Stripes,
with proud and confident step they
march, and 1 can seem to hear these
words pronounced by Him who is the
Arbiter of all fate. “These men fought
not for personal glory, honor, wealth or
power, they fought alone for human liberty. They are worthy. Make ready
for the American soldier, the noblest
finest mansion in my Father’s house and
there shall be his resting place through
all eternity.”
ana
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Commencement

Bergson, Henri Louis.
Laughter; an essay on the meaning
of the con ic.
Flournoy, Theodore.
Spiritism and psychology. lPil...

Extra Effort to Bring

157 B 4

134 p»2

RELIGION.

McGiffert, Arthur Cushman.
The Apostles’ creed; its origin, its

U. of M.

at

The Monarch
Vacuum Cleaner

Books, May, 1912.

and

The

its historical in-

terpretation.

238.1 M !

1902

Commencement at the University of
Maine will be of special interest this
year and extra effort is being made to
get as many as possible of the alumni
back for the exercises. No formal inSCIExNCK.
vitations are being issued but every
loyal Maine man is expected to get back More ton, David Penn.
Practical applied electricity. 1911.537.8 M 81
if possible. Governor Plaisted, AttorUSEMJX AND.FINE ARTS.
ney General Pattangall, Hon. William T.
Haines and other prominent men of the DuCane, Florence.
State and from outside the State will be
The flowers and gardens of Japan.
among the speakers.
I llustrated by 60 colored plates.
A novel scheme has been adopted for
1908.
710 D 8
class reunions, having originated with
Hall, Bolton.
the “First Seven” reunion of 1910.
The gift of sleep. 1911.
A13.7 H
Classes five years apart from 1872 to
1907 are asked to hold reunions this year Knackfuss, H.
Rembrandt. Monographs on arand to include the four classes of their
ml

K

fiitln n#lrli

4,,

4tio

in

uses.

terest and attendance.
The 50th anniversary of the land grant,
the 25th of the Hatch act, the 40th of
the graduation of the first class, and the
15th of the change of name will all be
observed at this commencement, which
will be the 41st. The complete program
is as follows:

in

SATURDAY, JUNE 8TH.
initiation and
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What
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Many a woman drags along a life of misery
with piles because she does not know of HEMROID, the sugar-coated tablet remedy that
cures any kind of piles by restoring good circulation of blood in the swollen, clogged parts.
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HISTORY.

Its not too bad, and not too good.
Rut I do like to see men dress as they should

Sylvester, Herbert Milton.
Indian wars of New England. 3
vols. 1910. 973.2
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Chesterton, Gilbert K.
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Counsel for the defense. 1912.
Wister, Annis Lee, Translator.
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edge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page.
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly

Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in advance; and when payment is made it should be
stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
also necessary to say that none of these publications are mailed with The Journal or from
this office. W’e have to pay for thece publicaadvance, and they
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!
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pages, full par-
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Covers every field of knowl-

and whacks
says a
heads if it don't. “Move on now,” says the
big, harsh mineral pills to bowel congestion
and suffering fellows. Dr. King’s New Life
Pills don’t bulldoze the bowels. They gently
persuade them to right action, and health follows. 25c at all druggists.
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MOVE ON NOW !
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THE MERRIANI WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dictionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.

Crane,
Automobile girls series.
Automobile girls at Newport. J-C 85-1
Automobile girls in the Berkshires. J-C 85 -2
Automobile girls along the Hudson. J-C 85-3
Hill, Frederick Trevor.
On the trail of Grant and Lee. 1911.973.79H 55
Malone, Paul B.
A West Point lieutenant. Vol. 5
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Everwerr), Earnson & Hubbard Hats
Caps. Hathaway, Earl & Wilson Shirts and

Collars, Yale Union Suits—I am agent for these
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do it if
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Chester, George Randolph.
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V/inter India. 1903.
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3ei':z, Don Carlos
Surface Japan. 1911. T 52 Se 4

their respective offices to our subOur clubbing offers'are as follows
; scribers.
for one year’s subscription paid in advance:
| The Journal and Farm and Home.$2.00
Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25
| The
The Journal and McCall’s
2.10
HEM-ROID is sold under a guarantee of : The Journal and New Idea Magazine. 2.25
Magazine.
satisfaction by Wm. O. Poor & Son and ail
The publications included in our clubbing ofdruggists. $1 for 25 days' treatment. Dr. fers may be sent to different addresses.
The publishers of the New Idea Magazine
Leonhardt Co., Station B. Buffalo, N. Y., mails
have advised us of an increase in their suba free booklet describing it.
scription price and a consequent advance in
clubbing rates, and The Journal and New Idea
MAN COUGHS AND BREAKS RIBS.
After a frightful coughing spell a man jn are now $2.25.
The publishers of McCalls magazine have
Neenah, Wis., felt terrible pains in his side
and his doctor found two ribs had been broken. sent us this notice: “The subscribers may
What agony Dr. King’s New Discovery would select their free patterns within 30 days after
have saved him. A few teaspoousful ends a the receipt of their first magazine by making
late cough, while persistent use routs obsti- a request on an ordinary post card, stating
nate coughB, expels stubborn colds or heals that the pattern desired is a free pattern to
weak, sore lungs. “I feel sure it is a God-send whicn tney are entitled.”
b umanity,” writes Mrs. Effie Morton, Columbia, Mo., “for I believe I would have concumption to-day, if I had not used this great
remedy.” Its guaranteed to satiafy, and you
can get a free trial bottle or 50-cent or $1.00
site at all druggists.
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Times the
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C. R.

Pla*es. X 49.2 J
Scicimore, Eliza Ruhamah.

gymnasium,

know

Hie Feather

3

759.9 fc.3

1829.T 74.1 G 84

Kingsley, Florence Morse.
uie evening.
And so they were married. 1908..
Martin, Helen Reimensnyder.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 12TH.
The fighting doctor. 1912.
Commencement exercises in the chapel, j
11.00 a. m. Address by Rev. M. Joseph
Mulford, Clarence E. and Clay, John
Twomey, pastor of the First Raptist i
church, Portland; announcement of hon- I Buck Peters, Ranchman. 1912.
ors; conferring of degrees. CommenceNicholson, Meredith.
ment ball in the
8.00
m.

I

No Vibration.

The Price.

The West Indies. Illustrated
by
74 colored plates. 1905.T 72.9 H 3
Robert
Hichens,
Symthe.
Egypt and its monuments. 1908... T 62 H 52
Jungman, Beatrix.
Holland. Illustrated by 76 colored

10TH.

p.
The dinner will be held this year, as
last, on Tuesday instead of on Wednesday as was the custom formerly. Tuesday is Alumni day, and that on which
alumni will be present if they can be
here one day only.
The subjects and the speakers are as
follows:
“The significance of the land grant
and the foundation of the State College,” His Excellency, Frederick W.
Plaisted, governor of the State of Maine.
“The 40th anniversary of the graduation of the first class,” Ex-President
Merritt C. Fernald.
“The 25th anniversary of the passage
of the Hatch act and the establishment
of the United States department of
agriculture as a distinct department,”
Dr. Whitman H. Jordan, 1875, director
of the New York Agricultural Experiment station.
“Twenty-Five Years After,” John S.
Williams, 1887.
“The 15th anniversary of the State
College becoming the State University,”
Hon. Wm. R. Pattangall, 1884, attorney
general of the State of Maine.
“The University, its present,” Hon.
Wm. T, Haines, 1876, president of the
board of trustees.
The University, its future,” Robert J.
Aiey, president of the University.

Weight.
1-2

Moses.
survey of the State of Maine in
reference to its geographical
features, statistics and political

economy.

No Noise.

Henderson, John.

Address by Guy Potter Benion, D. D.,
LL D., President, of the University of
Vermont, commemorative of the fiftieth
anniversary of the enactment of the
land grant act, the chapel, 10.00 a. m.
Commencement dinner, the gymnasium,
12.00 m.
Annual meeting of the College
of Law Alumni association, College of
Law, Bangor, 2.30 p. m. Receptions by
fraternities, the fraternity houses, 3.30
to 5.30 p. m.
Alumni lunch, the library,
4.00 to 0.30 p. m. Alunmnae lunch, the
Mt. Vernon house, 5.30 to 6.30 p. m.
Annual meeting of the Alumni association, the library, 6.30 p. m. Class reunions, to be arranged by the classes, in

i

The

banquet, Greenleaf,

University buildings open to visitors
9.30 a. m. to 12.00 m. Meeting of the
Alumni Advisory council, the library,
Class Day exercises, the
2.30 p. m.
President’s recepcampus, 3 00 p. m.
tion, the library, 7.30 to 9.80 p. m. Reunions of fraternities, the fraternity
houses, 9.00 p. m.
TUESDAY, JUNE llTli.

:

1-3

N. Hudson.
The old clock book. 1911. 749 M 7-3
Preyer, David C.
The art of the Metropolitan Museum of New York.
708.1 M
TRAVEL AND DESCRIPTION.
Allen, Grant.
Venice. 2 vole. 1902. T 45.3 A1
A

JUNE

Hospitals, Schools, Theatres and Public Institutions
throughout the civilized world.

Moore,

SUNDAY, JUNE 9TH.
Baccalaureate address, by Rev. Alson
H. Robinson (Class of 1901), pastor of
the Unitarian church, Newton Center,
Mass., the chapel, 8.00 p. m.

MONDAY,

j&yy.

King of Vacuum Cleaners.

Endorsed and adopted by the U. S. Navy, The New
York Police Department, The New York and Brooklyn Edison Electric Light Co.’s, the leading Churches

SOCIOLOGY.
Haskin, Frederic J.
The American government. 1911. 353 H 27
FOLKLORE.
Wiggin, Kate Douglas and Smith,
Nora A.
The talking beasts. 1911. 398 W 6

Back Alumni.

Belfast

Library

PHILOSOPHY.

purpose,

cu

people.

Cooking Easy

equany

j

excitement,
ship Maine was sunk in Havana Harbor no prosperity, no law. They recognize
and a cry of war went up throughout the no power except their own. They would
length and breadth of the land; but ruin rather than not rule.
In this good old State of Maine we do
among all our people was a great, strong,
conservative, silent thinking body of not recognize the growth of this sentiment
to any large extent, but yet, you
men and women who knew what war
meant and who hesitated in urging the all know that even here among us that
final step. They were lead by the Presi- the standard of living has been so indent, who himself had fought with you creased that the man who was a rich
in the war of 1861 and who realized man fifty yean ago is now a poor man.
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Belfast, arrive. 95,,
tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations
H. D. WALDRON, General Passenw
morris McDonald,
Vice President & General V..
Portland, Ma
>

EASTERN

>

STEAMSHIP

CORPORATION
Belfast and Boston,
One Way.

$3--'
$6.00 Round T

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BtL:
AND CAMDEN
Leave Belfast.at 5.00 p. m. for Bosi>
except Sunday.
For Bangor at 7.30 a. m. daily, ex• l1
day.
Leave Boston at 5.00 p. ni. daily, ex«-■

day.

Leave Rockland at 5.15 a. m. (or
of steamer from Boston) daily, except v
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast. M*

Washington Whisperings.
D. C., June 3, 1912.
l,iseuh E. Ransdell, of the Naijjvers and Harbors Congress, who
1
! in lef.itigably to secure aid and
for the thousands of men,
,n ! children who have been made
\V":'
hv the terrible floods of the
Valley, has been elected by
v ......pi
.■uislature of Louisiana as a Senator
that State to succeed Murphy J.

Washington,

If

whose term expires on March 3,
\f the same time Mr. Ransdell
,.,t«i Robert F. Broussard of New

from

elected to succeed Senator
Thorton on March 3, 1915. Thus
first time in the political life of
,ii two Representatives in Con-

their posts in Washington
their native State
act

in

of the popu- |

primaries

the

election of these two wellin Congress to
Millionarie’s Club,” but
millionaire-lite every year.
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of great
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Agriculture, providing for j
on of all imported
nursery j
lunts and plant products, to
ction against the mtroduc- [
is country of insect pests and
]
:g quarantinejdistricts for plant
An interesting illustration of j
o' ,-uch legislation occurred not j
hen the Japanese government
sent to Mrs. Taft, the Lady j
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CORNER, vWinterport.)
C. H. Libby, Mrs. Elizabeth Robbins and Mrs*
E. N. Bartlett went to Unity last week to attend the funeral of a relative, Mrs. Roscoe
Perley. Mrs. Maria Reed and niece, Esther
Hersey, of Fort Fairfield, returned with Mrs.

FOR^IchTgIRL.

flowering trees j Often the hunt fora rich wife ends
when the
in Japan, and
j r tan meets a woman that uses Electric Bitters,
this the Japanese government [ ler
strong nerves tell in a bright brain and
s sent her some choice specie ven temper.
Her peach-bloom complexion
set in Potomac Park.
When j a nd ruby lips result from her
pure blood; her
to be unpacked, however, i t right eyes from restful sleep; her elastic step
t
rom
firm, free muscles, all telling of the
found to be infected by a
iisease which might have 1 ealth and strength Electrie Bitters give a
us
'Oman, and the freedom from indigestion,
t damage to the trees of this
ackache, headache, fainting and dizzy spells
ad jit been allowed to spread,
hey promote. Everywhere they are woman’s
was
in
order
necessary
diplomacy
t avorite remedy. If weak or ailing try them.
:111 the Japanese government 5 3c at all
druggists.
g to accept the gracious gift.
LOCAL GENEALOGY.
had to be entirely destroyed,
.atter was handled so delicately
Richard Pike. Born in that part of
nly was no offence given to the j he town of
Prospect, Waldo connty,
-( government, but when the matj laine, now comprised in the town of
vplained to them they immedi- j t earsport, on June 6, 1813, and died in
cted another lot of the trees,
j lorchester, Mass., February 18, 1863,
this time carefully inspected
g 0 years old.
fectly healthy specimens were
His grandfather, Robert Pike, a native
hi y were planted along the Pof Newmarket, N. H.,
formerly the
liver in the Park and are now

Y
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was

along

thousands of residents and

to

Washington.
unouneement ot the retirement

Winthrop Murray Crane of

vr

usetts upon the completion of
March 3, 1913, adds another to
list of conspicuously able men

given

■

'.iV-

on

office because of

:

aham, James, Henry and William, and,

up, or who will give up,
the expiration of their

dislike to

a

the scramble for

place and
possible by the preferential
and which will, in all probabiliopted in Massachusetts during
a
of the present legislature.
o

rane, while not communicative I
motives that prompt him to the
nns made, it is understood, •!

j

■ineed views
■

on

the

question

as

should be elected, views
’apathy with those held by his
.mushed predecessor, the late
atois

rge F. Hoar, and
tor

participation

now

■s
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on,
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in
he

he has
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in

the
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of

j
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daily
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the streets with

his

new

Ford
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car, which

haracter of the growth is even more
ipparent from a study o, the movement
' >y decades.
In the period from 1864 to

1

1

the other the birds

In Use For Over 30 Years.

1870 the exports of

daughters, Mehetabel and Mary,
Abraham, born in 1782, were
t wins and so nearly resembled each other
t hat intimate friends could hardly dis^ inguish them.
As men they were of
j irge size, nearly equal in weight, and
j. ad very black hair in ringlets and a pe- ;
£ uliar gait.
Robert, the father of the subject of
t his sketch, married Hannah Smith of
j lewmarket and early in the 19th cen^ ary removed to Prospect, which was
^ heir future home. He died at Searsport
j lovember 4. 1848, 66 years old.
student at the
£ cademy at Greenfield, N. H., at 17 and
t wo years later, 1832, entered Bowdoin

taught during

vacations and

vear

when
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Another
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milch made it

a

lone young male will stay around
weeks, then return the next
with

summer

has been

a

mate

and

thus

to

vpar

is pvirlonoo

I have now had the martins four

birds nest near them should build rain-

tight

If

each room.
1

only
poles,

bird houses with

should be sixteen

on
or

more

one

the

door to
houses

feet from the

;

ground, with tin around the poies as a
protection from cats. A house built in j
this way will probably have a few of the [

a

double

oss.

birds in

a

year

or

two, if other birds par-
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Vital Weakness.1.00
Incontinence. Wetting Bed.95

Xhroat, Quinsy
95
hip. Hay Fever and Summer Colds.25
h ilrnggist,, or sent on receipt of prlee.
--

s
,,

11 “n-J

HOMEO- medicine
Ann Streets, New York.

co„ comer

Iruggists.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO R I A

burned.
The people were ordered to find a
of
place
residence somewhere else.
They may move their old houses to new
locations, if they desire.

“I have been somewhat costive, but Doan’s

movement, the base ball fever in Wash-

ington—these

and other recent scenes
and events in national life are
strikingly
portrayed in the pen pictures of Editor
Chappie. The fiction for the month is
especially strong and the various departments interesting, as usual.

Regulets gave just the results desired. They
act mildly and regulate the bowels perfectly.
A specific for pain—Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric
—George B. Krause, 306 Walnut Ave., Altoo Oil, strongest, cheapest liniment ever devised.
A household
na. Pa.
remedy in America for 26 years.

them,

cent each to
this is

inoculate and

certainly

a

paying

DISTRIBUTORS.

With William Tell Flour your

pastry will be a marvel of delicacy—your muffins, rolls and bread

light,

tender and wholesome.
It is also an economy—William
Tell Flour goes farthest.
Order today.
(12)

first in 1880. Foremost Ever
Since.

William
Tell Flour

regards

DRUNKENNESS
Is a Disease and
We Can Cure It
Most men who drink to excess do so
because they cannot help it: they are
controlled by a craving which is practically irresistible. This is a diseased
condition, but can be, and is, prompt-

SOLD BY ALL GROCERS.

ly relieved.
How? By taking

the Keeley Treatment at a Keeley Institute, the only
place to get it and the only treatment
which cures alcoholic and drug in-

ebriety.

The “KEELEY CURE” removes the

craving for liquor and drugs and leaves

of himself. The sysI the man master
! tem is rational, it embodies no suff-'r| ing or sickness, no absurd or prepos
I terous claims are made; the hypoder1 mic method of treatment is constantly
used, which, according to all reputable
: physicians, is safe, painless, prompt
and efficient.
The “KEELEY CURE" does not
nauseate a patient and no attempt is
marie to cure inebriates by creating a
disgust for liquor. A treatment depending upon naueeants or emetics for
a cure can never Lie anything but a
failure, because the patient will soon
learn that it is not the liquor which
nauseates him but that he has been
made the victim of a trick; the diseased condition not being relieved the
patient naturally goes back to liquor.
The diseased conditions produced by
five to thirty years constant or periodical use of liquor cannot be cured by a
few days of nausea and emesis. Such
methods are irrational, brutal, and,

j

Crippled by
Rheumatism
In no disease does the blood
become thin so rapidly as in
rheumatism. Not only does
it become thin but it is loaded
with impurities—the rheumatic
poisons. Without proper treatment these poisons increase,
the inflamed joints swell and
the patient becomes a cripple.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for
Pale People build up the blood
and enable it to cast out the
rheumatic poisons with the
natural secretions of the body.
Every sufferer who does not
try Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills is
neglecting the most hopeful
means of recovery.

£.1.:_•

■

r',,u*

Now chicks at'.the age of 5 to 15
days
ola are worth 15c. each, and as it costs

1

If anybody understands the temper of
the public, it is the most popular novelists of the day, and Meredith Nicholson’s
shrewd paper on the question “Should
Smith Go to Church?” which leads off
the June Atlantic, has a message for a I
great many thousands of Americans.
The discussion of public questions in this
month’s Atlantic
is
exemplified by
"Patents and the Public,” by Seth K.
Humphrey, while in the Atlantic's series
upon Labor and the Public is a paper on
“The Value of Existing Trade-Unionism” written by a manufacturer who assails the unions as at present constituted
with much vigor. A highly suggestive
article in this issue is “The F, minizing
of Culture,” by Earl Barnes, while two
papers, “Does Human Nature Change?”
and “Our Unchanging Nature” stir
freshly a fascinating subject of eternal
dispute. “Where ‘the Sick in Mind’ are
Free” describes the Belgian system of
treating the insane in free communities,
and Sir Horace Plunkett gives the reader an idea of what can be
accomplished
by agricultural cooperation. A paper of
marked literary importance is Havelock
Ellis’s estimate of “Rousseau
Today.”
Morris Schaff and James O. Fagan contribute interesting installments of their
serials. The poetry in the number is
contributed by Grace Hazard
T~

■r un

thought

SWAN=WH1TTEN=B1CKF0RD CO.

He will
say you have a
good dinner if you serve
a piece of flaky-crusted pie
for dessert.

States.
early date,
The growth in exports of American
pairs buildmachines reflects the developing while more are arriving daily. The sewing
ment of the domestic
industry, the value
largest colony in Maine is said to be in of its
product having increased from
Presque Isle and to consist of sixty pairs. *4,403,206 in 1360 to over $23,000,000 in
Anyone interested in having these 1909.
cessive years and at this
(May 25th,) there are thirty

sick and

staggerI should
lose them. I got a bottle of OCULUM, treated them, and inside of
eight hours put them hack into the
flock and could not distinguish
them from the rest. This was over
three weeks ago and they are all
healthy. I consider it a WONDERFUL REMEDY.”
I

Descriptive pamphlet free by mail
the asking. Sold with an absolute
guarantee by your dealer.

the use of machinery, are different
from
those which obtain in the United

suc-

were

ing around, and

a

especially

again.

a-i_it’_i:.l.

■',|una. Oppressed. Difficult Breathing.25
,H ''""ry lllaeuc...M

“I hatched out 78 chickers and
12 of them

for

anti America but in numerous other
parts
of the world where customs of dress and
habits of industry,
as

start

■

en’s Arnica Salve, of thousands, who suffered
'rom burns, cuts, bruises, bullet wounds or
ixplosions. Its the quick healer of boils, ul:ers, eczema, sore lips or piles. 25 cts. at all

Read what one of our citizens
says
about it, name given on application:

investment.

sewing machines are proving satisfactory, this being true not only of Europe

for a few
made in the place
of meeting of the Sunday school. They will
meet at the Union church instead of at the O.
Gardner hall as last summer_Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Cunningham and son Horace of Monroe
were guests of Daniel Dyer and family Sunday.... Mr. Oscar Littlefield has moved his
family from the Frank Clark place, so-called,
to the home he recently bought of Harry McLaughlin_Mr. Ivan Clark left last Monday
for a visit in Portland, Me., and Attleboro,
Mass.... Mr. Horace Downs arrived home on
Saturday from Vermont,where he has had employment. He had been in a hospital several
weeks on account of blood poisoning in his
hand and has come home to convalesce.
Mr. Chester Curtis lost a valuable cow last
week with heart disease. She had the record
of 16 lbs. of butter per week and being new

a

HAVE YOU TRIED

save

or more

renders them suspicious, ana no marun
appears until June of the following year,

day.

WEST

Richard Pike became

cold rain storm killed

dozen

■

t,,M>Ping Cough, Spasmodic Cough.25

TO POULTRY

not over one

America; Central America and the West
Indies, in North America; China, Korea,
Siam, and Turkey, in Asia, the Philippine Islands and certain British, French,
martin inside, which may have been and German possessions, in Oceania; and
enough to frighten the rest of the birds Egypt, British Africa, Liberia, and various
French, German, Spanish, and
away. Another possible explanation lies
in the fact th: t the martins are very Portuguese colonies in Africa.
And
early migrators, but whatever it is that while in some of these cases the exports
causes the desertion of their nests, it are relatively small, the growth from
a

a

o

l,

Always Bought

n

of the birds at my houses. Upon taking
down the martin houses after an early
exodus, I have sometimes found one dead

[

j lobert and

He

Children.

892, $3,133,992; in 1902, $4,022,697; and
1912 will probably show a total of
$10,1 100,000.
The steady and substantial

1

ticularly the English sparrows, can be
of the term time and graduated
out.
kept
and
from
also
lost
a-cow
the
same
others
and
recently
■oiley
trouble,
at 23 years, with a highly reThe
following incident gave me an inthis
.A
have
There
as
several
seems
the strife.
vicinity.
”1 have not had E
pectable rank in scholarship. Immedi- to be a sort o*
the English sparamong cattle and horses sight into the nature of
epidemic
in twenty years,” he said to- ,
tely he was made preceptor of Belfast prevailing ..his spring. Messrs. White & Bus- row. A large number of eave swaliows
I now propose to get better 1
tcademy, which was established thirty sey lost a valuable draft horse recently.... A were nesting under the eaves of the barn.
1 with my' family and also with j
He remained here until fine
ears before.
was welcomed at ;he home of Mr. and
One day I noticed some of their eggs on
ess.”
j 837, receiving $200 in addition to- the Mrs. boy
Walter Marden May 15th.
Miss Har- the
ground and was unable to determine
uition fees. As a teacher he possessed riet Patterson is at the home of Mr. and Mrs. the cause of such an
e 8th there will be unveiled in
accident, until sudJ tireless energy and an unremitting
fi- Marden on a professional visit... Mrs. Wm.
denly there emerged from one of the
oal Capital a magnificent meand
Cookson
Rita
left
last
daughter
Saturday eave
elity. E ntered Divinity School at Camswallow’s nests a female English
the memory of Christopher
for Bar Harbor,where they will join Mr. Cookj
1837, but left at the close of the
iridge,
week
went
one
and
who
to
which it is expected will
take a position sparrow, with her bill driven into an
is,
son,
agD
at
Bowdoin.
j irst year to take a tutorship
ml to
Washington a quarter of a j le remained here until 1841,pursuing his during the summer season_Mr. and Mrs. egg, which she dropped at my feet. This
Leonard Clarke were in Bangor Wedntsday, destruction of their eggs caused the de1 people, the ceremonies being un( heological studies at the same time,
guests of Mrs. Emmie P. Thompson... .The parture of the eave swallows, and they
lirection of the Knights of Coj licensed as a preacher by the Maine
club met on May 14th with Mrs. Thos. have never returned. A shot gun seems
am a fraternal
organization having ^ Jnitarian Ministerial Association in 1841. Larkin
Lang....Mrs. G. H. Clements entertained the to be the only satisfactory riddance of
■rsement of the Catholic Church,
j ’reached at Deerfield, Mass., for six Ladies’ Afternoon club Tuesday... Mr. Har"■* mortal takes
the form of an
old Clements is building a garage-Mr. Chas.
nonths. Settled in Dorchester, Mass., Littlefield has gone to Belfast,
1
where he will will keep up a continual struggle to gain anrl Martin Armotxnnr.
Conkling
'Tense shaft, at the back of a fountain !
a
Ordained February have employment-Mr. Daniel A. Campbell
1842.
October,
of the martin houses, and will number of
is the
surmounted
a
well
the Atlantic is particularly
drilled last week at his possession
motif,
by huge ^ 1843. Member of Dorchester school had an artesian
l,
sometimes succeed in driving away the strong, including as it does “Tom Tidresidence-me Memorial address will be deindicative of the world, upon
Married March 1, 1843, at livered this year by Mr. W. H. Lord.
ommittee.
dler’s Ground,” by Arthur Quiller-Couch,
martins.
is delineated the Western Hemisand a novelette dealing with the
j ’ortland, Maine, Miss Frances West
problem
The interest in the purple martin is
in relief, the corners of the globe
MUST MOVE FROM MALAGA.
of children in cases of divorce,
by the
itherion, a native of Searsport and
wide spread, as is evidenced by the many well-known Atlantic
1 /
guarded by great eagles in stone.
Cornelia
A.
writer,
( laughter
Abel
Col.
W.
of
Atherton,
29.
Me,
Bath,
May
Chairman
Edhouses built for them throughout the P. Comer.
"
figure of Columbus is seen standing
Winslow
of
B.
ward
G.
C.
Portland,
Kiland
to
those
who
are
children: Margaret Atherton, William
successful
country,
prow of his vessel, which projects
of Belfast, A. S. Kimball of Nor- in
establishing a colony of the birds the
Burleigh.
tbbot, Professor in the University of gore
way and Charles L. Turgeon of Auburn study of their habits will afford many a
fountain, while on either side of i
Minnesota. Frances West, Jane New- of Gov. Plaisted’s Council, with MessenAlong with the Burleigh Letters we now
and delightful hour.
'■ft a>e replicas of two men, one
pleasurable
have the Burleigh Buildings. Waterville Sen( lall, died 1892.
ger George W. Leadbetter of Rockland
Basil H. Newell.
•‘-ve of the Old World,
tinel.
being an
Elected member of New England His- and Judge James S. Lowell of the ProAnd the Burleigh river and harbor
improvebate Court of this city, made a trip to
The National Magazine for June is
i'atriarch, while the other is a oric
If
ments, the Burleigh rural free delivery routes,
Genealogical Society October 6, j Malaga Island today. The visit was
to aglow with the dainty cover design of the Burleigh pensions, the
Burleigh
friends,
858, and before it read the paper in j make final arrangements for the care of the “Tea Girl.” The frontispiece is a and the Burleigh
voters.—Temperance Record.
Over Half-Century.
memorial of “Bobby Burns,” reproduc1859 upon “The Building and Occu- the inhabitants.
At present there are about 30
Candidates for Cadetship.
people on ed from Lord Roseberry’s rare portrait
' >ancy of Fort Pownall.” Gave up the
the island. The island was purchased by of the great Scotch poet. A
-mphreys’ Specifics have
complete
:all of his position three years before his the Strte last winter
Senator
Gardner has designated Leon L.
resume
and
of
one of the most interesting
nine of the
ised by the peep! v with
Fiske of Thomaston as a candidate for appointleath and went south to improve his residents were committed to the School sketches ever
prepared on Burns and ment
^faction for more thou BO
as midshipman to the
United States
lealth, then in a delicate condition due for Feeble Minded at West Pownal. founded on the Burnsianist in the pos- Naval academy
at Annapolis, and in case of
Medical Boole seat free.
The Malaga colony has been in charge of session of William R. Smith of
Washing- his failure to pass the examinations, three al:o consumption, but without good reGeorge C. Pease of Phippsburg for the ton, is contributed by former Senator H. ternates have been named, as follows: First
K(V
1 mits.
Died in 1863. Obituary in Chrisfor
Price
years, who has betn agent of C. Hansbrough. In “Affairs at Washing- alternate, Edward M. Loftus,
past^two
Bangor; second
;ian Register of March 7, 1863.
the State since the island was purchased ton” the spotlight is thrown on the sena- alternate, Herman
; vrrs, Congestions, Inflammations. .15
Golfing, Waterville, and
Worm Fever, or Worm Disease. 25
winter.
last
Martin
T.
torial
Portland.
Titanic investigation with graphic
Joyce,
The above was taken from an article in
"lif. Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.25
The 30 or more people on the island details of the
catastrophe in which the
"rrhea, of Children and Adults.25
/olume Vi, Memorial Biographies, New are divided
into about 12 families and the iced titan of the Arctic Sea destroyed
Colds, Bronchitis.25
England Historic-Genealogical Society, State officials today infomed the house- the great Titanic steamship and sent to
'oUiache, Faceacbe, Neuralgia.25
written by Hon. Joseph Williamson, A. holders that they had come to make a death fifteen hundred people. “The Loss
aiiuche. Sick Headache, Vertigo.25
clean sweep this time.
of the Titanic,” a comprehensive article
I'rpsia, Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
H.
f. F. B.
r,,,,P. Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.25
Each was asked to place a value on by Mitchell Mannering, gives a
complete
Hlieum. Eruptions, Erysipelas.25
his
house
and
this
being done the officials account of the great marine tragedy.
MAKES THE NATION GASP.
the price would be paid, provid- The placing of a bust of Moll Pitcher in
jr> ll«*u*«intl»m. or Rheumatic Pains.25
agreed
The awful list of injuriea on a Fourth of
an'1 Ague, Malaria.25
H p*
the house was moved off the island the Hall of Fame;
personal sketches on
1U'H- Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal.25
staggers humanity. Set over against it, ing
j luly
i(j
Those left at that time the presidential candidates, the boy scout
is the wonderlul healing, by Buck- before July 1.
lowever,
UlarFh, Influenza, Cold in Head.25
will be
'■

The Kind You Have

j

t wo

political
is going
^ College.
Aldrich, ^ ortions
quit the j ^ 1836,

for many years been an
important
factor of the export trade. In
1864, the
darkest year for which a record is 'availible, the exports amounted to $1,062,708;
n 1872,
$2,436,085; in 1882, $2,647,515; in
lave

..

j

he is learning to operate....About
I thirty friends of C. W. Nealey assembled at
his home Saturday evening. May 25th, to assist him in celebrating his fiftieth birthday
uiaiiicu mcnciauci iciuiain,,
anniversary. Every thing was done for the
^ ins, a descendant of one of the earliest
entertainment of the guests and after a short
ettlers in that town. As an officer in time at whist an office chair was
presented to
j he Revolution he served under Wash- Mr. Nealey and an original poem of felicitation
i lgton during the memorable campaign
c f 1776 and 1777, and participated in the ! served ice cream, assorted cake and coffee.
j. ard fought battles of Trenton and Mon- ; Cigars and chocolates were also passed during
r louth.
His death took place in 1819. the evening. At a late hour the guests distheir host many returns of the
j le had six sons; viz.: John, Robert, Ab- persed, wishing

driveways, giving

Figures compiled by the Bureau of
Statistics, Department of Commerce
ind Labor, indicate that sewing machines

Bartlett and remained until Friday, when they
took the train at the Winterport station for
their home....Mrs. Carrie Burgess of Augusta, who is making an extended visit with
her sister, Mrs. E. C. Clements, went to Dover,
N. H„ for a few days last week. She returned Wednesday for a longer visit before settling in her new home in Dover_Mrs. L. A.
White entertained the Ladies’ Club of Twelve I
young. There seems to be $436,059 to Canada, $389,406 to England,
last Thursday afternoon. There were several j partly grown
to Cuba, $362,737 to Netherno satisfactory explanation of this un- ; $364,030
invited guests and a pleasant time was spent.
1
and it has never been lands, $241,337 to European
Russia, and
Popcorn and home-made candy were served at natural condition
$240,072 to Japan. In addition to the
the close of the afternoon.Miss Myra clear to naturalists.
I have however noticed that this early foregoing, scores of other countries are
Porter was able to resume her duties as teacher in the school at White’s Corner last Monday ; desertion of their nests has occurred afrepresented in various amounts from
i morning
C. M. Conant and family motored ter a long period of cold, rainy weather, $200,000 downward,
among them Chile,
to Fort Knox last Sunday and returned by the when the birds have been wet or chilled
Columbia, Ecuador, Uruguay, Peru,
Swan
lake-R.
is
to
be
of
L.
Clements
way
through. On the twentieth of May, 1902, Venezuela and the Guianas, in South

itvii

the

and

The Kind You Have Always Bought has borne the
signature of Chas. II. Fletcher, and has iicen made under his
personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow no one
to deceive you in this.
Counterfeits, Imitations and
“Just-as-good’* are but Experiments, and endanger the
health of Children—Experience
aga inst Experiment.

1

ative of the New World—an Indian,
1 ’he back of the shaft is to carry a mec allion of Ferdinand and Isabella.
The

ihe beautiful

Infants

for

sewing machines agI gregated a little over 10 million
dollars;
1 n the decade
I he State Y. M. C. A.
1871-80, 18 million; in the
ing insects, and ranges from moths and
j
<
dragon flies to mosquitoes. The color of lecade 1881-90, 26 million; in the decade
The
result
of
the
a
half
are
and
a
over
election of officers
30 million; in the decade
891-1900,
the birds until they
year
901-10, more than G1 million, the aver- }f the State Young Men’s Christian Asold, is a dull purplish blue above, and
sociation at Belgrade May 28th was anbrownish gray below. During the second ige yearly exports having thus in- nounced at State headquarters in Waterxeased from 1 1-2 million dollars in the ville May 29th, as follows:
Horace C.
: 864-70 period to over 6 million dollars in Day of Auburn, chairman; Orlando E.
male
of
the
the
entire
plumage
nearly
Frost
of
Belfast, recording secretary;
he decade ending with Min with inrii. !
bird is charged to a rich purplish blue
Horace Purinton of Waterville, treasnations that the current year will record
while the female retains her duller garb.
urer; Horace C. Day of Auburn, Galen
total of
C. Moses of Bath, Ralph W. Carleton of
The old martins arrive about the last
approximately $10,000,000.
Carl E. Milliken of Island
The countries to which these
of April and begin to build about the
increasing Rockport,
Falls, Orlando E. Frost of Belfast,
twentieth of May. The younger birds ?xports of sewing machines are dis- Robert A. Jordon of
Bangor and Edward
arrive about the middle of May and tributed represent every grand division B. Mears of Bar Harbor, directors.
)f
the
as
the
late
as
These
world.
executive
start
secretaries were chosen:
sometimes
nesting
Europe leads all other
j
There are many j sections, last year’s exports thereto hav- Jefferson C. Smith, State; Wilber A.
twentieth of June.
Arthur A. Heald, laymen’s,
Bowen,
field;
ng aggregated $4,068,672 in value, as Willis J.
more males than females, which is probMiller, lumbermen’s and B. W.
ably due to the fact that the female :om pared with $2,230,227 to South Hayden, office. All were re-elections exis
caught or trapped on her nest America, $1,662,689 to North America, cept the treasurer.
by cats or other enemies. As a rule it is 51,024,951 to Asia and Oceania, and $53,difficult to suit the martins in a nesting 301 to Africa. Considering the exports
For twenty years I have tried to to individual countries, Scotland heads
site.
the list as a market for American
get a colony of them to build and return
sewing
the succeeding season with their aug- machines, the exports thereto in the
mented families. They would start the fiscal year 1911 having been valued at
first year with one pair of year-old birds, $1,436,291. Germany ranks second, with
hatch, rear their young, dapart, return a total of $1,335,183. The next largest
the nexhyear and be joined by several last year were $929,506 to Brazil, $610,789 to Argentina,
more pairs, only to leave suddenly, de$554,815 to Mexico,
serting their eggs, nests and even their $455,520 to Australia and Tasmania,

PANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

site House, of several
se cherry trees.
Mrs. Taft I

a

at the intruIn the latter case

the martin, but
fell too far away for the result of the
struggle to be seen' by me.
The food of the martin consists of fly-

aen<im«
?n>'°“e
cents to

u

t ountain stands in front of the Union
thou- I i itation.

when she

a *°

been

1900.

except

the barn swallows which

on

eeery stove.

All dealers sell the stove. It is handsomely
finished in nickel, with cabinet top, drop
shelves, towel racks, etc. Long chimneys, enameled turquoise-blue. Mcde with I, 2 or 3

j

ntly reported by the House

sel-

caught by hawks which suddenly turned
on their backs and caught the attacking
martins in their talons, both falling to
the ground. On one of these occasions I
happened to be near enough to rescue

Fr«cwrBook

■ "■

to the

they

iiave

will venture to attack the small hawks.
In doing this the brave birds sometimes
I have seen two of them
come to grief.

Everybody

Mew Iter/ection.

of forestation of the coun-

\\

expostulation,

exception of

It suits the most exacting French chef. It suits the
housewife. It
w found in luxurious villa*—in
camps—in farms—in humble city homes.
Everybody uses it; everybody likes it It is the all-round stove for all
the year round. It bakes, broils, roasts and toasts as
well as a coal ranae
It is equipped with a special heating plate, and we sell
the New Per'
fectaon oven, broiler, toaster, and pancake griddle—each
specially designed lor use with the

!

gislatureof

ing the last

9

Suits

into three distinct groups.
Ransdell and Mr. Broussard

expressed

to

but

Over 160 million dollars’ worth
exported from the United
States during the 48 years since the
tflficial record of their commercial movement began, of which sum 80 million dolars’ worth, or one-half of the
total,
were exported in the brief
period since
lollars.

sion of some enemy.
the martins are very fearless and courageous, and are the only birds with the

The New Perfection Oil Cook-stove

to seats in

...t.-

t

v

»

xw

branch of the national legislaiugh they will take their seats
apart, made so by the division

i,

joy

dom sound in anger

was

simultaneously

Washington, D. C., June 3, 1912.
Sewing machine exports in the current
fiscal year will make their highest record
md will probably aggregate 10 million

is

one

for every emotion, cannot fail to be a
favorite. They are of gregarious, social
habits and their happy disposition and
harmonious adjustment of family and
neighborhood life at once engages the attention of the observer. Their notes are
full and melodious, with all the changes

1

)■

EXPORTS OF SEWING MACHINES.

The Purple Mar'in.
interested in birds at all, the
purple martin, with a song, call or note

11 1

weed

3

___
*

Bird Talks.

]

sometimes, permanently injurious.
The “KEELEY CURE” has restored
400,000 men and women who

over

were addicted to liquor and drugs; it
is the pioneer in this work and has
many imitators, but no rivals or competitors as far as results are concerned.
If you have need to take a treatment for the liquor or drug addiction,
investigate the "KEELEY CURE;”
look for something that is substantial
and has stood the test of time. Where
health ami happiness are concerned
you cannot afford to experiment or
take chances, and for that reason you
cannot afford to take any treatment
but the "KEELEY.”
All correspondence is strictly confidential and all inquiries answered in
piain sealed envelopes.

The Keeley Institute
T. B. MORRISSEY, M. D.,

151

Manager.

Congress St., Portland, Me

The ONLY'
Maine.

Keeley

Institute

in

Telephone 2224.

If you are Interested 'n the cure of rheums
tism write today for a copy of our booklet,
“Building Up the Bloou.” It is sent free on
Dr.
request. Send no money or stamps.
are sold
Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale
everywhere or will be sent by mail, postpaid,
on receipt of price, 50 cents per box, six boxe*
for $2.50 by tne Dr. Williams Medicine Co.,
Schencctaay, N. V.

People

William Lincoln West
Ex-Veterinary Inspector Bureau of Animal
Industry U. S. Department of Agriculture.

VETERINARIAN
TREATS

ALL

DISEASES OF

ANIMALS

Hospital, Pharmacy and Office.
SPRING

STREET,

BELFAST’ MAINE

Hospital Never Closed.

Announces that he has limited his practice
diseases of the

to

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
AND REFRACTION.
Office hours—10 a. m. to 12 km., 1 to 3 p.
7 to 8 p. m., and by appointment.

CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS
Telephcn connection.23tf

KodolFor indigesuonT
m

Phones—Hospital 6M*.;

Residence M-U

m

Relieves sour stomacfe,
^7
palpitation of the heart Digests what you aaPb

The Republican

open road it celebrates the

Journal

BELFAST, THURSDAY, JUNE 6, 1912.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY

The

BY

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

CHARLES A. PILSBURY,

The News ot Brooks.

emancipation

»f country life. The farm is no longer
cut off from communication with prosMr. Dow is giving away thev Harmony Talkperity. A part of the farmer’s increas- ing Machine at his store.
ed income should be devoted to enjoyMrs. Frank J. Wright, nee Mi3s Eva Green,
ment of a wider life—of those inspirations which come from contact with his has been quite sick for several weeks.
neighbors and with other outside influMrs. Edwin Cunningham of Swanville, with
ences.
If the thousand-dollar car enables him to reach those influences it is her daughter Hazel, spent Memorial Day in

( Bu“ Manager

Brooks.

machinery serving humanity.

able to take an auto no£Galen
bile ride last Tuesday and is more comfortable
than he has been.
Forbes

A Presidential boom has been started
Douglass, the $3.50 shoe man, but it

for

not

last.

Tom Lawson

political

to have

seems

Frenzied Finance

given

rest to engage in

a

cause pimples, boils, hives,
eczema or salt rheum, or some other
form of eruption; but sometimes they
exist In the system, Indicated by feelings of weakness, languor, loss of appetite, or general debility, without
pausing any breaking out.
They are expelled and the whole system is renovated, strengthened and
toned by

Chief Justice Whitehouse will be compelled to retire from the bench within
a few months,when he will have reached
Miss Drusilla Roberts is still very ill. She
Get it today in usual liquid form or
the retiring age, and it is rumored that is attended by Mrs. Randall as a nurse, assistchocolated tablets called Sarsatabs,
he will be succeeded by Attorney Gen- ed by Mrs. John McGray as housekeeper.
Mrs. Wm. H. Rolfe has returned from Penneral W. R. Pattangall. While his fitEAST BELFASfT~
ness for this position will be seriously sylvania and now Mr. Rolfe wears a pleasant
smile
about
his
business
with
an
and
air
The
Ladies'
goes
Aid will meet with Mrs. Fre d
questioned, there is no doubt but that he
of contentment.
Kruger tomorrow, Friday, at 2 p. m.
can have the appointment if he demands
Frank Sullivan and family passed through
Ernest Merchant is moving from the Perry
it. Jhe Portland Press says:
It was Pattangall who prevented the here last week on their return to Gardiner. house on Searsport avenue to the Kilgore
re-nomination of Gardner as a candidate They have been with the Lawrence lumber house on Bridge street.

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
■months.
Advertising Terms. For one square, one
Inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

will

was

Blood Humors
Commonly

a

bunko game.

forth

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

and who

If Spring was the kind of girl she’d Pattangall who has engineered the Plaisought to be she’d have given old Winter ted administration from the beginning,
whose skilful hand has been shown in
bis walking papers long ago.
the manipulation of an unskilled LegislaGol. Henrv Watterson has nublished ture and who is generally conceded to be
“the brains of the Democracy.”
his political valedictory. He will take
310 part in the campaign this year, but
With Congress in session and the conwill continue to preach true Democracy tests in progress in both the great politithrough the columns of the Louisville cai parties xur uic presiuciiuaj
nuinnio-

■Courier-Journal.

there would

tion

seem

to be

no

excuse

in

and Frankfort since last fall.

potato.

Hon. Herbert M.Heath and Mr. Leigh of Augusta spoke to an audience from the platform
of Mr. Dow's store one day last week. Sam.
Connor of The Lewiston Journal was also in
the party.
Mrs. L. C. Cilley seems to be recovering
serious operation—the second she
has undergone-—in a very satisfactory way. It
is a wonder that she is alive after what she
has endured.
from the

supper

ment at

Mrs. Della Robbins’ to-morrow, Fri-

day, evening.

---

1

a

shall be cut down

by

maries have been held not one third of the

the first of June.

What is the particular offense of the
wild cherry trees?
In blossom they

beautify the wayside. If fewer trees
had been cut down along the
high\Vays
they

would have

been more attractive
cared for. In this city

and more

easily
Northport avenue

would have had a row

of trees

on each side,
including many
had not the surveyors at intervals
of a few years cut down everything in
the shape of a tree.

elms,

“Too many corporation lawyers and
too few business men in Congress” is a
■declaration frequently heard now-a-days.
Corporation lawyers are indicated because few in other lines of the legal profession are financially able to embark on
a Congressional career.
In Edwin C.

Burleigh

Maine has

the first

order,

a

business

man

of

legislative experience and influence acquired while a
member of the House of Representatives
-.

n_*■

with the

_l_

Maine, and to the country,

I*.-1_

as

of the United States Senate.

Burleigh

in the

In 1900,

a

Vote for

primarv.

Governor

party vote

j

was

Burleigh, against
overwhelming odds, including the active
opposition of Mr. Cannon and other great
House leaders, and in the face of predictions of utter defeat, introduced the
Ml saving to Maine her four representatives in the reapportionment, and by his

cast, and the results

hardly be accepted as
of public sentiment.

occasion.

can

The Churches.

full expression

a

This much is evident.

The

primary

I aw calls for two elections—two contests
at the polls—thus doubling the expense
to the State and to the candidate. It is

The Episcopal Mission will hold a service in
the North Church vestry Sunday afternoon at
4 o’clock.
Mr. Orlando Titherington lay reader.

Universalist church for
follows: K. O. K. A. Satur-

The services at the

almost done.
God bless them for the hardships borne,
And for their victories won,
May we the children of this school whose
work is scarce begun
Imitate their valor and bravery.

Hurrah, hurrah, the Grand Army tree,
Hurrah, hurrah, our country now is free;
All honor to the veterans who fought on land
and sea.
And freed the Nation from slavery.
The audience then sang “America,” Mrs.
Edwin Frost offered prayer, there was a read-

and not denied, that in the week will be as
States voters at the primaries were day night; preaching service Sunday morning
ing by Miss Annie L. Farnsworth, and singing
sought at wholesale. In New York at 10.45; Sunday school at noon.
State it iR said that an amount was exThe Christian Scientists hold services in “In Gods Acre,” by Eugene Field, address by
pended for one candidate that averaged their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning Mrs. Etta Savery, who spoke as follows:
Comrades of the Grand Army, Teachers of
?7 for each voter. The Lewiston Sun at 11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30 this School and friends: We
have come here
to which all are welcome.
o’clock,
this
when
sayt: “Mighty interesting
today to plant a tree in honor of the soldiers
Grand
of
the
of
the
Republic.
Army
Morning service at the First Parish (Unitarprimary business gets to be so costly
“When the standard of our Nationality was
o nly Rockefeller and Carnegie can stay ian) church at the usual hour next Sunday,
insulted, and the symbol of our Power trodden
t hrough from the first primary election with sermon by the pastor. Sunday school in the dust, there was but one heart and one
meets immediately after the close of the purpose in the loyal States, and there was a
to the election that elects.” The Springgeneral uprising. In this glorious uprising
morning worship.

openly charged,

5 ome

Republican says
presidential primaries
held

that

the

have

direct

“made

it

necessary for candidates for the nomination to take the stump in April and continue there until

a

member

That

soon or late, the
good-bye must be said
The dear grey head lie down to its last sleep
And—God pity us—we can but weep.”
When we are strewing the graves of our
dear ones—our boys in blue—let us remember
the boy in grey. Although they fought for a
lost cause, the hearts of their mourners are as

sad

May;”

that the

practically the
expenditures of

have

been scandalous,

paign

more

end of

money
and the “cam-

reprehensible in many of its
agencies than has ever be-

methods and
been

Fore

States.”

witnessed

in

the

United

And this is the name of re-

In Maine the direct

quires

services at the North church will be
follows: this, Thursday, at 7.30 p. m. the

The
as

prayer meeting; morning worship Sunday at
10.45 a. m.; Sunday school at 12 m.; C. E. prayer

meeting at
tended

form!
enrollment

primary law reof voters only in towns

State in advance of Maine in
devotion to the National cause.”
“When war’s red Dragon rent the land,
there

Services will be held at Mason’s Mills next
Sunday at 10.30 a. m., followed by Sunday
school. The Trinity Reformed Sunday school
will be held at 2.30 and the preaching services
at 3 o’clock by Rev. C. H. McElhinev of Searsport.

The

to

6.30 p. m.; a cordial invitation is exthe public to attend these services.

services at the Baptist church will be

usual next

as

1

was no

showing

her

And set the warriors heart

aflame,

When, at Columbia's dread command,
Her children to defend her came;
When, hastening from the East and West,
To check the Rebel boasting vain,
On to the front her armies pressed,
They, too, were there—The men of Maine!”

the judgment
the one the blue,

day,

U

Under
Under the one the grey.
And let us have
“Love and tears for the blue
And tears and love for the grey.”
The exercises closed with singing “The
Battle Hymn of the Republic” by Miss Ethel
Savery; reading, “Lest *\e Forget,” by Miss
Blanche Foster; singing, “Memorial Day,”
by
school.
on

in

umiat

The Belfast Fuel &

I

take

|

patrons’that they

J

apply

this opportunity of
now

are

informing
prepared

Hay Co.
their friends and

to furnish coal at the

following reduced rates until further notice. The prices
to city delivery when coal goes in on a level:

§

PER TON

§

Pea,.$6.50
8.00
Chestnut,
Stove,.7.75
....

Saturday night and Sunday, guests of
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Hills... .1. S. Hills and crew
are at work repairing the streets of the
Camp- ;
ground.
in town

1

Egg,.7.75
Franklin Chestnut,
8.50
Franklin Egg,
8.25
the above prices are subject to the usual 30
days cash discount of 25 cents per ton.
£3;f

PROSPECTMrs. Angelia Harriman and grandson, Law* !
fc .ce Alley, left on last
Saturday morning's
train for Ellsworth
to visit relatives for
awhile.
Miss Bernl.’e Alley accompanied
them and later will go to Seal Harbor, where
she will be employed during the summer_
Among those who went on tne excursion to
Castine Saturday were Oscar Hawes, Lilia
Kingsbury and Jennie Bowden ...Miss Alice
Carr is employed at Josiah Colson’s at present.
Mrs. Jessie Cookson returned Thursday

SOMETHING NEW IN CONFECTIONERY
Just received from New York,
For Saturday’s Sale at

CHAS. F.

SWIFT’S,

Masonic

Temple.

Monuments,
Headstones,

...

from the Eastern Maine General hospital, and
is slowly regaining her health ...Miss Christine Clark has returned home from Brewer,
where she has been with Mrs. Agnes Harding
for several months_Percy Skay of Belfast
Cl

—

I

3

spent the week-end with Mrs- H. G. Hills....
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rokes of Searsmont were

D

^ *

.«■-

they must have had a good time_Mrs. Mary
Kelley, who is teaching at Saturday Cove,

TT

surprised.

Special
Notice!;
|

down from Belfast Saturday evening by buckboard and was entertained at the home of Mrs.
Isaac Hills. Judging by the noise they made,

_1_

Markers.

the Waldo wharf_Mrs.
Maria Raney and Mrs. Ansel Gross were guests
of the former’s daughter, Mrs. Luther Ames,
last week-The Busy Bee club will hold
their next meeting, June 12th, with Mrs. Jennie Dockham... .Mr. and Mrs. George Dockham have returned home after a two weeks’
visit with relatives in Waltham and Worcester, Mass, and Jewett City, Conn... .Among
those from this vicinity who attended the sessions of the Grand Lodge of Knights of Pythias and Pythian JSisters in Portland were Mr.
is

wear

I5*®

trom so much rain to move it
safely ..T. E.
Gushee of Lincolnville was in town Saturday
and bought the four-year-old Marston C. colt
Trilby of Hills Bros’. Miss Sarah Preston of
Belfast was in town Sunday, the guest of Miss
Mabel Wadlin... The Hit or Miss Club came

/inmn

at 7.30 and be

^

JAMES H. HOWES.

|

the

at work at

a great variety of the finest
for
monumental work and are
granites
prepared to fill orders promptly.

We have

Call al
see

our

our works on Front street and
finished work and pet estimates.

and Mrs.

George Dockham, Mrj. Jennie Dockham, Mrs. Hannah Dow and Chester Wood
from Prospect and Mrs. Maud Hopkins from

HUTCHINS BROS

Frankfort-Mr. and Mrs. Everett Littlefield,
have been at Lester Dow’s for some time,
went to their home in Searsport Thursday
Olive Smart has moved from SwTanville into
the house he recently bought in the Clark district.
who

FRANKFORT
Mrs. Albert Pierce has

...

returned from a visit
friends in Boston and Providence, II. I-j
Prof. R. J. Sprague of Amherst college. Am-

with

herst, Mass.,

was

a

recent visitor at his old

Hurley

home here.... Mr. and Mrs. James F.

NORTH UNITY.

J

I

week-end visitors with friends in Bangor
and Old Town-The schools of the village
Saturday
had been receiving treatment for her eyes, with the exception of the High school, which j
which are improving_Miss Flora Carlton, will continue two weeks longer, closed May j
Percy F. Snow j
who has been employed in Lewiston, came I 29, for the summer vacation
home Saturday to spend the summer with her has left for Hardwick, Vt., where he has emClaude Averill has gone to Med- |
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Milton Carlton_A j ployment.
1
where he will visit relatives...
Mass.,
tord,
of
friends
of
Mrs.
Mantie
of
party
Gregg
Homer Clark and little daughter Alice, !
Mrs.
to
the
number
of
visited
21
her
Unity
recently
and took dinner on the shore of Winnecook have gone to Bluehill, where they will be the
of Mrs. Clark’s parents for a weekLake. Among them was Mrs. Gregg’s brother, guests
Miss Alma Walton has returned to Dover after
Charles Gerry, from Haverhill, Mass. All spending several weeks at the home of Mrs. F.

I Sweet Pea !*

>

were

Stone of Troy came home last
from Portland hospital, where she

Miss Addie

ALL COLORS

...

Separate

...

pronounced it

a

very

enjoyable day

and

L Hopkins-Mrs. L. E. Donlin and family
left
Saturday for Concord, N. H., where
Mr. Donlin is located, and where they will
their
future home.
make

hope

there may be a repetition of the affair at no
distant day... Mr. Edmund Webb has moved
his family to Windermere Park and will occupy the Ed. Hunt cottage situated on the
shore of Mrs. Mantie Gregg, and thinks of
passing the summer there as his health is none
of the best-Sidney Danforth of Gardiner
spent a few days with his aunt, Mrs. Mantie

Gregg, recently, coming

and

going

Diiau

...

FOUND

in

Bulk

HIGH AUTHORITY

Rev. Matthew Gleason, Sacred Heart
Church, Valley Jet., la., says:
‘T l"'k a patient to the Neal Institute, where
he was treated for three days for the drink habit.
When discharged he said he had no inclination
to drink, or appetite for liquor.
1 feel no hesitancy in saying that I have personal knowledge
that the Neal Treatment does
in three days.”

;

cure

the drink habit

absolutely certain
The

Neal

Portland,

the

or

GROCERIES,

Package

Belfast

DRUGS

MEDICINES.

Savings Bank

Notice is hereby given that Savi
Book No. 7,236, issued by this bank
lost and application has been made f.
cate book according to laws regular
new

books.

WILMER J. DORMAN, !V
Belfast, May 24, 1912.—3w22

DRINK HABIT $25

can be
overcome
by
TRE ATMENT. No

Mix*

or

A. A. Howes & Co.,
AND

in his auto.

....Mrs. Ella Danforth and daughter Nellie
will occupy their cottage on the shore of
Winnecook lake this summer_Mrs. Fred
Hunt and daughter Laura of Waterville were
in town on business June 1st_We have all
heard of the beautiful snow.
Did you ever
hear of the beautiful rain? If not, I think you

Sunday. Morning service at 10.45
a. m.; Sunday school at 12 o’clock.
All who do
ir cities of two .thousand inhabitants or
Will
UK
uac, iiitry
not attend Sunday school at any other church
when on visiting their corn fields they
more; in places of less than two thouthere, and hear the Master’s “Well done. For feelings
are cordially invited.
C.
E.
at
6.15
saw the golden kernels rushing along in little
love
no
meeting
hath
than
he
down
greater
man,
lay
brilliant and effective work carried it sand nothing is necessary except to have and
rivulets across the field on their way to join
evening service at 7.30 p. m. Prayer meet- his life for his friend.”
name on the check list.
In Belfast
I reverence the soldier, because th<* Divine
through to victory. The National Maga- four
ing this, Thursday, evening.
large* streams, never more to gladden the
in
him
Is
so
that
he
enroll
with
can
the
clerk
spark
large
recognized
city
by
of the industrious laborer but going to
zine, which published a fine portrait of fou
The services for the week at the First the fact that the black man’s soul was as prec- ; heart
Governor Burleigh at that time, declared signing a blank form as a Republican or a Methodist church will be as follows: thfs, ! ious in God’s sight as the white man’s, and that be food for the fishes of the lake. But despair
industrious
farmer, we have the promise
not,
Ahat while there were many great speak- Democrat, and you will receive at the Thursday evening the prayer meeting at 7.30 He would not prosper, a nation who held them of seedtime and harvest.
in bondage:
a
ballot of the p. m.; Sunday at 10.45 morning worship; Sunpolls on election day
ers in the National House, its great or“God bless our soldiers brave,
Who did the Union save,
ganizers could be counted on the fingers party for which you have declared. You day school at 12 m.; Epworth League prayFrom thraldom’s thong.”
rannot
claim
to
be
a
at
while
er
6.30
ra.
meeting Sunday evening
Republican
p.
of two hands, and that Governor BurThe sacrifice was human blood; the price
the Democratic ticket, or vice Praise and Evangelistic service at 7.30 p. m.
rating
was
as
one
of
them.
It
leigh
recognized
the country’s best manhood. Was the sacrieach Sunday evening.
fice too great? Was the price too high? Only
^further declared that the victory won by rarsa, and that is the best feature of the
-*—
God
knows. This we do know. This is the
and
it
would
do
no
to
write
you
good
Aim in securing the passage of the Bur- law;
greatest country the sun ever shown on! The
in
or paste in a Republican name on a Gases in Stomach
floats above us, the flag that flies from
bill
that
was
“one of the greatest perflag
Jeigh
nearly every schoolhouse in the land, the flag
sonal triumphs ever achieved by a mem- D emocratic ballot or vice versa, as each
regutrss special soarisAmtsi of
Poison the Blood. the children are taught to salute, is the flag
party ticket is counted by itself. That
oo*y attimilation.
ber of the National House.”
that knows no Btain, whose glorious insignia
to be about all it is really
seems
Gas forma in your stomach because the food is the Divine right of liberty in man. Too
Scott’s Emulsion
much cannot be said in honor of these men—
We recently published a statement necessary to say about this new election you eat ferments and turns sour.
Allow this fermentation to go on and these too much cannot be done to show our appreciacontains thasa vital properties
•from a physician on the healthfulness of law.
gases become poisonous and the poiBon gets tion of their noble deeds.
in concentrated form end disWe have gathered here to plant a tree in
into the blood.
asnotoring. He declared that this “pas- EAST SEARSMONT.
tributes them all over the body
MI-O-NA stomach tablets stop the fermen- their honor. The deed is small, but the impulse
time is of the greatest benefit to our
without taxing the digestion. ..J
Edgar P. Marriner of Center Belmont Bpent tation almost instantly, turn the poisonous is great. It tells them that our hearts are full
and
social
love
for
well
of
and
that
exthose
who
into
made it
being;”
gratitude
physical
liquid, and eliminate the poison
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J
May 30th with his sister, Mrs. Leslie G. Marri- gases
12-12
for
us to have all the privileges we enthe
possible
mostly
through
kidneys.
perience has taught him that the car “is ner. George B. Dyer of Belfast was in town
If you have nay stomach trouble such as joy, and not only those present but every one
1st.Mrs. Albert Marriner and Mrs.
June
•a factor of immense remedial value,”
Ernest Piper of Belfast called on friends and gas, sourness, heaviness, flatulency, or short- in this great land—a free land.
Tomorrow is Memorial Day, the Nation’s
and that he could trace a large number relatives in town May 29th_Arad and Henry ness of breath, MI-O-NA will give gratifying
funeral day. I wish it could be observed as
relief in five minutes.
■of benefits to it that are beyond question. Mahoney spent June 2nd in East Northport,
such.
I wish there might be no ball games,
on
are
sold
back
for
acute
They
money
plan
the guests of their mother, Mrs. Sarah Ma’'The Country Gentleman iB no less com- honey_Mrs. Albert L. Marriner was in Rock- or chronic indigestion, nervousn ss, dizziness, no gun shoots, no work of any kind. This is not
A pair of gold me unted eyeglasses on Bela
work
day! It is not a gala day! Let us mont avenue. The owner can have the same
land May 29th, the guest of her father, James headaches, sleeplessness, etc. Sold by A. A.
imendatory. It says, editorially:
■how
our
for
the
ft
veterans
Howes
Co.
and
for
our
60
respect
by
everywhere
by
druggists
presproving property and paying charges. ApBurgess....Albert L. Marriner has repaired
ence at least, at their exercises.
As the motor car humB its song of the his buildings.
cents a box.
THE JOURNAL OFFICE.
ply to
uouno

*®“Come

Q

performed the ceremony, after which Mrs.
Elizabeth Perry, sister of the groom, served refreshments-Mr. E. V. Oxton moved his
family from Belfast to the Campground last
week... .Eight of the Italians working at Hillside Farm struck for higher wages
Friday and
went back to Boston that night. The next
day
the rest of the colony was on a strike, but
went to work when given an increase in
pay.
.W. F. Kellar of Islesboro was in town Satto
move
his drilling machine from Hillurday
side Farm, but found the road too
slippery

and

8th,

m.

essential to summer
in these sales.

Under the sod and dew

Awaiting

June

Many bargains

as ours.

I love the soldier, because my father was a
soldier; I honor the soldier because he fought
for our country’s honor. It has been said “All !
that a man has will he give for his life,” yet at will. It began to rain Tue. day night, May
our country’s call they went forth to meet the
28th, and rained practically all of the time uncountry’s enemy and die, if need be, for their til Saturday and that was an unsettled day. In
oh!
how many did die,
country’s honor; and
it washed out the seed that had
and are buried in that Southland we know not many places
where!
But God knows, and at that great day been nut into the trround bv the farmers in
when the graves shall give up their dead, and
anticipation of a plentiful yield. Imagine their
uio

Saturday,

7.30 to 8.30 p.

EAST NORTHPORT.
Bay View Farm, Searsport avenue.
A quiet wedding took place at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Leavitt and Mr. and
Mrs. Fred N. Savery went to Searsport Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Geo. H. Patch Wednesday evento attend the funeral of CaDt. Charles A. Whit- ing, May 29th, when their only son, Harold O.,
was united in marriage with Miss Lucinda A.
tier.
of Boston but recently of
Rose Circle, Miss Ethel Savery’s Sunday Preston, formerly
Rev. David L. Wilson of Belfast
school class, will have a
and entertain- Northport.

Mrs. Frances Judkins of Bangor arrived last
for sending out from the National CapiSaturday to visit her sister, Mrs. Jennie Cartol such an absurd story as the Bangor
Guy Patterson was quite severely injured row. She was accompanied by her daughter,
Commercial printed last week in its last Tuesday afternoon by being kicked by the Mrs. W. E. Fish, who returned home Sunday
steadily rising.
been since 1882.—Rumford Falls Times. special Washington correspondence. In stallion used as one of a pair of team horses morning.
If the cow really jumped over the brief the story is that there is a deal on by the A. E. Chase Co. He was hit on one leg
Memorial services were held last Sunday in
moon it ought to be coming down, but
between “some Republicans” and “some and also in the stomach,making a painful injury. Trinity Reformed church and a very fine serBrooks has lost two citizens of promise and mon was delivered by the pastor, Rev. Wm.
Democrats” to “throw” Gov. Plaisted in
evidently is still in the air.
These services are held the
the coming elections, the Republicans in value to the town by the d *ath, from tubercu- Vaughan.
Tammany has secured complete conof John Jones and Wallace Ellis. Both first Sunday after Memorial Day as the
return to “help re-elect Representatives losis,
trol of the Catski'l acqueduct work, a
of
were under thirty years
age. Mr. Jones soldiers from East Belfast attend service
McGillicuddy and Gould and also help dejob involving a couple of hundred million feat Asher Hinds in the first Maine dis- leaves a widow and one child, Mr. Ellis was in a body with the G. A. R. the Sunday before.
unmarried.
dollars, and a Tammany man has been
Clifford D., the 18-months old child of Raytrict and elect a Democrat there.” The
given supervision of all the liquor sa- Commercial’s
While at work in his mill Tuesday afternoon mond and Janette (Grotton) Aldus died quite
very sagely
correspondent
That means that
loons in the State.
F. K. Roberts was caught in a lathe wheel and suddenly last Monday morning.The little fellow
remarks: “No such deal could be easily
his clothing wound up until the belt slipped had been sick the greater part of his short life,
Tammany at the next election will have carried
That some Demothrough.”
and he was able to save himself He was seri- but everything was done that could be done
command of unlimited money and rum.
crats, and more Republicans, who voted ously bruised, but
And there are little Tammany’s similarly
luckily no bones were brok- and death came as a relief to the little sufferfor Plaisted two years ago frill not vote en and by a mere chance, it
Funeral services were held Wednesday at i
seems, bis life was er.
fixed.
for him this year is very evident.
2 p. m., Rev. David L. Wilson of the Congl. !
saved.
The leading article in The Atlantic
The friends of Capt. Cheney Higgins were church officiating. The young couple have the j
The direct primary law seems to call
of many friends in their bereaveMonthly for June—“Should Smith Go to
|
delighted to see him at church last Sunday sympathy
Church,” by Meredith Nicholson—should for a good deal of explanation, and after after His serious and painful illness from ap- ment.
Ambrose Ellis, son of W illace Ellis, and Elinterest alike the clergyman and the lay- all is said and done we doubt if a great pendicitis. He is now recovering at his home
man.
The author answers the question majority of the voters will be any wiser in this village, and he and Mrs. Higgins pro- nora Woodbury, fornurly of K. »x, were marin the first sentence by declaring, “I think than they were before. Even lion. Her- pose to spend a portion of the summer in ried Saturday evening, J me 2 J. at the parsonage of Trinity UifjMiiJi: a oil)/ tm p ishe should.” Get the magazine and read bert M. Heath of Augusta, maker of Northport.
Mr. Cheney Higgins and wife returned from tor, Rev. Wm. V.ugn.i 1. T .e bride w is pretwhat follows. Curiously enough the last laws and builder of party platforms, adlast Monday. He is still weak and ill tily gowned in b.'uo siik with ha to m itc 1 and
article in The Atlantic for June is on mits that in attempting to explain the Bangor
the groom wore the eo .vevii »n il l»ia»:k. T. ey i
his
from
hospital experience, but a soldier has were attended by Mr. ari l M s. N J c : < in,
provisions of the primary law at. Ells‘The Lost Art of Going to Church.”
j
to be prepared for the unexpected and Capt. the latter a sister of trie gra>
Mr. and Mrs.
worth he “made an grevious error;” and
Ellis
are both employes in the Leonard & Baris
thankful
that
it
is
no
worse.
Higgins
Still, rows shoe
Leslie’s Weekly:
“We are on the that
suggested to him “that if lawyers it is somewhat
factory and have many friends who
singular that after thirty years extend congratulations.
eve of the most exciting presidential
They will reside on
will go wrong in making out these
in the regular army his first surgical treat- Swan lake avenue.
conventions, on both sides, that have things, wouldn’t it be the fair ihing for ment should have been
endured after his rebeen held within the memory of the me to
May 29th the pupils of the Brick school,
go to the trouble of at least at- turn to private life.
It
is
a
under the direction of Mrs. Etta Savery, Dept.
time
present generation.
good
tempting to straighten them out.” Acof
the
Speaking
operation of tracheotomy in
for thoughtful men, and especially for
cordingly he has prepared a “carefully the streets of Belfast reminds us that a few Senior Vice President Ladies of the G. A. R.,
assisted by the teachers, Misses Annie L.
old-time Republican leaders, to consider drawn opinion,” but says in conclusion: years ago Doctor Darling
performed the opera- Farnsworth and Blanche
Foster, planted a
the seriousness of the situation. The
My opinion is not final here, any more tion on a mare for L. A. Bachelder that was Grand Army tree in the schoolhouse
grounds.
prosperity of the country is at stake. than in business. Many of these ques- worthless for business by reason of that j The
tree, a handsome maple, was furnished
I can well u'juuic, uut which nas since Deen a valuable
That is of ^renter conspnnpncp than anv- tions puzzled me at firBt.
understand why many voters are puz- animal for work, having survived two mate* and put in place by Mr. E. W. Ellis, a veteran
thing else, but it seems to have been for- zled. 1 have tried to answer them accu- and is now standing
up fairly well with a third of the Grand Army, and decorated with a tri
gotten.”
colored ribbon. The school, headed by eight
rately, after much careful study, and one.
hope 1 am right.
Memorial Services. There was a good at- misses dressed in white carrying flags, escortMajor H. A. Shorey of the Bridgton
tendance
at
the
church
last
Mr. Heath is a great lawyer, he is
Sunday and the ed the veterans present to the place where the
G. A. R. men were well represented. Special
News, a veteran of the Civil War, prom- credited
tree was planted. The Misses were Evangeline
with framing many of the laws selections were sung by the
choir and Rev. H.
inent in the Good Templar order and one j
of the State, and is said to have aided in G. Booth gave a sermon appropriate for the oc- Larrabee, Lyda White, Marjorie Brown, Doroof Maine’s ablest editors, says in last
casion.
For Memorial Day the Knights of
thy Knox, Annella Pierce, Willda Savery, Dora
the construction of the present primary
Pythias had made arrangements to do justice
week’s issue of his paper:
Flora Pierce. At the tree they sang,
law1.
after admitting making one to the occasion. They had a nice dinner in Flanders,
If,
The senior of The News has known 1
their banquet room for the veterans, the to the tune of “Marching Through Georgia,"
“grevious error, he concludes a “care- Knights, the band, and their ladies. The the following song composed
Ex-Gov. and Ex-Congressman Burleigh
by Mrs. Savery
intimately for a quarter-century and un- fully drawn opinion” by admitting that marching at noon wa mostly cut out because and entitled “The Grand Army Tree:”
of the storm, but the Knights with the band
hesitatingly endorses him for the posi- Kt Kuo Kaon *’ Kimoalt ontl Krtnao did
escort duty for the G. A. R. boys. At the Bring the Grand Army tree, we’ll plant it in
tion for which he is named. Clean, able,
the yard,
that he is right, what is the average hall, the stage of which was
appropriately In honor of
of spotless integrity, and a ripe experithose galiant men who fought so
decorated,some two hundred
were in atence qualifying him
to at once enter voter to do about it? Will he follow Mr. tendance. Charles E. Lane people
long and hard;
The
presided.
Heath’s
are
the
rulings, hoping they
right; Monroe band furnished music. The choir ren- The honor of our country and Old Glory to
upon
practical business of legisla- |
tion the peer of any other congressman or will he
guard;
W. S. Jones and
stay away from the polls, as dered several selections.
And freed the Nation from slavery.
Mrs. Marston Fogg favored the audience with
from New England, we regard him as
did many after the enactment of the a
duet, Miss Phyllis Reynolds gave Lincoln’s Hurrah, hurrah, the Grand Army tree,
by all odds the most desirable of any
Australian ballot law? The result of the address at Gettysburg, Herbert Bowdoin an Hurrah, hurrah, our country now is free;
name upon the entire ticket.
appropriate
declamation, Wm. C. Rowe read All honor to veterans who fought on land and !
primary elections elsewhere indicates the roll of honor,
and Percy Hasty. Esq., gave
the law says that wild cherry trees |
sea,
t hat he will follow the latter course. In an address. Everything passed off smoothly
And freed the Nation from slavery.
and all wild or worthless and old
apple the States in which presidential pri- and pleasantly in spite of the rain, and we
trees within the limits of the
congratulate ourselves upon the success of the God bless the dear old soldiers, their work is
highways
had really jumpThe price of beef is
It is higher than it has
cow

I Another SuFpri^Me

And before long it will be said
“We knew it must be so,

Brooks
brought
camps
governor
Wm. Dunbar, who has been very sick with
Frederick W. Plaisted as a candidate
A fair nafafnao ova afill liaino VivanrrVif inVinf
bronchitis, and Chas. Henderson, who has had
and forced his nomination. It was Patthe crop is mostly marketed. Mr. Dow is dis- pneumonia, are able to be out.
An appropriate tablet will be placed
tangall who stood by Charles F. Johnson
of the two horse Rice Cultivaand aided him in securing his election to posing of some
Miss Elizabeth A. Daniels of Boston was a tree, telling by whom planted and why.
the United States Senate. It has been tors which help out in the cultivation of the week-end guest of Miss Evelyn Peavey at
for

“Gentlemen may cry peas”—but if the
cold, wet weather continues it will be
date when we get them.

It looks as if the
ed over the moon.

“Each year the ranks grow thinner
And the halting steps more slow;
Each year the eyes grow dimmer,
And the flag waves to and fro
Over a band of heroes
Who, to muffled beat of drum
Or to stirring blast of bugle
Some day will refuse to come.”

NEAT.

3-DAY

used. Results
hypodermics
Call
address or

upon,
Institute, 65 Pleasant
Me. Tel. 4316.

phone
Avenue,

Drug Habits Specially Treated
with Great Success.

I will

Reward

give the above

named

sum

evidence to convict the party or
broke into my cottage at Pitcher P <
the dates of April 25th and 29th
WILLIAM II. o
Belfast, May 30, 1912—22

I

FOR SALE
One Thomaston prison rubber-tired buggy
in excelli nt condition
Can be seen at
R. P.

Iw23p

HILLS,

West Belfast, Me.

NOTICE.
Guaranteed work in Chiropody, Manicuring. Shampooing and Facial Work. Also a
full line of all kinds of Hair Work at my
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Phoenix Row.
23ttMISS EVIE HOLMES,

BELFAST AND MOOSEHEAD LAKE
RAILROAD COMPANY
Clerk’s Office,
t
Belfast, Maine, June 6, 1912. »'
Notice is hereby given that the annual
meeting of this corporation will be held at the
Court House in Belfast, Wednesday, July 3,
1912, at 10 o’clock a. m., for the following purviz:
To hear and act upon the reports of
the Directors, Treasurer and Trustees.
2nd. To elect three directors for three
poses,
1st.

years.

To act on any other business that may
legally come before said meeting.
Per order,
W. H. QUIMBY, Clerk.

Phonographs
Any size and with
12 records, for

$1.00 Down
and 50c. per week at

CARLE & JONES,

3rd.

Belfast, Maine.
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will meet tomorrow, Friday.
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Howard, Congress street, at
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The Senior class of the Belfast Hi.h .„k~.i
accompanied by Mies M. V. Parker, went
by
buckboard to Freedom
yesterday to attend the
graduation exercises of Freedom Academy.
t The defeat of Bates by Bowdoin on Tuesday
fives the Maine Intercollegiate
championship
for 1912 to the University of Maine.
The
score of the Bowdoin-Bates
game was 2 to

has

Colors—White, Black and Tan

front he-

Remember the name—
Holeproof and also remember they are for sale
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Camden has set up in his
soda fountain with

up-to-date
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:
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back of hand-
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Grange Hall, Apple*
12th, if pleasant; if
ay. All G. A. R. men, all
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at
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planting

at Pearl Brook

eight acres in
will increase the acreage
a ill have 60 acres in potaps as usual. Pearl Brook
-re of the best farms in this
rr.mg is carried on under modbecoming one of the show
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hardly necessary to inthe younger ones at least—
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early

morning in its
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20,000

Rolls

Wall Paper
F°f 1912 in Stock.

her and she

| supposed

|

^'e(

pOR 10c.

ft"

truly,

& JONES,

Belfast,

1

reminded of the

lapse

of time when

told that Mr. Marshall had married since that
time, had a son grow up, graduate from college and marry. Mr. Goodwin’s Belfast
friends were sorry he could make only a short
stop and hope that he will make a home run in
the

political

game.

Belfast. Rev. C. E. Walsh, who
pastor of the church in this village
the past year, has finished his labors with us
and Rev. D. L. Wilson of the Congregational
church, Belfast, has been secured to preach
for us during the next six months. The hour
of service will be 2.30 p. m., Sundays. We
have nothing but commendation for the work
of Mr. Walsh during his brief stay with us.
His labors have given satisfaction to the
church and community, and it was with regret
that he severed his connection with us
Mrs.
North

has been

xv.

c. crier oi

w inter

mu, oomerville,

Mass.,

us your

Why

DR. NORRIS

Famous

Bread.

City Bakery, Church St.

foundered.

The

schooner

Seneral

to

arrived last week to

1
*

1

lljl

Fellows’ Block, Up Stairs,
Belfast, Maine.'

Colonial
Friday

|h|
I I

j hi

HI

*

gjjjl
I

|

I jpg

| i|l
| |
I f

Manager

and

Saturday,

I Penobscot River Salmon’!
II

The brightest of Musical Shows, with
a Chorus of Pretty
Singing ami Daming Girls and Funny Comedians.

Everything

j

1 Live and Boiled Lobsters I
| Mackerel, Shad, Blueflsh, Butter-1

j

musical

Prices 25, 35 and 50 Cer.tf.
Special Matinee Saturday.
*S juts

on

sale at Box

Belfast Band

The

tice !a«t

was

Children 10c.

Office

out for

Tuesday evening and

|

Thursday.
marching

pracgave some live-

p

The post office at Northport campground,
officially as Bayside, was opened for
the season last Saturday.
knuA'n

urf, and sent him off. He went to the drive- j The regular
monthly business meeting of
vav between the two houses, but the neighbor
the VV rnian’s Hospital Aid will be held at the
>n the other side stopped his play there for i
h »spital tomorrow, Friday, at 2.30 p. m.
’ear of broken windows. Finding no place to :
The annual meeting of the Belfast Improveflay on the ground he made for a flat roof meiu. Society will be held at the office of Dunlear by.only to meet with a most decided comtor. & Morse Monday, June 10th, at 3 p. m.
mand to get off and keep off.
T.iose who wish tickets to the graduating
Improvements at the Park. At the regu- exercises of the B. H. S. class of 1912 will
ar meeting of the Improvement
Society, June please apply to the teachers or members of
Ird, Mr. E. R. Pierce, chairman of the special the class.
committee on the Park, gave the following reJohn Gilmore is acting conductor on the Belport: The committee have superintended the fast branch of the Maine Central railroad durconstruction of 365 feet of extension to the
ing the absence of the regular conductor, Y.
semi-circular beds near the entrance; have C.
Neilson, who is spending the week in Port;ransplanted 5 wagon loads of phlox, lilies, etc., land.
contributed by Mr. Pierce, Mrs. Joseph Tyler
Thomas H. Marshall Circle, Ladie> of the G.
md Miss Maude Gammons; have set out 9
A. R., at their regular meeting last Tuesday
the
of
evergreen trees,
gift
Ralph D. Shute afternoon, extended a vote of thanks
to Mrs.
golden glow and striped grass,around the water
Susan W. Mathews for the gift of 50 tulips for
:ank and a woodbine at the pavillion. The comMemorial Day.
mittee was also instrumental in having repairs
Three carloads of sardines, from last season’s
made on the park roads. A vote of thanks was
extended to Melvin Clark for one day’s labor pack, have been shipped from the Pike Bro.’s

|

fish, Halibut Haddock, Clams.

|j| City

ly music.

to the soft

ftift

("fit

««*«SSS

that

goes to make
comedy worth whi.e.

Enough to Make Him Bawl. Grown-ups
)fien forget that children must play to be
liappy, and a boy forbidden to play ball must
af necessity be miserable. Here is the exjerience of a bright little boy who lives in a
neighborhood where there are few children.
iVhen he went out to play the other day his
namrna said: "Don’t play in the street.
I ain
if raid of teams and autos.” From the street
ne went to a neighboring lawn, but its owner

p>

g

Special Scenic Equipment.

lewsdealers and stationers.

possible injury

111
I I

bu>ing

are

dune 7-8,

litiea, towns, villages, post offices, lakes,
•ivers, etc. These maps have been published
innually for the last thirty-six years, with
:onstantly increasing sales, which now amount
;o over three million copies per year.
They
ire sold everywhere [by leading booksellers,

because of

cars

Theater,

■W. H. BRAY,

We have received from the publishers the
•evised 1912 edition of the Rand-McNally inlexed county and railroad pocket map and
thoppers guide of Maine, showing all railroads,

nbjected

|jpj
1 I

new Fords go into service’
***** season-proof of their unequaled merit.
The Price is $620 forjhe roadster, $720 fo
rthe
five passenger car. and $730 tor the
delivery
car—complete with all equipment. Latest catal«*ue from Carle & Jones, Belfast, Maine. Ford
Car Agents in Waldo County.

i|||

St>TC/At./ST

rheatre. Reserved seat sale at theatre box
•ffice Thursday. Special matinee Saturday;
Children 10 cents.

E. F,

Tel. 214.

'T'HE

||

BEAM HALL & CO.

supremacy of

Clias. R. Coombs

Michaels Stern
Clothes among ready-

UNDERTAKER,
LICENSED EMBALMER.

to-wear garments
not the achievement of
was

one man

1

Fish" Market,

CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY

but of many.
EVERYTHING MODERN IN

Caskets and Burial
Suits.
Home

Telephone
"

Office

48-3

and for the use of his team in this special
work. It was voted to repair the society's
oven and the step3 from the pavillion to the

piani,

shore.

Rev. Hosea Rhoades will
have services at the hall at the usual hour next
Sunday-An entertainment will be given by
the children Tuesday evening, June 11th.
Ice
cream and cake will be served_Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Higgins recently visited Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Higgins
.Mrs. Anna Bowden spent a
day recently with Annabell Underwood_Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Dutch and Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Dutch spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Wentworth..
.Mrs. Caroline Merriam has
Mr,
gone to Thorndike to visit her brother
and Mrs. Charles Woods were at their farm
Sunday.... Harry Roberts has been very sick
pneumonia, but is somewhat better at this
writing ...Charles McKinley of Camden visited his sister, Mrs. Jane Cole, last Saturday_
Newton Strong of Boston is at Henry Wentworth's... Several from this place attended
the Pomona Grange meeting with Seaside
Grange last Tuesday-Richard Merriam has
had his buildings painted white and green

The residence of the Lite A.
C. My rick (formerly owned bv
Frank A. Mayo) situated mi
Northport avenue, I mile from
Belfast P. O. One and one-half
story house in good repair, containing 7 rooms and bath, hot
and cold water and furnace
heat. Good L and stable with
basement; U acre nice land with
fruit trees and all kind of berries. Plenty of shade tiees and

blinds

a very

Phoenix
stores

was

Row. In 1823 a brick block of six
built on High street and given the

“Phoenix

Row, A. D., 1824.” Three
original block, and Mr.
Charles N. Black, the present owner of the
property, has had the tablet retouched by P.
A. Sanborn and placed in the center of the
blpck, thus retaining an historical landmark.
stores remain of the

recital of the piano
pupils of Miss Amy E. Stoddard, postponed
from May 29th, was given last Saturday evening. All the children were present, specially
dressed for the occasion. Following is the
The

for stock
Dresses.

room

&
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%
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£
f

past

ween,
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plant
the her-

put

72 MAIN STREET, BELFAST
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For Sale
^

on.

Spencer,

New Advertisements.

_

sfell Old Hickory, the ideal out-door furniture. Exposure to the sun or rain does not
affect it in the least, and if you want a porch
chair, lawn swing, table or settee, you will find ;
this the most desirable

make.

A

high

complete

stock to select from.You will see the Ford !
car advt. in our columns again this
week.
Carle & Jones, the Waldo county agents, found
it difficult a week or two ago to get cars to fill
their orders, so great has been the demand
for these cars. If you think of buying a car
let them show

you-You

will make

no

Hundred
Dollars

mis-

acceptable graduation {
gift. They are sold only at The Dinsmore
Store.. .S. B. Smith of Stockton Springs offers
for sale a fine summer home for a large family
at Sandy point,on the main road between Stock- |
ton Springs and Bucksport...R.P. Hills of West

i

an

Belfast ha? for sale one Thomastan prison rubber-iired buggy in excellent condition. .Found,
a

pair

of

gold-mounted

eye

glasses.

Apply

tailoring talent,
the best workshop facilities

Journal

livery when coal goes in on a level, and are
subject to the usual 30 days cash discount of
25 cents per ton..
See statement of the condition of the Waldo Trust Co-Kitchen girl

wanted at Jellison & Greer's restaurant_
James H. Howes, Odd Fellows' block, will have
another surprise sale Saturday, June 8th, from
£.30 to 8.30 p m_Silver mesh bag lost. Reward if returned to James H. Howes.

Not Paint
The worst mistake in painting is not puttingoff. That costs about 10 percent; you keep
your money a year and pay 10 percent for it.
Paint would have to come-down 25 percent
to make 10 percent on the job. for wages do
not go down.
The worst mistake is “cheap” paint. It costs
from 60 percent to 100, first cost, and another
in

and crowded years of experience-each contributes
to the perfection of

MICHAELS-STERN

at

office... Guaranteed work in chiropody, manicuring and facial work, also a full line
of all kinds of hair work,at the parlors of Miss
Evie Holmes over Shiro’3 store, Phoenix Row..
The Belfast Fuel & Hay Co. gives notice this
week of the prices at which it is j. repared to
deliver coal, these prices to apply to city de-

|

Nowhere else, at
any price, under any circumstances, can you secure
such absolute satisfaction.
Clothes.

liar “cheap” is! “Put-off” is badenough; “cheap” is ten times worse.
*
DEVOE
Mason & Hall sell it.
a

poultry farm.

“The Home of Good

Values/’

12 Main Street, Belfast, Me.

WANTED

PUBLIC AUTO.
I wish to inform the public that 1 have a
four-passenger touring car and will carry passengers anywhere at any time at reasonable
rates
For particulars write or call telephone
134-14.
21tf
ROY E. YOUNG.

Annual

before them.

C. W. WE3COTT. Secretary.
Belfast, Me., May 13, 1912. 20

FOR SALE
A

LOST
suitably

rewarded

Bag. The finder will t
by
JAMES H. HOWES.

Meeting.

A meeting of the shareholders of the Belfast
Loan & Building Association will be held at
the banking rooms of the City National Bank,
on Wednesday, June 12, at 7 o’clock p. m., for
the election of officers, to consider the expediency of amending the by-laws and the transaction of such other business as may come

A Kitchen Girl at
JELLISON & GREER’S
lt22
Res'.aurant.

A Silver Mesh

Terms easy.

WEST REALTY' CO.

Ralph D. Southworth,

wear.

What

Fora fine cosy little farm two miles
from the city. Good buildings. Cuts
eight tons hay. Good water. Twentyfive apple trees. Would make a fine

The finest

!

acres

state

Eight

take if you paint yorr house with Monarch !
paint. Mitchell & Trussed carry it and also a
full line of painters supplies.It is suggested
that a box of handsome Holeproof silk stock- }
would make

pleasant place

Also 5

level land, under
of cultivation and
nice location for building.
Appiv on the premises of
MRS. MYRICK.
2„32.

Eaton &

Co.

ings

48-4

Mills.

,,.

completed and occupied in the fall of 1823, but
tablet placed on the front bore this inscrip-

Ji

me

..

a

Pupils Recital.

cuy

ready for business whenever
ring strike in.

of Phoenix Row. “The first tenants of
the six stores were as folows: No. 1, John Angier; No. 3, Foss & Lothrop; No. 5, Benjamin
Hazeltine; No. 7, Peter H. Smith; No. 9, John
S. Kimball; No. 11, James Langworthy. In
the third story of No. 5 was Phoenix hall.
Under one of the corners of Phoenix Row was
deposited a box Containing among other articles a bottle of brandy, a copy of the first
newspaper published here, and several coins."
Williamson’s History says that this block was

of Summer

mis

will be

name

tion:

in

Poor’s

Suits and Coats i

|

Odd

until you

-ON-

CARLE

p|

;i||
fVir

really, forget you
A good laugh does
ver had an acne or pain.
! ou good, and “The Moon Girl” is certainly
5 ull of them. The date is June 7 and 8, Friday
ind Saturday nights only, at The Colonial
some more

expensive

!|

p|;

fraction of the
Thousands of owners of
a

Fords this year—because of their
maximum economy and time-tested

(l;g

That, “It’s just what the doctor ordered”
ou will truly believe if you go to see “The
] -loon Girl.” You will surely laugh and then

-

g.
►j

more

at

|

Seventy-five thousand

Congregational Conference, Friday, at
andypoint.
A Maine song, “The Country Fairs,” com*
1 osed by a Kennebec county woman, Mrs.
illian Louise Webber of Clinton, has been
ublished by a music publishing house of
^ Washington, D. C.

1*1 REDUCTION lJ
To make

j

he
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14 Wool

cost?

II
jl

<

augh

waste

safely—and

|l!j

Belfast Optical Company

The Boy Scouts will not hold their meeting
his week owing to the absence of the Scout
raster. Rev. David L. Wilson, who is to attend

was

§

jl!|

(fknow.

il

good dollars in big-car
travel when the Ford will get you
there as quickly, as comfortably, as

!l||

Of the University of Pennsylvania says.
“In all eye examinations POISONOUS'
DROPS should be AVOIDED.” They are
DANGEROUS and are used ONLY by
men UNSKILLED in modern methods of
eye examination. I DO NOT USE DROPS
it is DANGEROUS; but I have the most
modern equipment in Waldo
County and
‘guarantee my glasses TO FIT JUST
BRIGHT, because I grind my, lenses and

spend the summer at her I
old home....Mrs. Abby Daniels of Guilford, |
who bought the home of George Collins, has program:
Dvorak
taken possession of the property and is living flumoreske,
Miss Rena Cunningham and Miss Stoddard
there_Harry A. Furbish has sold his black- Dolls’ Dance,
Kugele
Geneva Stephenson
smithing business in the city and has gone to
Bugbee
Howard, R. I., to be superintendent of the March of the Giants,
Ben Parker
blacksmithing department in the State insti- Dondola Ride,
Sartorio
tution. His family will go there later in the
Doris Patterson
N. von Wilm
Mazurka,
summer.
The departure of Mr. Furbish and
Edna Curtis
family is a distinct loss to the community and
Schnecker
Twilight Idyl,
they will be missed very much. We wish him
Ruth Redman
Schnecker
Jnder the Leaves,
success in his new position... The electric
Lillian Dexter
lights recently voted by the city government .leisure
Garland
Thoughts,
for the extension of the line to the church,
Blanche Jennys
Schuler
have been installed and are in operation nightI e art s’ Ideal,
Alice Sanborn
ly. The thanks of the c> mmunity are due
more to go to Newport News, where a 5,000
Heine
Chimes,
Evening
Alderman James E. Wing for his untiring
ton freight steamer is under construction for
Mary Hayes
efforts to secure this much appreciated im- rhe Mountaineer’s Call,
Spaulding
Crowell & Thurlow of Boston, of which he is
Margaret* Craig
provement. Dark nights are no longer a terMendelssohn
| to take command... .About ten days ago a ror, for the road from our village to the city spring Song,
Doris Roberts
j schooner was seen making signals of distress proper, a distance of nearly three miles, can
Schubert
Impromptu in A flat,
; off the southern coast, but the sea was so
be traveled as safely at night as in the day.
Mabel Craig
i rough that no assistance could be rendered

be the Addison E. Bullard, a four; master, of 1,485 tons, .built at Rockport, Me.,
in 1904, and owned in Boston, and bound from
the fact that we have i Norfolk for
Tampa with a cargo of coal
1 u
'le the amount of pa- There has been no later news of the disaster
le,
in the newspapers. Henry Gray of this city
e
usually carry we have was the cook on board of the Bullard and his
the papers
very low. We relatives here are naturally anxious to know
many 12 l-2c. and 15c. whether that was the schooner that foundertalii
ed_The four-masted schooner William L.
Douglas has been sold to Sun Oil C,o. and will
engage in oil carrying trade between Poet
Arthur and New York. Her late owners will
build a fleet of steamers for the coal trade
"
Patterns
we
have
50 A tow of barges arrived at Stonington last
r
'^her prices up to 50c. week to begin the transportation of granite
•'
'Ukl be pleased to show from tne Goss quarry to Rockport, Mass.,
where it is to be cut for the .Museum of Fine
%
line.
Arts, Boston.... Sch. Brina P. Pendleton was
towed to this port fast Saturday from Stocks
very
ton Springs, to receive a crew from Boston,
and has sailed for Brunswick, Ga., to load hard
pine for North of Hatteraa—Sch. Nelson T.
McFarland arrived Sunday from Boston with a
cargo, part of which was discharged
v
ere and the remainder will be discharged at
’res,
Castine.
Maine.

'l0Urs

forcibly

T.

W. Coombs of the steamer Castine, the Castine
Accident. Miss Helen went on the Bangor and Brooksville route last
Monday, succeeding the Rockland. The Cas■-a niece of Mrs. Cal;ine is a fart and able boat, with a most capthis city was killed in an
able master, and can be run at half the exin
Manchester, Mass.,
pense of the steamer Rockland. Belfast is
ar was owned by George A.
excursion boat out of
!• n and driven
by Miss Bessie sorry to lose her as an
leave West Brookst v.
The car was proceed- this port. The Castine will
ville in the morning touching at Castine and
ed at a point where a stone
the river landings, arriving at Bangor about 10
u p curve
began to movebacka. n
and will leave on the return trip at 2 p.
'-on threw on the brakes,
on her trip up
m... The steamer Stockton
ithering momentum, struck
river Wednesday afternoon, May 29th broke
town about twelve feet of j
her mt «n shaft just after leaving the pier at
the edge of the cliff. Twenty
this port, and the steamer Castine was charid is the ocean, but a thick
tered and completed the trip to Bucksport,
'growth received the car and j
here for repairs.
j the Stockton remaining
from
destruction.
Mr.
trty
the steamer Anna Belle made the
Emerson were rescued with | Thursday,
to Camden with passengers and freight
rnier having a sprained ankle ] trip
! from this
port, returning in the afternoon.
while Miss Emerson’s right
a new shaft was received from RockMiss Bean, however, was | Friday
I land and was quickly installed and the Stockthe tonneau the weight of
ton resumed her trips-The bay steamers
descended full upon her,
are complying with the new regulations for
ai d neck and
lacerating her
the safety of boats, which among other things
o' out the head and
shoulders.
cal! for two stairways to the hurricane deckof
Mr.
and
Mrs.
I
daughter
f 28 Chestnut street, Mel- j W. A. Macornber hatf made and set up these
stairs on the steamers Castine and Anna Belle
tudent at Tilton Seminary
each steamer will have an additional
"ned for the summer vaca- and
boat.
only daughter and was a j
Shipping Items. Capt. A. L. Kent of BrewEmerson, who resides at
'• -Malden.
er has resigned command
of the schooner
j
Governor Powers and left the vessel at Balti■

quested.

Notes. The Bangor Chamber of
and Bangor bus ness houses having

■

v

this will be the last study meeting before
the summer vacation a full attendance is re-

was

ly of and running by the bank of the river to
Meeting of Old-Time Ball Players.
the Common; said street being three rods wide.”
Hon. Forrest Goodwin of Skowhegan, who deIt was never opened. And of Common street
livered the Memorial address in Searsport,
Williamson says: “No location appears of reccame to Belfast that evening and was here
ord. It extends from the foot of Main street
over Friday,calling on old friends and
acquainto the foot of Market street, on the westerly
tances. Friday afternoon he called in at Colside of the old Common. The name was for- i
Lruiu » suuc biuic aim mere met not
omy rtumally given in 1874.” The same authority j
gustine Colburn, the proprietor, but Bert
the railway
says that Front street ends at
Knowlton and George I. Keating, all old-time
station. Water street would therefore seem to
base ball players, and they had a very enjoybe the proper and an appropriate name for the
able reunion. As the seance was about to
street.
new
close Charles W. Frederick, another local base
Search and
Seizure.
Deputy Sheriffs ball enthusiast and
historian, dropped in. Mr.
Percy S. Edgecomb and Charles O. Dickey Goodwin, who worked his way through
Colby
searched the Commercial House last Saturday
College, played base ball during the vacations
The proprietor, Elvin Hanson,
afternoon.
and was second base on the Belfast team in
saw the officers coming and locked the door,
1886. While here he boarded at the Brooks
on
but they broke it open and
entering House. Mr.
Keating, who is the present clerk
a
found Hanson throwing bottled liquor out of
of courts for Waldo county, is a base ball enThe bottles were broken, but
back window.
cyclopedia and is said to have every game of
the deputies succeeded in getting three that
note at his fingers ends—or rather his tongue's
were partly filled with whiskey and a number
end—and can not only give the scores but the
or bottles that had recently contained whiskey.
membership of the opposing nines. These
and
arrest
under
was
Hanson
Monday base ball brothers needed no
placed
introductions, alin
Knowlton
tried
before
Judge
morning was
though Mr. Goodwin had not met some of them
the Municipal court, found guilty, and senfor years, and an outsider can realize with
tenced to pay a fine of $100 and costs and 60
what enjoyment they must have shouldered
days in jail, and in default of payment CO days their bats “and show’d how fields
were won."
additional. He appealed to the Supreme JuMr. Goodwin enquired for “Mell" Marshall, a
dicial Court under $200 bonds with Herbert E.
fellow boarder at the Brooks House, and was
Bradman and Andy Knowlton sureties.

of these coupons mails it
•f
his foreign correspondent
t to his post office where it will
a foreign stamp of the same
•nit United States stamp.
This
f

Tuesday

If

stormy that evening it will he
postponed to Wednesday evening. A fine proThe out-door military whist party tor the
gram by the children is being prepared
by
Kirby lake fund has been postponed to June | Mrs. Fred Carter and Miss
Inez Jackson.
of
the
of
date
20th on account of the change
There will be musical talent from Belfast. AdHigh school graduation from June 14th to the mission 10 cents. Ice cream and cake will
be
13th.
served for 10 cents.
automobiles
The
Wagons.
following
Buzz
The date of the graduation exercises of the
from Waldo county were registered at the
class of ’12, Belfast High school, has been
office of the Secretary of State during the
changed from June 14th to the 13th on account
past week;
of the commencement ball, which will be
given
No. 4,299—Walter F. Jones, Unity; touring
in the Opera House, June 14th. The floor will
car; gasolene power; horse power, 30; predomi- j
be
for
the exclusive use of the class and invitnating color, blue.
No. 4,308—Guy M. Twombley, Monroe; run- j ed guests. The
gallery will be open to the
about; gasolene power; horse power, 12; prepublic at 25 cents. It is to be a dress occasion
dominating color, red.
and it is intended to make it one of the social
No. 4,387—Henry B. Wescott, Belfast; touring car; gasolene power; horse power, 28; pre- events of the season.
dominating color, green.
No. 4,400—C. F. Thompson & Company, BelThe next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
fast; touring car; gasolene power; horse power, i Circle will be with Mrs.
Charles Rhoades, No.
blue.
color,
25; predominating
No. 4,484—W. W. Turner, Palermo; runabout; 22 High street, Monday afternoon, June 10th.
1
The lesson will be chapters seventeen and
it is .lene power; horse power, 22h\ predominating c do \ gray.
j eighteen of the C. L. S. C. book, “Twenty
The New Ftreet. It has been suggested Years at Hull-House,” the required reading
th it il»? new street to the westerly end of the from the May number of the Chautauquan
lover bril.e might be called Water street. magazine, and the roll-call, current events.

Mr. Smith had

h

the air

and on returning to
terra firma struck out for the woods.
The Poor’s Mills Benevolent Club will
give
an entertainment in their hall next

evening.

Hartford, Conn-, arrived last
the

lag, leaped into

0EESZ£BEI3EBM^

hold

will

;

SKeSXn&moreoftom^

North Knox and

Association

teran

only by

Belfast
Mixer’s for

mirror.

amden call

1

Mr. Fred R. Poor went to
Searsport in his
last Sunday and when
returning by way
>f the back road had a near
view of a deer,
rhe deer was by the
roadside, and when he
:hought it time to depart he raised his white
Jar

11.30

CURTIS’

Ned, the old family horse owned
by the late
Frank M. Lancaster and later
by J. L. Sleeper
was put to rest
Monday. He was 30 years old
ind had outlived his usefulness.

3 pairs Women's Silk, Guaranteed for Three Months, $3.00.

bungalow

a

Mrs. Fred A. Johnson has sold
her residence
on Franklin street to
Willis A. Hamilton, but
will continue to
occupy a part of the house
for the present.

the same as their other
socks. For instance:

Colo-

art store in the

an

Washington.

stockings, Not only
a pretty gift, but durable,
as they Guarantee the silk

at

wants in the
Bakery line—no matter
what it is—we can make
the goods and every article is guaranteed!
Tell

Mr. A. C. Hopkins,
superintendent of the
Penobscot Bay Electric
Company, has bought
a new Buick
touring car, to be used for business and pleasure.

silk

t

Every Day

There will be a dance in
Mystic Grange hall
Belmont, to-morrow, Friday,
evening with
music by Overlook’s orchestra
of

holeproof

notice of the

of this

Hot Rolls I

Only
letter remained uncalled for in the
Belfast postoffice for the week
ending June
1 4th, and that is for Chris Olson.

Sun-

two

four-p^nger

one

handsome

held,

.

The Journal ia indebted to Mr.
R. M. Young
of Searaport for fa
large ;duater of pink and
white ladies' slippers.

sixteen and Sweet Girl
Graduates is the sweet
story of June. What better Graduation Gift could
you make than a box of

Granite Co. has received sevred granite from Red Hill,
y are cutting into ballisters
iral Depot, New York.
.t

Arthur Ritchie. Eeq h«
Haynes auto, model 21.

FINE SUMMER HOME FOR A

family.

LARGE

A 12-room house at Sandypoint
road between Stockton Springs and
Bucksport. On hill overlooking Penobscot
river. A fine view. Barn and chicken house,
all in good condition. Will sell low. One-half
cash; balance on time. Address
4w23
S. B. SMITH,
Stockton Springs, Me.

on

main

Voices of the Press and Echoes
of the Bangor Convention.
Gov.

"The principal

Burleigh’s Candidacy.

anwho
Ex-Governor
Burleigh
himself as a candidate for
nounces
United States senator, justly enjoys
the confidence of the people of Maine.
He has served them faithfully In various stations. He is a man of action
rather than of words, and as such has
been as ready to serve any interest,
could
■mall as well as large, that
properly commend itself to the favor
of a conscientious public servant. In
Congress, while broad-minded enough
to keep in touch with the wider interhas
the whole country, he
ests of
served with intense devotion the special interests of Maine.
Personally Governor Burleigh has
the faculty of making and keeping
friends. Coming up from among the
people, he never forgets that he is
With him, once an acone of us.
quaintance is always an acquaintance.
Consequently, few, if any, of our public men have a longer list of personal
u iriiue

uia.li

of

the

publican papers throughout the State
and Gov. Burleigh's friends In this vicinity are enthusiastically predicting
his success."
Our Candidate.

(.Skowhegan Independent-Reporter.)
New

TnHnnanrlnrt l-Poruvrtnn

non

nn»*

no greater service for the people
of this good county of Somerset or,
for that matter, of the whole State,
than to do all within its power to get
Edwin C. Burleigh into the United
States Senate.
His long and highly
honorable record- as a
Congressman
from the old Third District surely entitles him to the respect and confidence of our citizens generally, while
his wholehearted Interest in all that
concerns the welfare of Maine richly
merits a zealous championing of his
candidacy. The people of Maine know
Mr.
Burleigh, and Mr. Burleigh, in
turn, knows the good people of Maine;
that is why we feel confident of seeing him again honored by the voters.
In commenting upon the candidacy
of Mr. Burleigh it is interesting and
highly suggestive to note the prompt
endorsement which has been given
him by the press of Maine. Dally and
weekly newspapers alike have united
in prophesying his election. Without
exception, these new-spapers have editorially praised him as a man of sterling integrity and splendid ability,
and they speak of him furthermore as
His candidacy
a mighty good fighter.
has done more to put. life into the Republican party members than any
other or any half dozen other political happenings in the last two years.
The day of redemption seems already
nigh at hand.
His biographical sketch will doubtless find a place in the news columns
of this paper; it will be instructive

form

Mr. Burleigh to the Senate.
Governor Burleigh’s
News
says,
Bangor

on

editorially:
the first place, Mr.
Burleigh is
is known as the “logical candi-

In

Senate for all Maine Republicans to support. He was the senior member from Maine in the Maine
date” for the

the time he quit the national

House at

house for private life, two years ago.
in
In
most Republican fhrtes—and
Democratic states

many

wTell—this

as

habit of elevating the senior in point
of service in the House to the first
vacancy in the federal Senate from
that state, has been honored and reSurely there can
spected for year a
be no exception made to this rule

Burleigh

Mr.

against

this

year, or

next year.

steadfast loyalty to his party, to
his party platforms and to his party
If

candidates count for anything, these
noble qualifications are all on the side
of Mr. Burleigh and not w'ith any
other candidate within the Republican
party of Maine.
Twice within the past ten years has
Mr. Burleigh written to his friends and
supporters, positively refusing the use
for senatorship, while
of his name
Senators Hale and Frye consented to
hold the seats they occupied with so
much honor to themselves and to all
Maine, and to the entire nation. At
no time in his long and varied career
has Mr. Burleigh ever been a “knocker” in Maine politics. Always he has
been willing to wait his turn. Meantime, he has been most alert and careMaine in the
ful for the welfare of
House
of
lower
Congress. In the
new apportionment of ten years ago,
Maine would have had her representative delegation in the lower House cut
irom

uown

for

been

tour

the

nnee,

lu

watchfulness

uau

il

representative

then

reading

iiui

has never been outside the Republican party, or thought of getting
outside of the Republican party for a

a

true

blue

was

true blue

a

Repub-

boy in Aroostook; he is
Republican today while

editing and publishing a newspaper
in Augusta.
He is very much the kind of a man
that the Republican voters of Maine
The Republican
desire
to
support.
voters of Maine know they can rely
upon Edwin C. Burleigh.
Gives General

Satisfaction.

(Rockland Courier-Gazette.)
believes that
The Courier-Gazette
very general satisfaction will be felt
anthe
by
nouncement that Hon. Edwin C. Burleigh is to come betore the primaries
as a Republican candidate for United
States Senator.
There will doubtless
be other candidates—Judge Powers is
already duly announced in this connection—and the voters of the party
will have every opportunity for a fair
of
it
but
expression,
preference;
seems to us that Gov. Burleigh's long
experience at Washington, his thorough acquaintance with the principles
of national legislation, his demonstrated loyalty to the immediate constituency that for fourteen years kept
him as their representative in Confor
him
gress, particularly
qualify
the position to which he now aspires
and we believe these things will have
a
influence
and convincing
strong
with the voters. The two Maine men
who lately for so long a period and
with such distinction served in the
in the
House the
Senate, received
Initial training that enabled them at
once upon entering the upper branch
of the national legislature to assume
a commanding position, to the infinite
honor of the State which sent and.
This principle of
kept them there.
retaining in office a
public servant
whose ability and worth have been
established has always characterized
the Republican party of Maine, and
upon this account in particular we
should
Gov. Burleigh’s canexpect
didacy to be received with especial
favor.
To send him to the Senate
now would be the deserved promotion
of
a
servant whose
public
proved
ability, honorableness of character
and
straightforward
party
loyalty
merit him this distinction.

throughout

Hon.

the

state

Edwin C. Burleigh for
States Senator,

United

(Winthrop Budget.)
A

short

time

Hon.

ago,

Edwin C.

Burleigh, Ex-Governor and 14

years

member of Congress from this district,
so
long represented by James G.
Blaine, announced his candidacy for
the United States Senate.
This
announcement has Imparted
new life and vigor Into the Republican
party such as we have not seen in
recent years.
Governor Burleigh 1s
the greatest asset the party has In
ansight at the present time. His
nouncement has been heralded by the
an
press of the State generally as
omen of good. He is a clean, manly
'"man and no one ever had to make any
apologies for him. His four years as
Governor, his 14 years’ service as our
representative to Congress, and, above
all, his pure, manly life, is known to
all our people. Maine will honor Itself
by sending him to the Senate.
■

Saturday Bangor Commercial
publishes a long political news letter
from which we clip the following:
The

younger

generation

of

(Pittsfield Advertiser.)
Political news of Interest and lmjortance came from Augusta, Sunday
the Associated
Press distight, in
patch announcing the candidacy of
Edwin
for
election
Mon.
C. Burleigh

trict.
He

moment. He
lican when a

the

Burleigh for U. S. Senator.

to

Burleigh,
Congress from the Third Maine Dis-

C.

to

and for that reason should be
reprinted and read by them; but to
the older generation such a sketch is
iltogether unnecessary; the facts contained In it are as well known to the
iverage Maine voter as the decalogue
Editorialto the average church goer.
ly, we are not concerned with any
oiographical matter; we wish to do
tittle more than give a straightforward
mnouneement that we are with Mr.
Burleigh in this fight to the very finish.

voters

Edwin

of

cratic victory of 1910 was due in part
the manifold complications of the
prohibition issue and in part to factional quarrels w’tthin the Republican
ranks. Since September of 1910 the
Maine Republicans have had no lack
of reminders that they must close up
the ranks if they pull out a victory,
even in this Presidential year.
In 1897
he
(Mr. Burleigh) went
to
of
Congress as the successor
the late Seth L. Mllliken, remaining
there ^ 14
No surprise
of
years.
the
1910
was
to
election
greater
Maine people than his defeat by Samuel W. Gould of Skowhegan, whom he
had distanced at several earlier elections. But it was a tidal wave and
it submerged him with the rest of the
ticket. This and the death of his oldest
son, the editor of the Kennebec
Journal, made many feel that he
to

Gardner of Rockland, who is filling out

Tha

what

Gardiner, the Maine Republicans seem
getting down to business. The Demo-

the unexplred term of the late Sen.
William P. Frye. This announcement
has been cordially received by the Re-

uc.

Commenting
candidacy, the

nounced his candidacy for the United
Senate to succeed Obadlah

leigh that he was a candidate for the
Republican nomination for the United
States Senate to succeed Obadiah

candidates for high official positions demand from an intelligent
electorate the brazing of new allegiances. The
Independent-Reporter,
this week, announces its support in
the present campaign of Hon. Edwin
C. Burleigh, of Augusta, for United
*
*
*
*
States senator.

n

thp

T’nitprt

fitntp.s

Sonata

to

snn-

Hon. Obadiah Gardner.
Mr. Burleigh’s candidacy was fore:asted some weeks ago In the press
! ind had been urged and expected by
nany prominent Republicans, but the
lispatch gives the first definite anlouneement of his intention to seek
he
Is
nomination.
Mr.
Burleigh
mown everywhere in Maine as a strong
md consistent Republican, who in the
■ourse of many years of public service
las
accomplished much for his disrlct and his State. He was State land
!
igent In 1876-8, State
treasurer
In
| 883-S, Governor in 1SSP-92, and repre! 1 iented the Third district in the E5th,
i6th, 57th, 5Sth, 59th, 60th and 61st
Congresses, being defeated for elec! ion
to the 62d Congress In 1910 by
Ion. Samuel W. Gould of Skowhegan.
he vote standing:
Gould 17,187, BurI ] eigh 15,798; Gould’s plurality 1389. A
j nan of fine character and decided talj < ■nt for public affairs, his natural abilj j tv developed by long experience, Mr.
Rurleigh is eminently qualified to repesent Maine in the upper House of
« he national
legislature.
Governor Burleigh's Candidacy.
1

1

1

■eed

political battle.

j

[

But the lure of the game is too
strong for him and too many Maine
Republicans see in his leadership a
re-united and victorious party next
fall. The fight for the Senate will in
lur ins aistrict ana ms state.
He wai
some respects be the chief contest in ! State land
agent In 1876-8, State treas
Maine, because it involves the Legis- urer In 1885-8, Governor in 1SS9-92, anc
lature and the general control of State
represented the Third district in the
affairs, and the governorship will be
65th, 56th, 57th, 58th, 69th, 60th anc
closely tied up with it. Mr. Burleigh 61st Congresses. A man of fine charhas a great reputation as an organizacter and decided talent for public
er.
In Washington he was the leader
affairs, his natural ability developed
in the fight which saved Maine from
by long experience,
Mr. Burleigh is
a reduced representation as a result of
eminently qualified to represent Maine
the reapportionment following the cenIn the upper House of the national legsus.
Maine has no man living, except
islature.
In
the
new
apporex-Senator Hale himself, who would
tionment of ten years
Maine
ago,
be more at home in the Senate from
would have had her representative
the start than Mr. Burleigh.
in
delegation
the lower
House cut
down from four to three, had it not
What They Say in Washington,
been
for
the
watchfulness
of
j
Edwjn C.
(Washington cor. Bangor Commercial)
Burleigh, then representative to ConThe senatorial canvass in Maine has gress from the Third Maine district.
No one of Congressman Burleigh's
taken on a new interest to Washington in recent days. That statement
constituents, Democrat or Republican,
by ex-Representative Burleigh of his ever called upon him in vain for any
intention to be a candidate stirs com- assistance he could give. No Reprement at the federal capital, for he was sentative in Congress was better qualhere many years as a member of the | ified to render such service.
He had
National House and acquired a large the confidence and friendship of his
fellow
friends
and
Democrats
many
and
Remembers,
acquaintance
These friends were on both sides of publicans, and was a welcome and fathe centre aisle. When a member or vored visitor in all the departments.
His work in behalf of the veterans of
an ex-member of the House aspires to
the Senate everybody down this way the Civil War was particularly pains- !
takes notice, and if he has a lot of taking and effective, as many pensiongood friends under the dome, as is the ers in the Third Congressional district
can testify.
He secured for the State
case with ex-Representative Burleigh,
the arsenal grounds and buildings in
they wish him well.
a
much needed addition to
And so it is that many good things Augusta,
are
being said about ex-Representa- the plaut of the insane hospital. Belfast
is
to him for her enindebted
tive Burleigh in the cloakrooms and
corridors since the press dispatches to larged and improved
postotfice, and
local papers carried the news of his Waldo county for the R. P. D. routes
The satisfaction is that carry the mail to nearly every
announcement.
These are but a few of the
lively among the New England Re- door.
publicans because they are hopeful, of things that Congressman Burleigh has
accomplished for the State and for his
course, that a Republican will be returned to the Senate as the result of constituents. He is a business man.
election. Ex-Representa- and a business man—a
this year's
safe,
sane,
tive Burleigh was on intimate terms practical man—is what is needed in
with most of those New England Re- Congress. The day for oratorical pyr- !
publicans during his services here. He otechnics is past. It is work that tells
worked along with them in many mat- now—work in the committees and on
ters, where New Englanders have a the floor—and Mr. Burleigh is an uncommunity
of
interests,
and
they tiring worker. He is an approachable
would like to see him back here In man, who never forgets a face or a
the Senate as a matter of course. If friend. He is a man of the people, a
ha wins the nomination and election, man whose private and public life are
alike above reproach. When Senator
he will be welcomed cordially to the
nlrtdArl Viio Tenor arwT iTIeHmmloViml
Senate by the New England Republiservice In the United States Senate he
] cans without exception.
had a commanding position in that
!
i
body, and we know of no one better
As Correspondents See It.
qualified to take up the work he laid
The following is from the Dexter
down than Hon. Edwin C. Burleigh of
correspondence of the Bangor News:
Augusta.
Many Dexter voters received letters,

I

|

Wednesday, from Hon. Edwin C. Buri
leigh of Augusta announcing his candidacy for the United States Senate
I and judging from remarks heard Gov.
j Burleigh will receive hearty support
!
his
from
many friends in this and
“I believe,” said
neighboring towns.
one Dexter Republican, ‘‘that Mr. Burleigh is by far the strongest and best
qualified man for the position of any
of those who aspire to the office and
I look to see him get hearty support
from all sections of Maine and particularly from this immediate section
of the State.
He is w'ell knowrn here
and the majority of the people recog1
nize his true worth as a quiet, unassuming gentleman who has the best
j interests of his Sta’e at heart and wTho
1
will work for Maine, laying aside all
I
petty political lines.”
■

i

Old Town Er
prise.
comments on
Among the favoral
Governor Burleigh’s candidacy, is the
following from the Old Town Enterprise:
‘‘Mr.
Burleigh has the knack of
getting what he goes after and unless
his luck forsakes him this trip he will
get the senatorship. His long experience in Congress ought to stand him
in good stead and be wprth something
to his constituencies.”

(Hallowell Register.)
The State-wide interest in the Senaorial candidacy of
Hon. Edwin C.
3urleigh, as voiced by the daily and
veekly papers of Maine, is significant
>f the hold which a quiet, unassuming
nan of the people builds up by years
< it
faithful service. "Governor" BurEncourages Republicans.
eigh is known In every eity and town
(Portland Evening Express.)
; md on
farm In Maine, and
every
Republicans who know Congressman
vherever a man Is found who has had j
Burleigh’s political keenness are chirk-*
J my sort of business deal or social reing up, for they say that he wouldn’t
ation with him, there one
finds re- have
announced his candidacy for the
ipect and admiration for. the former Senate If he hadn’t been
reasonably
Representative.
certain that the next Legislature will
All the leading daily papers and a
be Republican.
I treat majority of the weeklies of the
1 state have had kindly words to say of
Burleigh Has Advantage.
[ Jovernor Burleigh In the last ten days,
(Dexter
Eastern Gazette.)
airger papers beyond the borders
of
Mr. Burleigh seems to have the adhe State hare paid deserving tribute,
1 md correspondents from all
quarters vantage of the others in that he has
had many years’ experience at the
lave voiced their approval.
We believe these evidences prove National capital, where he has a reche public approval of men
who do ord of being a worker rather than a
talker and has served his constituents
hings and forget to brag about It.
with an especial devotion that has
brought results. His abilities as an
Mains to bs Redeemed.
i
organizer will undoubtedly make It
(Brldgton News.)
interesting for those who oppose him.
Having announced his candidacy be’ore the primaries this week, all over
Looks Like Burleigh.
Maine and New England as well, the
The Bath Independent, commenting
are
words
newspapers
speaking kindly
editorially on the senatorial contest
)f Hon. E. C. Burleigh in connection
in Maine, spoke In part as follows:
with that position. Integrity, wide ac"Former Congressman
E, C. Burluaintance with men, and official and
leigh of the third District has anegislative experience which has never nounced
for
United
his candidacy
j ifirnn a Mnrlr mnrlr in n Inner farm rtf
States senator and should the State
lervice, are characteristics that must
elect a Republican legislature this fall,
count at this supreme moment in the
as seems very probable at this time,
itate’s history.
Maine is to be reMr. Burleigh would stand an excellent
leemed, brethren—and in 1912, too.
chance of election especially since the
T.
William
announcement by Hon.
Expect Burleigh to Win.
Cobb that he will not become a candi:
(Fort Fairfield Review.)
at
this
section
date. It appears in
Hon. Edwin C. Burleigh, for a long least, as If Mr. Burleigh would be the
:lme representative of the third Maine favorite.”
congressional district, has come out as
i. candidate for United States senator.
Burleigh a Candidate.
Everybody expected he would do so,
(The Old Tork Transcript)
ind more people expect that, If the
The political pot la beginning to simtext Maine legislature is Republican,
mer. The latest aspirant for honors at
je will be the senator.
the hands of the voters of the State la
Hon. Edwin C. Burleigh, who has anChances in Burleigh’s Favor.
nounced his candidacy for Congress, to
take the plaoo now held by Hon. Obe(Madison Bulletin.)
Mr. Burleigh Is too well
Hon. Edwin C. Burleigh has an- dlah Gardner.
known to need any comment on bis altounced his candidacy for United
and his announceMr. Burleigh Is a ready good record,
States senator.
ment to run against Gardner will be renan who is very well known and the
ceived with pleasure by his legten of
< chances are very much In his favor
friends throughout the State.
1 or nomination.

|

win

States

week

(Bangor Nows.)

On another page we print Hon. Ed
C. Burleigh's announcement of bli
candidacy for the United States Senati
arid we are confident that it will be
received with favor, not only in thi
Third congressional district, which hi
so long and so ably represented, but b;
his many friends and well wishers al
over the State. The Portland Pres
says of his candidacy: “His faithfu
and efficient services to his State, hi: 1
him a widespread acquaintance, and hii 1
long public career, which has giver
admitted abilities as an organizer, wll
will make him a most formidable can
didate for the honor to which he as
pires." The Portland Evening Expres
says of Gov. Burleigh that he “justl;
enjoys the confidence of the people o
Maine. He has served them falthfull:
in various stations
He is a man o
action rather than of words, and ai 1
such has been ready to serve any in
terest, small as well as large, tba
could properly commend itself to thi
favor of a conscientious public ser
vant.
In congress, while broad-mind
ed enough to keep in touch with thi
wider interests of the whole country
he has served with intense devotioi
the special interests of Maine."
Thi
Bangor Daily News says: “Mr. Bur
leigh is known everywhere in Maine ai
a strong and
consistent Republican
who in the course of many years o
public service lias accomplished muet

Now that former Congressman EdBurleigh has formally an-

win C.

late "trial by newspaper," Mr.
Burleigh of Augusta, Maine,
in the quiet canvass he is making
to
gam a seat in the United States senate
as a Maine Republican
has proved
a
winner at a ratio of some three to oue.
This Is true, not only among the Maine
newspapers, but among the newspapers
of New England. How far
newspaper
opinion affects public opinion and how
far the will of the people is the will of
God, are of course, subjects, which arc
In the

Edwin

Burleigh's announcement that
should be a candidate for U. S.
senator at the primary elections
in
June is not unexpected,
for
it has
been the general understanding that
he w'ould do so at the proper time.
riis faithful and
efficient
services
to his State, his long public career
which has given him a widespread acquaintance, and his admitted abilities
as
an
organizer, will make him a
most
formidable candidate for the
honor to which he aspires.
Gov.

he

Burleigh the Man for Maine.
(Gardiner Reporter Journal.)
Former Congressman Edwin C. Burleigh has formally announced his candidacy for the U. S. senate to succeed
Senator Gardner, as it was expected
he would.
Mr. Burleigh was a member of the House for fourteen years,
and during that time his constituents
were well served, whether they were
his
Republicans or Democrats and
popularity in his district was show'n in
the last election where although he
was defeated in the general landslide
he
ran
considerably ahead of his
ticket, and would doubtless have been
elected if many of the voters had not
been afraid to undertake to spilt their
ballot. He is an able organizer and a
hard worker, an honest man, and no
Hale
man
besides former Senator
would be more at home In the Senate
He Is a candidate
from the start.
can
whom the Republicans
support
most

cordially.

C.

(Ellsworth American.)
In a
characteristically brief but
pointed letter addressed to the Republican party of Maine, ex-Gov. E. C.
Burleigh announces that he is a candidate for the United States senatorship.

K

I

demanded from the constituencies
of Maine. He has served the Republlparty of the State and of the nation faithfully from
his boyhood.
He
was born and grew up as a Republican—
never abating his party
loyalty—never
claiming to be anything else than a
straight Republican.
His party service
has been
faithful,
and always progressive.
From Governor to representative
to congress; and
from the National House to
the
next
highest, whether it be to the United
States Senate or to a deeply-loved andwidely-honored private citizen of Maine.
His political ascent has been in kceping with many other distinguished Maine
men.
Nelson Dingley, Llewellyn Powers,
.uui.

jxx.
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because he is
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their

party to the fullest of their
abilities, and to rise notch by notch in
the love and confidence of their associates and followers.
As to the
diligent

and
hard
labor,
which Mr. Burleigh has performed for
Maine and Maine people, his congressional correspondence would fill libraries. His untiring labors in behalf ot
Maine pensioners of the Civil War, can
be counted by days and by
hours
for

every year of his service in
congress.
No man, living or dead, has a more brilliant record in
this respect
than
has
Edwin C. Burleigh. As man and boy he
has lived through the
Civil War
and
the
personally knows what
veterans
compelled to endure. In their declining years, when they were too old
and too feeble to fight longer he has recalled the sacrifices which they made
and has struggled constantly and earnestly to secure for them some measure
were

of reward.
For

the perpetuation of the Republiparty of Maine, for keeping green
the memories of those who fought and
died in order that this nation might live
can

—as

nation—and not

a

as

confedera-

a

tion of loosely-joined States; and for
sale guarding
and
protecting
every
worthy interest In Maine, Mr. Burleign
has already
earned
the
unquestioned
right to sit in the United State* senate
as long as he may desire the place

Major Shorey's Opinion.
iBridgton News.)
The News has always believed in
as
legislative experience
a
prerequisite as to adaptability—eligibility,
even—for the United
States Senate.
Without this a
new'
member is of
very little account.
Service as Governor or in the lower House of Congress surely gives that training.
This,
we imagine, is why the trend of sentiment everywhere is for Burleigh.
ECHOES

OF

THE

REPUBLICAN

STATE CONVENTION

Held at Bangor, April 10, 1912.

»
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Contest Settled.
-miub

rxaxxgux

xeu

its

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE1

j_,eaaing

Lights,”

on April ID, with:
“Hon. Edwin C. Burleigh o£ Augusta
was one of the big men in the crowd
at the Bangor House whom everybody
seemed glad to see. It made no difference whether they were Roosevelt men
or Taft men—they all held out the glad
hand to the genial statesman from the
Kennebec. Someone asked him about
his prospecLs for the senatorial nomination. He said, very quietly, that he
was perfectly satisfied
and
entirely
confident, and he looked as if he meant
it.
Friends of Gov. Burleigh, (everybody calls him that) and politicians of
experience and wide information, declared that the senatorial contest was
as
settled—that Burleigh
good as
would
win
handily. The Governor
himself seemed
talk
disinclined to
much about himself, but if ever a man
looked contented over political prospects he is that man.”

(Bangor dispatches of Portland Ex-

•>'
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For Sale

press.)
The sentiment in the First District
estimated

strongly in favor
of ex-Governor Burleigh.
He is said
is

as

be receiving 100 letters a day In
which voters as well as political leadto

ers

are

pledging themselves

to

his candidacy.
This same holds true in the Second

District, according

to

gossip around

the State House last week.

The

ex-

Governor has been indulgent toward
those who sought his advice or asover

the State.

This

was

in Congress and he
has been running a factory for making friends the past 40 odd years.
It is conceded that the Third District
gress

when he

which
14

was

he

years,

the finest

of

resi-

WAITKK)!
Corner Cross and heiioi ;il St

dences in Belfast—containing
12

rooms

and

a

bath.

Hot;

him

and

true

One

very

represented in Conwill be substantially

him. A vindication for the
crime of 1910, when he was defeated
unintentionally, is the sentiment in

and cold water in six sleeping
Excellent closet and

rooms.

storage accommodations. Fine
stable connected.

particulars apply

Chas. F.

to

Thompson.

for

ex-Governor Burleigh aa the candidate for senator, after the primaries,
a public
Throughout his career
; It means the redemption ot all tour
official—as land agent back In the ’70s;
of these counties,
likely. The
very
a
Ktntft transiirpr In thft ’80s: as fifOV! campaign to elect Republican senators
emor for two terms; as representative
and representatives will be carried on
in Congress for seven consecutive systematically and the district is Just
terms, he has proved himself a faithas good as back In the fold once he Is
ful, useful and honorable public sernominated. The advantage the candivant, loyal to his country, his State,
date for Congress on the Republican
his party and his friends, and thereticket will have In the campaign when
fore has the unbounded confidence of
ex-Governor Burleigh Is In the race
the people of Maine.
for the Senate Is appreciated as worth
a great deal.
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93 MAIN STREET,
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Burlsigh Stock.
Bangor

stories

of

Masonic

follows:

"Congressman Edwin C. Burleigh of
Augusta has arrived and his stock In
the senatorial contest has taken a deGov. Burleigh has recided boom.
of support
ceived many assurances
from widely different sections of the
State since coming to Bangor and It
Is the openly expressed belief of most
prominent Republicans that he has, at
present, a long lead in senatorial contest and that the lead will Increase
rather than the contrary as the contest grows older.”

Premium Cat*

ms

and IV

Temple.
tfl2

Telephone 64-3

Commercial

referred to Governor Burleigh in part
as

5,
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Burleigh’s Advantage.
(Bath Times.)
E. C. Burleigh would undoubtedly
representative of
make a worthy

BELFAST

For other

Belfast. April 15, 1912.—16tf

as

The Feeling in Maine.
(Pittsfield Advertiser.)
Perhaps the way the people of
Maine feel toward former Congressman Burleigh Is best expressed In the
words of the press—dally and weekly
—from one end of Maine to the other,
and In leading out-oC-8tata papers.

I

BY

SOLD

senator.

Maine in the United States Senate,
and haa a great advantage In his service of fourteen years In the House
of Representatives and his consequent
acquaintance with men and methods
in the national capital. The senatorial
contest becomes more Interesting with
his entrance on the field.

|
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pursuing. One at least, has died while
making the trial, but the ultimate aim
and

RED SEAL

1 WHITE LEAD

riamnil—some
of the best and brightest men in Maine
have followed the way Mr. Burleigh is
iuurrui,

say

A
White-Leader” is a painter
wl>° mixes his own
m
paint after he
has examined the surface to be covm
M ered. He knows paint—he’ll save you
■
money. He will use

are

solid

If long, faithful and conspicuously
able public service entitles one to a
continuation In it, then Gov. Burleigh
is'justlfied In aspiring to the office of

rn

yourpainter that queslion before you
engage him.
If his reply is
“No,”

K “Good-bye.”

can

sistance all
Gov. Burleigh for Senator.

Ask

W

still under debate.
It seems, however, that Mr. Burleigh
fills about all the requirements which

■xxxe

Gov. Burleigh’s Announcement.
(Portland Press.)

Burloigh.

The Case of Mr,

(Belfast Republican Journal.)

(Boston Herald.)

politically, was the announcement by
Former Congressman Edwin C. Bur-

(Portland Evening Express.)

4|

event

Burleigh >er Senator.

Seeks the Senate from Maine.
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EYE

SPECIALIST

Twenty-four years experience and skill in
itting glasses enables me to fit any eye that
glasses will help. Consultation Free.
M South Main St., WINTERPORT, MAINE.
Office Days, Mondays and Tuesdays.
rHE

advance.
—
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KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

f
r
I am prepared to do all kinds of
Furniture and piai.o moving a spec
orders at the stable, corner of M»
streets, and they will receive pro*1"
tion. Telephone connection
w. w.

14tf

126 Waldo Ave
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Leads In

Burleigh

North, East, S< >uth and West.
5

Uxpress.)
especially

not
;

14

years’ service, $802,000.00.
Others appropriations secured by
Burleigh: Lighthouse and fog signals,
$14,400, 17. S. Arsenal property, $500,000; $514,400.
Total
secured
for
appropriations
Maine by Governor Burleigh, $2,470,400.
His services in matters of Rural
Free Delivery, Parcels
Post, Union
veterans and fish from government
i hatcheries are multiple,
Record as State treasurer and Gov-

Public Service.”
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career
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entitle him to whatever

the bestowal of Maine
He has been an unquestioned
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•Governor
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England.
a bird in the hand
Read what M. J. Lothrop says:
worth a whole flock of them in pros‘T think your “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine the
On reaching Belfast the entire
pect.
best for Dyspepsia of anything I ever used.
membership of the local trade board was My mother
took it 4U years ago; my tatner
found at the station with a band and the
uses it all the time and would not think of
line of march was quickly taken up to getting along without it. I use it in my famithe Opera house, banners were strung ! ly.”
M. J. Lothrop, Notch, Me.
across the street informing the visitors
Large bottles 35 cents at all stores.
that they were welcome, which was some*‘L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.
seemed to feel that

was

!

!

j
;

|
i

i

what superfluous after they had met and
talked with the men awhile.
On reaching the Opera house it was
found that one of the most beautiful and
appetizing looking spreads that any of
the party had seen in many a day had
been prepared by the good ladies of the
city, who were present in force to serve
it.
#
Not a man in the crowd but would
gladly have put in a good solid hour at
the table with such good looking viands
and such expert waitresses to handle it;
but owing to the fact that the capacity
of the human frame is limited, it was
impossible for anybody to do full justice
to it except the few who did not sit down
at the dining car tables until just before
the train reached Belfast and who left
the tables for the Opera house as soon as
possible afterward.
The speech making was fine.
They
nave a man in neuast wno lor apt aliteration cannot be beaten.
He is the
secretary of the local Boat'd of Trade
and his name is West. He is certainly a
star actor and his speech, which was replete with specimens of the difficult art
of alliteration, ought to have been taken
down in shorthand and preserved as a
school exercise for students of rhetoric.
The president of the Belfast Board of
Trade, Mr. Frost, belies his name strongly. There is nothing cold about him and
his speech was a gem.
There was perhaps more solidity to it than there was
in any of the others, but he is a solid man
and talks business most of the time.
For the visitors in addition to Vice
President Adams and Hon. A. F. Moulton, E. H. McDonald of the Ad Men’s
League spoke. Mr. McDonald was called
upon with little or no preparation but he
did himself proud and dropped a hint
that the Belfast people say they are
going to put into practice at once. This
was his suggestion to them to form an
Ad Men’s League there for the benefit
of their busy and bustling city.
Belfast by the way is on the boom and
strung all around the hall were catchy
banners with such advice on them as will
if taken in full measure result in the
great benefit of the city.
The people of Belfast show by their
action that they are live ones and with
their natural advantages and a little assistance from various sources it will
without doubt be true if the Portland
Board of Trade should go there again a
few years hence they would find much
increase in the industrial situation there.

j
PITTSFIELD

PERSONALS.

Edgar Whitten left Monday
ness trip to Belfast.
Mrs.

Nutter

H.

E.

were

Saturday.

on a

busi-

Condon and Mrs. L. C.
in Waterville for the day

Mrs. B. L. Fitzgerald went to Burnham Friday for a short visit with her
sister, Mrs. George Gilmore.
S. M. Raymond has recently sold the
larm

oi

w.

w.

Moulton

or

Braley

Unity

to

John M. I oster, who has been visiting
friends in town for a few weeks, has returned to Monroe, where he will make
his home with his daughter, Mrs. Addie

Bowden.
Mrs. L. J. Hillman of Unity, who has
been the guest of her daughter, Mrs.

Ernest Tbompson, for two weeks, returned home Monday accompanied by her
son, who was a week-end guest at the
home of his sister.

1 H,r
appropriations sef°f Maine, *578,000.00.
1;;T‘
dlns appropriations Third
s''cured by hira in 14

p

D. P. PALMER,

|

BELFAST.

|

by Three Generations

preliminary write-up it was broadly hint- ment, “L. F.” Atwood Medicine as a relief for
ed that a “big feed” was in store for all constipation, indigestion, inactive liver and
hands and they were plainly advised not other similar troubles, is so sure and the reto eat too much in the dining car in an- sults so beneficial that it has become a standj
licipation thereof. But the night was ard remedy for restoring health throughout
dark and rainy and most of the companv
New

:

Any skin itching is a temper-tester. The
more you scratch the worse it itches.
Doan’s
Ointment cures piles, eczema—any skin itching. At all drug stores.

1

Belfast, withiu

weeks

Probate
of

day

A true

estate of

copy.

GEO. E. JOHNSON,
K
Judge.
\ ttest:
Chas. p. Hazeltixf., Register.

4 DMINISTK A TOR’S NOTICE. The subseribry. er hereby giv*s nottee that he have
been
duly appointed adtninistratorof the estate of
HARRIET E. HALL, late of
Searsmont,
in the County of Waldo.deceased,and
givenbonds
as the law directs.
All persons having demands
the

Prnbato Court, bold at Belfast, wltbln and
"aldo’°" ,l"‘ 14!h
of
William

at a

aUmved™’

May* D°l1912

'I>*;4
T
,**■ FARWELL and
Jj
administrators of the

may attend

Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11 tb
June next, •and show cause, if
an?
Wh>’ the Said aoco,mt should not 55

against
estate of said deceased are desired
to present the same tor
settlement, ami ail indebted thert to are requested to make
payment

Farwell',

immediately.

Oscar J.

Farwell, who was trustee under the last will of
Joseph Farwell. late of Unity, iu said County of
Waldo, deceased. Having presented a petition

....

*,

Belfast, May 14, 1912.

praying that William Farwell and Oscar J Farwell, Jr., may be appointed trustees of the trust
t state under said will.

EDGAR M. HALL.

4 DM IN ISTKATOR’S NOTICE. The
subscribvV er heieby gives notice that he has been
dui> appointed administrator of the estate of
ISAAC H. HALL, late of
Searsmont,
of
deceiwecl. and given
law direuts. All
persons haviug

Ordered, That the said petitioners give notice to
all persons interested by
causing a copy of this
P™** l,P be published three weeks successively
1 he Kepublican journal, a
newspaper published at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate
1 ourt, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said
County, on the llth day of June. A. I). 1912,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause,
if any they have, why tne
prayer of said petitioners should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
4
A
true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

IJL'J? £°1iliy,

SSnlLij.

MituSstev0

;ire

re,iues,e'1

Belfast. May 14, 1912.

,o

'"^'w

EU,:AU M* HALU

L'XKCIJ TORS' NOTICE.
The
£j hereby give notice that they havesubscriber*
been duly

meSt'of

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May, A. I). 1912.

eXt'cutors of the last will and testis

ELISHA H. CONANT, late of
Belfast,
«f Waldo, deceased.
All person*
!"'!>l''r>,y
having
demands against the estate of said de-

A

ot

I

+

WALDO

..

and
of

the 14th dav

AUGUSTINEF. HAHN, executor of the last
A will of Maria s. Dean, late of Lincoln!die,
in saifi county of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that the actual market
value ot the property of said deceased now in
his hands, subject to the payment of the collaterai it heritai ce tax. the peisons interested in
the succession thereto, and the amount of the
tax thereon may be determined by the Judge of
Pi obate.

1

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of tins
wider to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a nevvsp per published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within an-t for
said County, on the 11th day ot June. A. I).
1912, at ten of the clock before noon, tnd show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be ^ranted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy, 'ttest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
day of May, A. D. 1912.

Belfast, within and
the second Tues-

;

on

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament, of Thomas C. Nickerson,
late of Belfast, in said Couuty of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, that notice he given to ail persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy, Attest;
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

V

i

A EDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 14th day of May, 1912. H. C.
Buzzell, executor of the last will of John Millivan, late of Searsport, in said County, deceased,
having presented his first ami final account of

Wr

administration of said estate for allowance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published ii* Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, t<> be held at Belfast, on the 11th
day of June next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be
allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
a

||

H

at a

AND your favorite

Is

ji
jj

should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltin^k, Register.

horse

WA

Children Cry

make payment

immediately.

OLIVKTTA CLAY,
ROBERTA THEODORA NEWELL.
Belfast, May 14,1912.

or

cow.

The Tribune Farmer, one year,
The Republican Journal, one year,

allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said Corn ty,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be helo at Belfast, on the llth day
of June next, and show cause, if any they have,
why the said accouut should not be allowed.
GEORGE K. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.

late of Belfast,

illustrated national

The subscription price of The Tribune Farmer alone is $1.00.
<W“To new subscribers and all old subscribers who will
pay
up arrearages and one year in advance we make this liberal offer

EDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on 'the 14th day of May, 1912. Augustine F, Hahn, executor of the last will of
Maria D. Dean, late of Lincoiuville, iu said
County, deceased, having presented his first and
final account of administration of said estate Re-

NEWELL,

thoroughly practical, helpful, up-to-date

Special pages for Horses. Cattle, Sheep, etc., and most
reliable market reports.
Dr. C. D. Stnead, the best known veterinary surgeon in
America, writes regularly for The Tribune Farmer, thoroughly
covering the breeding, care and feeding of all domestic animals,
and his articles meet the needs of every practical working farmer and interests every man or woman in city or town who owns a

Pro

Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settle*
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested to

a

weekly.

hate Court to be held at Belfast, on the 11th !
day of June next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account and private claim

SUSAN W.
in the County of

H

HOME PAPER

The Tribune Farmer

deceased, having presented her first and final i
account of administration of said estate together |
with her private claim for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three j
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend

New York Tribune Farmer A

S-^The Republican Journal^lj
FOR ONLY $2.25.
S
I

U7ALDO SS.—In Court ot Probate, held at BelV fast, on the 14th day of May. 1912. Nora
E. DanI'oitii, administratrix on the estate of

of the wiK of the late Mrs. Anna Rhodes
Briggs. —Pittsfield Advertiser.

CASTORIA

Ordered, That notice thereof be given threa
successively, in

The Republican Journal!
, Ub,1sh d '*» Belfast, in said tw*
f«nJh.SrP;if
t>, that all rpersons interested

pub-

a

d«£

ance*1

Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by
causing a copy of tbis
order to be pub'ished three weeks
successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
lished at Belfast, that
may appear at a Prothey
bate Court, to be held at Beltast. within and for
said County, oh the llth day ot June. a. I).
1912, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
At

Maiden, administrator on the estate of Elisa
■»'« of Freedom, in said
County.
having presente' his first and
flna ac.
administration of said estate for allow-

■J;
ceased

CLIFFORD

WA

Both for $2.25.

Harry H. Thurlough, Esq., Roland E.
notice. The subscribers
Rhodes, H. V. Mathews, J. S. Haseltine
hereby give notice that they have been duly
and H. L. Palmer left Tuesday for Skow- Executrices’
executrices of the last will and testaappointed
to
attend
the
a
contest
hegan
ment of
hearing in

FOR FLETCHER’S

on

N. STAPLES, nephew end beneficiary under the last will of Francis vi.
Staples, late of Stockton Springs, in said County
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition
praying that he may he appointed administrator
of the estate of said deceased, with tin* will annexed.

..

PROBATE NOTICES
on

88.—In Court of Probate, held at RelWALDO
the 14th day of Mar, 191*
fast,
George

u.

WALDO

j

At a Probate Court held at
for the County ot Waldo,
May, A. 1). 1912.

Belfast, within and
the 14th day of

on

j
j

In thousands of families all through the
iong run,
beginning at 4.15 and ending at 7.15.
And it was at Belfast that the first rude ! cities and towns of the State. Though the
shock was experienced. It is up to the science of medicine in aiding nature to bring
Argus to say “I told you so,” for in the about cures is sometimes said to be an experiwas

of Winneeook.
Mrs. Sadie Stevens and little son and
Miss Fannie Murch of Freedom have
been visiting with Mr3. Stevens’ aunt,
Mrs. W. B. McCausland.

Straw hats for 1912
At the head in style

Used

County

WALDO

j

L. F. MEDICINE

gus.]

Erastus

of

Peripatetic Pattangall.

The Independent-Reporter.

in Belfast.

A

the
,v
broad-gauged, of
in all classes, a wininfl a tower of strength
arty.
*"u-* of the reasons why
H him
your support:
R,lrleigh's record in ConLh

t’pj.

membrane,

The complaint from Augusta is insistent that it is next to impossible to find
the Attorney-General in his office. He is
either in Waterville creating a public
sentiment that works against the Prohibitory Law or is on the stump telling
the dear populace how a government
should be run—on th# Pattangall plan.—

1 Francis L. Littlefield. City Editor Daily Ar-

Burleigh

ILamson&l
Hubbard

Burdock
for it. It
promotes
strengthens
flow of digestive juices, purifies the blood,
builds vou up.
The

At a Probate Court held at
for the
of Waldo
May. A. D. Itl3

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
wiH and testament of Annie M.
Present the same for setGridin, late n™-„.are?es,l,re<1,t1
Belfast, m said Countv of Waldo, deceased
tlement, ami all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment
having been presented for probate.
immediately.
j
BANCROFT H. CONANT.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
FRANK A. CONANT.
interested by causing a copy of this order
n
to be 1
Belfast, May 14,1912.
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Beltast, that they
4 DM IN ISTKATOR’S NOTICE.
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held :»*t
The
subHe,fA!4t. withm and for said County, on the -fV scriber hereby gives notice that lie has been
seeoud Tuesday of June next, at ten of the duly
appointed administrator of the estate of
clock before noon, and show
NELLIE M. WOODBURY, late of
cause, if anv they
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
Freedom,
have, why the same should not be proved, apin the County of Waldo, deceased, and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tues- proved and allowed.
given
•
bonds as the law direct*. All persons
day of May, A. I). 1912,
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
having
demands against the estate of said ieeeased are
A4 true copy. Attest:
4 certain instrument, purporting to be the last
desired to present the same for
will and testament of Mary A. Hardman,
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
IY
settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make uavlate of Belfast, in said County of
aldo, deceasment immediately
been
for
ed, having
presented
probate.
SK-In Court ot Probate, held at BelCHARLES P. WOODBURY.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons 1
fast, on the 14th day of Mav, 1912. Fred
Freedom, April 9,1912.
causing a copy of this order to be a. Kenney, guardian of Benjamir .1, Blood
[ interested by
of
published three weeks successively in The Re- ; Knox, in said rnnntv h-mi,,,.
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
I publican Journal, published
The subac Belfast, that they 1 ami final account of
n. senber hereby gives not ee that he has been
guardianship for allowance
at a Probate Court.to be held at Belmay
appear
That
Ordered,
uotice
j fast, within and for said
thereof be given three duly appointed administrator o f the
estate
of
on the second
weeks successively, in The
Republican Journal
| Tuesday of June next, County,
DAY ID B. COBB, late of
at ten of the clock
a newspaper published in
Searsmont,
Belfast, in said Countv
before noon, and snow cause, if any they have, i that fill persons interested
in
the County of \Y a ldo, deceased, ami
may attend at a Progiven
why the same should not be proved, approved bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the lith bonds a* the law directs. All
persons having
and allowed.
day of June next, and show cause, if anv demands against the estate .if said deceased
l1.. UUUlkPinn, Jl.llgr.
they have, why the said account should not be are_ desired to present tile same for settlement
A true copy. Attest:
ami all indebted thereto are requested to make
ai.owea.
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.
payment immediately.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
b
A true copy, Attest:
EBENEZER COBB.
u
Searsmont. May 14, 1912.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register,
At a Probate Court belli at Belfast, within and
for I he Countv of Waldo, on the 14th day of
1
.'lay, A. 1). 1912.
A DMINISTKATOR’S NO TICE. The subscribl,DO SS.-In Court of Probate, held at Uel»i
TT71LLIAM T. FI.ANDERS. nephew and heirgives nonce mat in* has been duly
fast, on the 14th day of May, till”. Simeon
yy
-at-Iaw of George W. Handers, late of
appointed administrator of the estate of
it. Merrithew. administrator on
the estate of
North port, in said County of \v» do. deceased,
MOSES S. NEAL, late of
C. Neatley, .ate of Stockton
George
Searsmont,
Springs, tn
having presented a petition praying that he may said
County, deceased, having presented his first in the County of Waldo, deceased, ami given
j he appointed administrator of file estate of said account
of administration of said esiate for aibonds as the law directs. All person.**
deceased.
having delowance.
mands against the estate of siui deceased art* de;
Oidered, That tlie said petitioner give notice to
Ordered, that notice thereof be given three sired to present the same for settlement, and all
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
indebted
thereto
are
weeks successively, in The
requested to make payRepublican Journal
order to be published three weeks successively a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County' ment immediately.
in Tlie Republican Journal, a newspaper pubthat all persons interested
CHARLES A NEAL.
may attend at a Prolished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Prosenrsmont, May 14, iuijj.
bate Court, to be held at Beifast, on the I I'll
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and lor
o: June next, and show cause, if
any they
said County, on the 11th day of June, A. D, da,'
the said account should not be allowed
;
ADMINISTRATORS' NOTICE
he
sub*
1912, at ten of tlie clock before noon, and show have,why
GUI. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
scrihers hereby g vc notiee that they lmv«
cause, if any they have, w ily the prayer of said
A true copy. Attest:
been duly appointed a Iministraiors of the estate
be
should
not
petitioner
granted.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
of
G EO. 1.JOH NSON, Judge.
( A THarine
A true copy. Attest:
MAYO, late of Monroe,
Chas, P. Hazeltink, Register.
SS —111 Court OI rrouate, held at Bel- in the County of Waldo, deeeased, and
given
fast, on the 14th day of May, 1912, Flora bonds as the law directs. All persons having
8. Additou, executrix of the last wdl of Charles demands against the estate of said deeeased
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
are
desired
to
H, Additou, late of Belfast, in said Comity, depresent the same for settlement.
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesceased, having presented her first and final acday of 'lay, A. 1). 1912.
t,!t*rt*t0 MV requested to make
count of administration of said estate for allow- payment 'n^l>trd
immediately.
certain
instrument,
\
purporting to be tlie last ance.
MYRON F. BARKER,
A will and testament of Thomas A. Cushman
EVELYN S. BEAUS.
late of 'loiitville. in said County of Waldo dethereof be given, three
Amu,notice
tie.
ks
1012.
Seaisport,
14,
May
successively, in The Republican Journal
ceased, haying been presented fpy probate,
a newspaper published in
m sal,1 County
Belfast,
Ordered, that hdtK*fi be given io aii persons that all persons interested may attend at a Pro | ADMINISTRATORS NOTICE.
The sut>causing a copy of fids order to be bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on
a\
seriber hereby gives notice that he has
published three weeks successively in The Re- day of June next, and show cause, if the ntli | been duly
administrator de boms non
appointed
any they
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they have, why the said account should not
of tlie estate of
be al
mai appear at a Probate Court, lo be held at lowed.
ISAAC EI.I.IOTT, lute o'
Belfast, within ami for said County, on the secTroy
GEO. E. JOHNSON Judge
ond Tuesday of June next, at ten of tlie
*e.
in till' County of
A true copy. Attest:
Waldo, deeeased, ami given
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
lomls
as
the law direels, ah
Chas. p. Hazeltine,
persons having
have, wliy tlie same should not be proved apRegister.
Of said deceased
"f tW1"'1
proved and allowed.
89.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel. a edesiied to present the sane for settlement,
GEO. E\ JOHNSON. Judge.
fast, on the 14th day of May, till 2. Horace and all indebted thereto are requested to make
A true copy. Attest:
pay inent immediately.
G- Peaslee, administrator on the
estate of Jane
Chas. p, Hazeltink, Register.
GEORGE O. DANFOKTH.
(.. 1 easlee, late of Bear-port, in said Countv
defreedom, May 14. lbi2.
ceased, having presented his tirst and linn; acADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The sub- count Of administration of said estate tor allow■f*. s«rlt er hereby gives notice that he lias been
A DMINISTRaTOR’S NOTICE. The subscrlbduly appointed administrator of Hie estate of
1 *‘r hereby gives notice that lie has m-e:i
Ordered, that notice thereof he given three
3
weeks
appointed
ailimmstrator of the estate of
111
The
successively,
GEORGE W. NICKERSON.late of Belfast,
Republican Journal
a newspaper published in
IIANNIBAI, H. I.AIISIIV, mte of ...
Belfast, in ».id Countv'
in tlie County of Waldo,
deceased, ami given that all persons interested may attend ,it a Pro- ill the f
bonds as the law directs. All
ount) of Waldo, deceased, and .oven
bate Court, to be held at Beifast. on the 11 tit
persons having
bonds as the law directs. All persons
demands against tlie estate of said deceased are
having
day of June next, ami show cause, il an> they demands
desired to present the same for
the estate of said dec,
settlement, and have, wity thesaid account should not be allow- are desiredagainst
i all
to present the same lor
indebted thereto are requested to make payed.
settlement,
and all indebted IhtMvto are
j1 ment immediately.
requested to make
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge
pay incur immediately.
t'OLRY R. HOWARD.
A true copy. Attest:
U
^
tiUV 'IAKK TWOMKI.Y.
Swanville.
May
14, 11)12.
Chas. P, Hazeltin e, Register.
,,
,,
Monroe. May 14, is* 12.

What One of Them Says of Their Reception
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MABEI.

is our national ailment.
Bitters is the national cure

stomach

auuivvdS

From Bath to Belfast

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of W aldo, on the second Tuesday of May, a. D. 1912.
A certain instrument, purporting to be the last
tY will and testament of Emily Woods, late of
Unity, in said County of Waldo, deceased, havng been preseuted for probate.
Ordered. That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a • robate Court to be held at
Belfast, within ami for said County, on the second Tuesday of June next, at
ten of the
Bock before noon, and show cause, if anv they
;iave, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO- E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of
May, A. 1). 1912
O. WATSON, guardian of Hosea Hunt,
having presented a petition praying for a
I;cense to seil at public or private sale and convey certain real estate of her said ward, described in said petition for the purpose therein named.
Ordered. That the said petitioner gives notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
Tile Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for sa»d
Countv, on the 11th day ot June, A. D. 191*,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. K. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.

Dyspepsia

Blood
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culture 36 courses are offered in the variThe
ous branches of domestic science.
faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences, where most of the courses elected
by women are given, numbers 44.
"It would seem, therefore, to be entirely unnecessary for Maine girls to leave
the State for their collegiate training.
The State has provided generously for
the students of the University, and it
will continue to do so. There is no discrimination in regard to sex.”

a*

—

1

foreign languages, sciences, philosophy,
mathematics, history, political science
In the College of Agriand education.

doctors and was saved from the operation.”—Mrs. Charles Moore, R. r.
No. 3, Murrayville, 111.

j

Luminous Record.
(Bridgton News.)
hbor, and where
Former Governor Burleigh Is putr with his record
! ting in some very effective work in
1
Jjty.
his campaign for the Senate—and he
ait e a
sprinkling
knows just how to do it. He's by all
are
rats
making j odds the best equipped campaigner in
ballots this year, 1 Maine. His achievements as a legisby what they are
lator make up a luminous record. Here
lo. king, this
year,
is an item of recent history:
men. and
they de“In 1900, Governor Burleigh, against
0 possible men
o
!
overwhelming .odds, including the acj
t'
]• an up the slash
I tive opposition of Mr. Cannon and othklt-ssness.
er great
House leaders, and in the
"!!r
belief, never
was
face of predictions of utter defeat, inas
the
man
of
mleigh
troduced the bill saving to Maine her
rty and State, than to
four representatives in the reapportionment, and by his brilliant and effec| tive work carried it through to viccauence of Results.”
tory. The National Magazine which
si Journal.)
! published a fine portrait of Governof
ah's position on State
Burleigh at that time, declared that,
s
forth
were
set
while there were many great speakers
rigth in the Journal,
in the National House, its great oris sustained in every
ganizers could be counted on the Anrecords.
His
past
gers of two hands, and that Governor
a
better guarantee
Burleigh was recognized as one of
uhiess than promises
them. It further declared
that
the
victory won by him in securing the
not words, have won
passage of the Burleigh bill was “one
ognition ana the
of the greatest personal triumphs ever
!**'*ple of the 3d Conachieved by a member of the National
irrespective of polHouse.”
s
served so faithfuliLiioui iviiuwiiig anyming as to
cne
d who are assured of
facts, we are glad to note the follow•ition to their intering in Eastern Maine’s big and welliof the reasons why
informed daily, the Bangor Commerhim your support by
cial:
primary, June 17:
“The general sentiment of the I}ep ibU !i was
and
born
lican voters of Bangor appears to be
ho lived on a farm
that former Governor Edwin C. Bu *a children can claim
leigh of Augusta has a clear and long
win as place of birth,
lead in the triangular contest for the
farmers and their
Republican support for the
United
w from their ranks
States Senate.”
arid private business
‘.king body of the nai " Maine has sent
"c- maintained such
r< st i;,
tho
affairs
1. close touch with
has
Congressman

L

M » Probate Court held at neiitot, within and
lor the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May, A. D. 19131.
4 certain instrument, purporting to be the last
lx will and testament of Caroline S. Parkman.
ate of "Lincoluville, iu said County of Waldo,
ieceased.ihaving been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
nay appear at a Probate Court, to he held at
Belfast, within and f r said County, ou the second
ruesday of June next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if auy they have,
why the same should not be proved, ap'proved
and allowed.
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.

this opportunity to put the University of
an
institution j
as
Maine on record
founded by the State and Nation under
conditions which shall ever make its
doors as widely open to women as men.
Not only are we compelled to this position by State and National laws, but we
are interested in the higher education of
young women and we give them a hearty
welcome.
"In our College of Arts and sciences |
we
offer 288 courses in English and

ready to go to the hospital, but dreaded it
so that I began
taking your Compound.
I got along so well that I gave
up the

Burleigh.

<

aernor''

T

a .. —
---

<

the Lead.
Advertiser.)
and the primaries
sentiment appears to
And
nnd expression.
is. very plainly, much
than any other in the

Has

10

way

i fed upon the doctrines of Charles Sum! ner. Hannibal Hamlin and Abraham
Lincoln. He was never a bolter from
The party
the convention nomination.
was always far better to him than any
man within the
party lines. I.ike La
Follette of Wisconsin, he never betrayed or tried to betray the interest of any
i party nominee. He has often joined in
I disputes and wrangles within the party
lines, but he has never dreamed of getting outside of the party lines. Like
Generals Young. Greeley and many
other privates within the ranks, he has
until now,
risen higher and higher,
when he is about to receive the very
best which Maine has to bestow.
Many other most excellent Maine
seat in the United
men have made a
incidental to
States Senate merely
rounding out a career, Mr. Johnson of
Waterville leaped to the Senate from a
large and lucrative law practice. Mr.
Gardner of Rockland gained the Senate
by the grace of appointment from a
Democratic Governor, who was shrewd
enough to see that a leading GrangerDemocrat would serve the double purpose of conciliating the farmer vote
and slapping the prohibitionists squarely across the face. And for the sake
of securing the senatorial plum, Mr.
Gardner consented to betray the oftenrepeated Maine-Granger vote, and sentiment, in favor of a rigid enforcement
of the Maine prohibitory law.
As Mr. feurleigh will come before the
Maine legislature to oppose Mr. Gardner's claim for continuing in tlie United States Senate, all Maine Grangers,
most
Maine soldiers
Prohibitionists,
I
and all Maine voters, who believe in
loyalty to any principle, must support
Mr. Burleigh as against Mr. Gardner.
Tf the United States senators were
i elected by popular vote, and the question of preference were placed before
the constituency of Maine—the men of
all parties and all creeds—if the Lincoln “plain common people” had the
decision, then Edwin C. Burleigh of
Augusta. Maine, would win to the high
place by a wonderfully large majority.
Let us make no mistake as to whom
the voters of Maine prefer to represent
them in the United States Senate.
His name
is Burleigh—Edwin C.

bv

Yt

leaus

from the very
foot of the stairway to near the top—if
these qualities count for anthing, here

rung-by-rung

1 is best within

h Far in

r,

wmcn

lauuer,

| of Edwin C

Saist
tl

and

lie

I was in bed for
four
or five
days at a time
every month, and so

weak I could
hardly
walk. I cramped and
had backache and
headache, and was
so nervous and
weak
that I dreaded to see
anyone or have anyonemoveinthe room.
The doctors gave me
medicine to ease me
said that I ought to
have an operation. I would not ist-n to
that, and when a friend of my husband
told him about Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound and what it had done
for his wife, I was willing to take it
Now I look the picture of health and feel
like it, too. I can do my own
housework,
hoe my garden, and milk a cow. I ean
entertain company and enjoy them. I
can visit when I choose, and walk as
far
as any ordinary woman,
any day in the
month. I wish I could talk to
every
suffering woman and girl.”—Mrs. Dema
Bethune, Sikeston, Mo.
Murrayville, 111.—“I have taken Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
for a very bad case of female trouble
and it made me a well woman.
My
health was all broken down, the doctors

ernor:

the

Burleigh’s usefulservant—from way
until today would be
th- story as so well
We
Belfast editor.
i
district reader of
"read, ponder, and
this story, and he
unds, if he hasn’t
!•
working for and
irleigh for the nomid States senator.
.in said the week af! his candidacy: “He
a faithful, useful
-.'die servant, loyal to
State, his party and
herefore has the unuce
of the people of

i-

Sikeston, Mo.—“For seven years I suf-

j

„,ence

Bat

erations. How Mrs. Bethune
and Mr*. Moore
Escaped.

Recommended Australian Ballot law,
tax reforms, the latter resulting
in an increase of $104,000,000
the
in
j State valuation.
Refunded at 3 per cent., with $79,ort at Bar Harbor.
j 900 premium, the 6 per cent, bonded
of
the
t-pondence
State debt, with
annual
saving of
ommercial.)
! $71,520.
on; the candidacy of
Agriculture made a State depart’.urleigh of Augusta
ment.
stab's Senate are befor
Increased State appropriations
large number of the
pensions.
Mr. Burleigh will reState
of
library.
Indexing
art here, as during
State tax reduced to 2 1-4 mills.
1 he secured large
:
the new postofflce
Burleigh “Knows the Ropes.”
(Bangor News.)
kwater and in genIf experience in the halls of national
aily alter tne interthe slow climbing of
counts,
legislation
tion.

p.

im
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Pres. Aley Fears There I* a Misunderstanding in the State.
In a recent circular President Robert
J. Aley of the University of Maine takes
recently
exceptions to the comment
made as to the need of a woman s colthe opporlege in the State and tells of
tunities offered at the State University,
He says:
“In a recent conference of men interested in educational matters in Maine,
held at the University, it was evident
that throughout the State the attitude
of the State University towards women
Sometime
students is misunderstood.
ago a number of newspapers published
hundred
the statement that several
girls
were obliged to go out of the State each
I
take
training.
year for their college

Against So Many Surgical Op-

fered everything.

WOMEN.
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U. OF M. OPEN

WOMEN SHOULD
BE PBOTECTEO

sentiment Rapidly C Irystalizing in His Favor as
by Press Comm ents—Same Story from
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n

Triangular Fight
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Republican
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SEARSPORT.

Wiswell of South Framingham, Maas., and
by three sisters, Mrs. Evelyn Biather of Los
W. A. Curtis of Everett, Mass., was in town Angeles, Cal., Miss Electa Wiswell of Boston
last week.
who lived
; and Miss Med oca E. of Searsport,
Miss Annie Gilkey was at home from Bangor with her. The funeral services were held at
her late home Tuesday afternoon, Rev. C. H.
last week.
I
Interment was in the
Frank I. Gross of Bangor was in town Satur- McElhiney officiating.
village cemetery.
on business.

j

M.

I

W. Kr.eeland of DoiChester, Mass.,

H.

in town last week.

was

Fannie Mudgett went to Sandypoint
Monday to spend the night with Mrs. Alvah
Clifford.

^

Kelley of Brewer spent last
town, the guest of his mother,
Mrs. Laura Kelley, West Main street.
Mr. Will H.

Mrs. Frank Whitney of Belfast is the guest
of Mrs. H. M. Bailey on Water street.
A

Thursday

play of The Tenderloin
Hall, Monday evening, June 10th.
is to be

new

seen

Mr.

in

Frank E. West of Milo

was

in town

sister

:

ton.

last

H.

B.

municipal

The

officers

Chester Clark and Ernest Grey

extra

as

con-

stables.

Arthur B. Smith and family of Brewer
rive d Saturday and are at their cottage at
Pleasant Point.
ar-

and Mrs. L. D. Crook and daughter Doris
of Brewer spent the week-end at their cottage
Mr.

at Pleasant Point.

The heavy rains last week caused considerable damage to some of the recently planted |

gardens

in town.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Weymouth and
daughter Bessie left Monday for their old !

Mrs. James B. Parse ^nd daughter Edith,
who spent the winter in Haddonsfield, N.J.,
returned home last week.
Mrs. H. E. Soule of Beliingham,
in town Friday and Saturday callrelatives and friends.

Capt.
Wash

ing

and

were

on

Miss

Mary Eva Griffin arrived

day

after

the

public

home Satur-

very successful year as teacher in
schools of Bar Harbor.

a

W. E. Closson and children have moved
Woodland, where they will reside in the future. Mr. Closson will join them later.
Mrs.

to

Hon. Forrest Goodwin, who delivered the
Memoiial address here, was the guest of
Judge and Mrs. J. W. Black while in town.
Mabel Eames, who has been visiting her
aunt, Miss L. W. Edwards, on Water street,
left Monday for her home in Hingham, Mass.
Miss

John B. Black, who spent the
winter with Mr. and Mrs. F. I. Mortland, returned to their home in the village last week.
Mr. and Mrs.

Wingate F. Cram, family

and

maids, of Ban-

gor, arrived Thursday and are at the Mrs. A.
V. Nickels house on Main street for the summer.

Steamer Kennebec, Capt. Wainwright, finished discharging Thursday at the Penobscot
coal dock and sailed the same day for Newport
News.

office of the Waldo Telephone Exchange
Staples block on Main street is under-

The
in the

going extensive repairs, including

a

new

hard

wood floor.

P. Staples returned Thursday
from Winthrop, Mass., where she spent the
Mrs.

Sarah

winter and has
the

opened

her house at

Park for

summer.

and Mrs. Eugene T. Savage, children
maids, arrived Thursday and are at the G.
S. Sargent house on the Mount Ephraim road
Mr.

and

fur the

summer.

others at the

W. Kneeland and daughter Phyllis
and Mrs. F. A. Curtis of Dorchester, Mass., arrived last week and are at the Curtis homestead

on

Park street.

Mrs. J. M.

Stultz, dressmaker, will arrive in
a
where she lias been
Jays
studying the latest modes and newest ideas
pertaining to a ladies’ wardrobe.
few

from Boston

Mrs. L. D. Littlefield and Mrs. B. F. Colcord

Friday

Portland,

from

engineer. He was call
his father-in-law, Capt.
Henry W. Burrill
Searsport boy, who

d here

;

Tuesday, slightly

overcast

sky,

with

southerly

wind; Wednesday, dark day, strong south
wind, and heavy shower in afternoon; Thurs-

Charles A.

at

ed

many of the friends of

on

Arthur B.

Whittier.

Hartford, Ct., a former
delivered the Memorial ad-

was

Friday and callhis boyhood days.

in town

Haskell of Bangor has bought all

day, rainy day,

with

very

raw

wind

from

southeast; Friday, all-da\ rainstorm; Saturday,
foggy morning, lovely afternoon.
Mrs. Warren C. Loud came from
Hampden recently and opened their home on
Church street for an indefinite time. Monday
Mr. L. left for Washington county, where he
Mr.

and

engage in a piece of civil engineering,
that being his profession. Mrs. L. remains for

is

to

the

present in

among her hosts

Stockton—a

welcome

guest

of friends in her native townl

Mrs. Harry R. Hichborn left by
early train last Saturday to join Dr. and Mrs.
Herman G. Hichborn of Cambridge, Mass., and
Blanchard of Mount
Mr. and Mrs. James A
Vernon, N. V., at Moosehead Lake for a
week’s fishing and outing. May the w’eather
be propitious, the fish bite well, and the camping-out expedition prove a grand success, is
the wish of Stockton friends!
Memorial Day

was

so

inclement— a hard

merit

our

Behind,

“To live in hearts
is not to die.”

we

leave

Louis A. Field and daughter Madeline of
were at the Searsport House last
week for a few days. Mr. Field is a former
Searsport boy and has been U. S. inspector of
customs at Vanceboro for several years.

arrived, light, from Rockland, to load
June 2nd, schooner Henrietta Simmons arrived, light, to load lumber for Boston.
June 3rd, steamer Millinocket arrived with
general cargo from New York.

Frank E. Whitcomb, who has been at the
hot springs in Colorado for medical treatment

Much sympathy is expressed for Mr. L. S.
Titcomb, Sylvan street, in the suffering he is
enduring from the accident—a bad break and
crushing (ground to meal) of the bone just
above the wrist joint—which befell him May
28th while at work in handling the immense
paper bales for loading the steamer Millinocket at Cape Jellison piers. In some mysterious way one of the heavy rolls swung sidewise, throwing his hand violently backwards,
dislocating the wrist, snapping the ulna and
grinding an inch of it into powder. Dr. C. E.
Britto, physician at the piers, brought him
home, where he, assisted by Dr. G. A. Stevens,
etherized the patient and set the bone with all
possible care. At this writing, Monday, the
patient is able to walk about his garden a little. We hope his recovery may be as rapid as

several weeks, left there June 3d on his reHe is very much improved in
home.

turn

health after

a course

of treatment in

the hot

baths.

The rain Memorial day put a damper on all
the out of door exercises, which had to be
abandoned. The address and regular exercises were held in Union hall, according to the
original program. Hon. Forrest Goodwin of
Skowhegan delivered the address,- which is
printed in full on the 2nd page. Music was
furnished by the Boys’ band.
The commission of J. W. Black
the

municipal

31st, and he

court of

as

judge of

Searsport expired May

succeeded Saturday, June 1st,
by the newly appointed judge, J. H. Sullivan.
All sessions, both civil and criminal, of the
municipal court, under Judge Sullivan’s administration, will be held at the office of Harry E. Bangs, Esq., in the Staples block on Main
was

street.

Knyvetta Rebekah lodge will entertain the
district meeting on Thursday evening, June
The district comprises the towns of
13th.
Castine, Unity, Monroe, Belfast and Searsport.
Mrs. Homer of Bucksport, State President of
the Assembly, is expected to be present. Monroe lodge will work the degree.
Supper will
served at 6 p. m., in Odd Fellows hall.
Obituary. Miss Ellen A. Wiswelldied at 3
o’clock Sunday morning, Jane 2d,from injuries
received from falling down a flight of stairs
about 11 o’clock Saturday night. She was the
daughter of the late Joseph W. and Martha
(True) Wiswell and was botl^in Monson June
29,1833. Later her parents removed to Searsport and in her youth she was for years one of
the best known school teachers in this locality.
Later she worked in the tailor shops in Searsport and Belfast for many years and lived at
her home on the Swanville road with her sisbe

days.

but not least, incidents of the Civil War

earnest church

was

re-

an excellent dinner_Hattie Partridge of Prospect is visiting her grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Littlefield.... Flora John-

furnished

and

son

Everard

commencement

Bryant

are

exercises

in

attending the
Freedom this

week... The people of the community were
much surprised to learn of the sudden death
of William Jackson of this town Sunday morning, June 2nd, of heart tiouble.
SWANVILLE CENTER.

Allison

lumber.

possible.
Obituary.

Stockton friends

were

saddened,

of the death
of Mrs. Maria (Berry) Richardson from pulmonary consumption, in East Boston, where
she had for many years lived as a companion
with Mr. and Mrs. Anderson, friends who had
been exceedingly kind to her in her widow-

May 29th, by

Walker planted corn and
beans last week for the farmers in the Center.

the announcement

hood. Being sick for two weeks her sister,
Mrs. F. E. West of Milo, went tp her, remaining a week until the spirit passed "Over the
River" to join husband, son, parents and
brother in the Blessed Eternity of our Father’s Home. The remains, accompanied by
Mrs. W., arrived Thursday by Boston steamer
and rested in her childhood’s home, the residence of Mr. Willard M. Berry, her only surviving brother, until the funeral on Friday.
MrB. R. was the eldest of the family of the
late Capt. and Mrs. David Berry, and was born
in April, 1850, in Prospect, now Stockton
Springs. In early womanhood she married Mr.
Lyman Richardson of her native town. One
child, a son, was given that union, and almost
in his infancy he was bereft of a father’s care.
The young widow struggled with her bereave*

laid...

Fred

Mrs. Hannah

Eames of

Searsport,

who is

guest of her daughter,
Mrs. Ed Thompson_The Free Will Baptist
quarterly meeting was held at the Monroe
Center church last Friday tnd Saturday....
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Robertson went to Winterport Sunday to visit Mrs. Anna White_Mrs.
Anna White, who has been the guest of her
son, H. P. White, for three weeks, returned
home Sunday, accompanied by Mrs. H. P.
White, who will visit in Winterport for a
88 years of age, is the

week-Mrs. E. A. Robertson and son Ralph
visited Mrs. E. E. Clements in Searsport last
Saturday.... Mrs. Wilmot Robertson has returned home and is gaining in health.
SEARSMONT.
Mrs. Henry Ladd of Lowell, Mass., and Mrs.
Frank Rokes of North Searsmont were guests
of Mis. Lucy A. Bean May 28th....Mr. Albert
Ripley has bought the Allen Maddocks farm.
Adelbert Dunton has bought of Eben Cobb
the place on which he has lived for several
years.... Mrs. E. S. Wing returned last Saturday from the Waldo County Hospital, where
she had been under treatment five weeks. Her
friends hope she will speedily recover_During the severe electrical storm which passed
over this place last week the lightning struck
the new Darn of William Bryant, splintered
two laige beams, passed down through the hay
mow, crossed to the tie-up, where the cows
were, and passed down into the barn cellar.
....

Thp hnrn

wan

n.it RPtnn

firp

nnH

fhfc

orao

Mr. Bryant had twenty head of
cattle in the barn and considers himself very
fortunate... .The friends of Mr. Frank Bryant
gave him a bee Saturday afternoon to help repair the stable at the hotel stand_The Memorial Day program of the Giammer school,
Searsmont, Mrs. Mary Brown Ordway, teacher, was as follows:
Song, “Columbia, Gem of the Ocean,”
Maud Bryant
Callie Packard
Rec., “Old Ironsides,”
Concert recitation, “O Captain, my Captain,”
Elizabeth Hills and Maud Bryant
Rec., “The Confederate Veteran,”
Paul Thomas
Rec., “The Returned Battle Flags,”
Helen Baker
Rec., “The New Generation,”
Charles Crocker
Helen Warren
Rec., “At Gettysburg,”
Rec., “Driving Home the Cows,”
Thelma Wentworth
Rec., “A Southern Memorial Day,”
Marion Plaisted
Exercise, “The American Flag,”
Alice
and
Vie Jackson
Butler
Gladys Whitten,
Sing “Ameriea,”
By the school
Mrs. H. P. Taylor
Reading,
Rev. H. P. Taylor
Remarks,
room
was
The school
decorated with flags and
flowers, and several visitors were present.
The program reflected great credit upon Mrs.

very troublesome to
what few acres of corn and potatoes the farmers have been able to plant.
Unless the rain
ceases soon and the ground drys out hoed
crops
will be^scarce.

Women

How to Have
Charming Hair.

Rough, coarse hair is
faded, dull looking hair.
Dandruff and scalp itch
-—

—*

unnecessary;
are

so

is

both caused by

“ixu

Huu

tan

taoiij

be gotten rid of.
Dandruff germs cause falling hair and diseases of the hair and scalp, and should be de-

stroyed

If you have any of the hair troubles mentioned above A. A. Howes & Co. will guarantee PARISIAN SAGE to end everyone of them

or

will refund your money.

PARISIAN SAGE is

a delightful hair dressthat is being used today by many thousands of lovely Americans who detest uncleanliness. Large bottle 50 cents.

ing

SHIP

i

MARINE

Aside from the comfort and
feature equally unique to "Old

T

beauty, there is another
Hickory.” It is the only

furniture made that will endure the strenuous usage that
outdoor furniture receives, unharmed. Exposure to the
sun

and rain does

not

!

you want a porch chair, table, lawn swing or
will find it here in this dependable brand. We
complete selection to show you. Make your
choice early, so that you will get a full season’s use.

—

settee you

have a

j

affect it in the least.

Whether

V

very

Speer, Baton & Co.
Everything for the Home,

BELFAST,

repaired

MAINE.

HSj3N:

The Cora

built at B: ngor in 1875 and was
owned in that port. She registered 247
gross
tonnage and was 117 feet long, 28 feet wide
and 18 feet deep.
was

I

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE MARKET.

Apples, per
dried,

PAID

17.00al8 00

20Veal,

Eggs,

20
14
18

E°w*.
Geese,

Flour,
H. G. Seed,
Lard.

8
50
l 25
g
6.00
26a28'
2
12
22

A SPECIALTY
--

90)Pollock,

24
1.80

Pork,

Plaster,
10:Rye Meal,
Shorts,
Sugar,
Salt, T. I.,
8.75a9.(0 Sweet Potatoes,

13
28
6.25a7.50

14' Wheat Meal.

Everything

We have this
ever

in the Line of Seeds for

season

carried, and

are

AND GARDEN.

the largest and best line of seeds we I,:
prepared to till all demands with the i

A. A. HOWES &

12al3
7
14
1.13
;

GROCERIES,

DRUGS

and

In

MEDICINES

*6A

4# ;

0
4*

Statement of

Waldo Trust

■

the Condit

Compai

APRIL 30,

Brooklin, May 13, to Mr. and

:

|

Downes-Brier. In Belfast, June 2. by Rev
Arthur A. Blair, (.'apt. Cleveland Downes of
New \ ork, N. \and Mrs. Emma K. Brier of

\

191J

Wm. H. Quirnby, President
Horace Chenery, Vice Presi'i
Allert Peirce, Vice Presu
W ilbur K. Blodgett, Trt*
T. Frank Parker, A.-s

Trustees—Tiltston
:

MARRIKD

j

CO.,

1.65

l>OII N

BRIDGES.

—_

seeds obtainable.

1.10
5
5

34

Of

FARM

RETAIL MARKET.

15 Lime,
Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22;Oat Meal,
Corn.
95‘Onions,
Cracked Com,
90!Oil, kerosene,
Com

Two years ago we bought out the stock and seed busines
WILLIS E. HAMILTON, florist, and have since nu de

65

Wool, unwashed,
Wood, hard, 4.00a4.50
Wood, soft,
3.00

RETAIL PRICE.

Meal,
Cheese,
Cotton Seed,
Codfish, dry,
Cranberries,
Clover Seed,

g
10

2.50a2.75.Lamb Skins,

Butter,
28a30j Mutton,
Beef, sides,
6Sa7iOats, 32 lb.,
6 Potatoes,
Beet,forequarters,
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
19 Straw,
Cheese,
16 Turkey.
Sh,‘Sko.n-’
Calf
Skins,
15 Tallow,
Hock,

Field-Garden Seeds

PRODUCER.

7531.09, Hay,
lb„ 7 Hides,
2.75a2.90| Lamb,

Du,
per

Beans, pea,
Beans, Y. E.,

Wadlin,

Charles H. Hooper, James 1E. Frost, Wm. II. Quinl\
Alfred K. Paul, Ralph L. 1

Executive Hoard—James }•
E. Frost, Horace Chenery,

Ralph

Cooper.
Organized October

L.

J:

Belfast.

Hay'ES—Feeley. In Readville, Mass., June
5, Eugene Oliver Hayes, formerly of Belfast
and Miss Sarah Feeley of Readville.
Hall-Whitney. In Camden, May 25, Albert
S. Hall, Jr., of Camden and Miss Bertha J.
Whitney of Thoinaston.
Batch-Preston. In East Northport, May
29, by Rev. D. L. Wilson of Belfast, Harold
Alfred Patch of East Northport and Miss Lucinda Augusta Preston of Boston.
i>!

K.D

Ames. In Deer Isle, May 20. Mrs. Sophronia
W. Ames, aged 73 years, 11 months and 3 days.
Aldus. In Belfast, June 3, Clifford D., little
son of Raymond and Jeanette Grotton Aldus,
aged 1 year, 5 months and 11 days.

Arey. In Bucksport Center, May 24, Samuel
Arey, aged 83 years.
Conant. In Portland, May 22, Lizzie Waterman, widow of Joseph S. Conant, formerly of
Vinalhaven.

Burial at Portland.
Freeman. In Southwest Harbor, May 22,
Mrs. Ada J. Freeman, aged 75 years, 2 months
and 22 days.
Gilman.
In Liberty. June 1, Sadie, widow
of Fred Gilman, aged 49 years
Haskell. In Stonington, May 29, Freeman
Haskell, aged 52 years.
Hunter. In Machias, June 2, Dr. Samuel BHunter, aged 81 years, 11 months and 14 days.
Jackson. In Waldo, June 2, William Jackson, aged 62 years.
Richardson. In Rockland, May 30, Captain
Richardson, a native of Bristol, aged 70 years.
Sides. In Camden, May 28, Izora Z., widow
of the late George D. Sides, aged 69 years and
3 months.

Sellers. In Vinalhaven, May 28, Sophronia,
widow of John Sellers.
Tibbetts. In Rockland, May 31, Henry G
Tibbetts, aged 72 years, 6 months and 10 days.

Heights), May 31, Edward 6. Thorndike of
Belfast, aged 54 years, 10 months and 19 days.
Wiswell. In Searsport, June 2, Miss Ellen
A. Wiswell, aged 78 years, 11 months and^ 27

days.

Whittier. In Searsport, May 30, Captain
Charles A. Whittier, aged 57 years, 7 months

days.

and 27

ARE YOUR KIDNEYS

NEWS.

WELL?

AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, May 30. Ar, stmr Millinocket,
Stockton; June 3, ar, sch Elizabeth, Gilbert,
Black River, Ja, for Stamford.
Boston. May 30. Ar, sch Lewiston, Sabine,
Texas; 31, sld, schs Gladys, Jacksonville!
Northern Light, Bangor; June 2, ar, sch Theoline, Jacksonville; 4, sld, schs Mineola, eastern
port; John J Perry, Rockland; Chester R Lawrence, Rockport, Me; Otronto, Portland; Regina, Bangor; Omaha, Dennysville.
Philadelphia, May 28. Cld, sch Augustus H
Babcock, Guayanilla, P R; 30. ar, schs Gov Powers. Port Tampa; Humarock, Savannah.
Baltimore, May 20. Ar, sch Edward H Cole,
Port Tampa.
Georgetown, S C, May 28. Sld, sch Sallie
I’On, Portland.
Mobile, May 28. Ar, bark Mannie Swan,

most com-

design is pleasing, too. There’s a kinship with
in the smooth hark finish that appeals to the artistic
Thai’s one reason ‘‘Old Hickory” is found in so
many homes of culture and refinement.

One member

Boston.

be the

to

earth.

on

The

injury

sailed from

r

sense.

of the crew suffered a
slight
to one of
his arms. The collision took
place at 9 o'clock
was by the wind and the
Green
was running before the wind.
The latter hove
her weeel down anj came across the
Young’s
bow. The Green was struck forward of the
fore rigging and her side was stove
in. She
tilled and sank in 2d minutes.
The Young
carried away her head gear, broke her
fore
gaftandher foresail was badly torn. There was
about a six-knot breeze and a little southwest
chop. The Young in command of Captain George
Barter, is bound from St. John N B, for New
York with laths. She will he
here

The Green

Your Lawn

nature

The Young

Green

on

price, acknowledge “Old Hickory”
fortable chair

MISCELLANY.

the Young, without difficulty.

Hickory”

Then you will understand why people from coast to
coast, who can well afford to pay many times its modest

.1

uninjured.

Ordway.

Put “Old

...

Higgins were in Monroe Sunday to attend the
Free Baptist quarterly meeting_.Mr. Joseph
i Fickett and L. I’. Philbrick were guests Sunday
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard C. lliggins... Mr. M.
,
I V. B. Tilton of Bangor recently visited Mrs.
Louisa Hasty and other relatives in town_
Dr. Harry Trueworthy of Unity made a
profes! sional call on Mrs. Joseph Higgins and Mrs.
James Gilliatt Sunday.
These tv.'o patients
; are improving under his treatment_Fred L.
Higgins came from Augusta last Thursday
morning and accompanied by his brother Richard attended the Memorial Day service of
Dana B. Carter Post, G. A. R. in Freedom, of
which their father, the late V. N. Higgins, was
a member.
It was the most dreary and stormy
Memorial Day within our remembrance. Friday afternoon Fred returned to his work at
Augusta, his wife and children returning with
|! him-The crows are

Tells

Penobscot,

Mrs. Elmer Bridges, a son.
Closson. In Sedgwick, May 6, to Mr. and
night and Mrs. Ernest Closson, a son.
Small. In I)eer Isle, May 20, to Mr, and
Mr. H. M. ( Mrs. Adelbert
M. Small, a son.
Stanley. In Deer Isle, May 26, to Mr. and
night....
Mrs.
E.
t.he guest
Stephen
Stanley, a daughter.

member for many years

Miss Ruth Small passed Saturday
Sunday at the home of her father,
Small, returning to Bangor Sunday
Mr. Clyde H. Cilley of Belfast was
of his grandfather, Mr. H. M.
Higgins, Memorial Day... .Arthur Leonard and mother
passed Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cole_Mr.
and Mrs. Ross C. Higgins attended church at
Chase’s corner in Jackson last
Sunday fore! noon... Mr. Elden Ward and Mr. J. Dumont

|

Sld. bark

Boothbay Harbor. Me. June 8. The two
masted srhnonpr .Ikmou Vmmo.
i>
rived today with the crew of the
two masted
Bangor schooner Cora Greer and the news
that the two schooners were in
collision last
night about 10 miles west of yeguin ami the
Green with her cargo of car wheels
consigned
to Halifax was sunk. Captain Ames
Finkham
and crew of three men left ineir
sinking
schooner in their boat and were taken
aboard

meeting at the Center church whenever
there is divine service there. He has been an

tends

....

Cape Jellison piers the following shipping report was given Monday evening: May
28th, schooner Abdon Keen sailed, light, for
Bangor, and schooner James Maloy sailed with
lumber for Boston. May 29th, steamer Millinocket sailed with paper for New York. May
From

the lumber in the George E. Merrill mill on
Opeechee stream, about 150,000 feet of all
grades, and is having it shipped to Smith’s
planing mill in Bangor.

for

ul

men are confined to their house or
bed by sickness Uncle Joseph is
wonderfully
favored. He has no aches or pain, and is able
to be about the farm on pleasant
days. He is
interested in the farm work, and we frequently see him going into the field with his hoe,
but we notice that this year he sometimes uses
his hoe handle for a cane, when coming from
j
the field, which he did not do in former
years. I
He is interested in the town affairs, and at- I

by Lawyer Hasty of Dexter, singing
by quartette, music by Monroe Band, and last,
dress

floor

love.

30th, schooner Nat Meader sailed with laths
for New York; schooner Brina P. Pendleton
sailed, light, for Belfast, and schooners William Jones and Susie P. Oliver sailed with lumber for New York. June 1st, schooner Dora

Vanceboro

Doctors

younger

STATION.
The heavy rains of the past week have rendered the ground too wet for planting.
This
will make the season late. About the usual
acreage of potatoes will be planted in this vicinity this year.Percy Murphy, WT. P.
Hussey and Percy Cunningham attended the
Memorial exercises in Brooks last week and
report a very interesting program. The adWALDO

ar

N B, May 28. Cld, schs F C PenR,ver
T>'erton; Jennie A
na
Stubbs, Bridgeport, ,via
Ct.
Puerto Mexico, May 28, 11 a m.
Sld, stmr
Hawaiian Dow, Delaware Breakwater
(for
orders); 29, 7 p m ar stmr Oregonian, Curtis,
New York, June 1, sld. stmr
SweetGeorgian,
ser, Delaware Breakwater.
Salina Cruz, May 30, 1 p m.
Sld, stmr Nevadan, Anderson, San Diego
St John N B, May 29.
Cld, sch Harold B
Cousens, Williams, City Island for orders

...

the death of

of

dress

Belfast,

by

Santos, April 23.

Ponce.
St John,

studying these hair
questions much more than
in former

3

FOREIGN PORtS.

,V,

where

James H. Duncan arrived Saturday from
Miilinocket, where he is employed as a civil

Cressey, Savannah; Lillian, GloucesterCharlotte T Sibley, Perth Amboy.

are

Baptist church Sunday, June 9th,

Kennebec,

sch

Consult

not color the hair.
your doctor freely.

stmr

Norfolk; June 1, ar, stmr Penobscot, Newport
News; 3, sld, stmr Penobscot, Newport News
Portland, June 2. Ar, bark Kremlin, Jacksonville; schs Baker Palmer, Norfolk- Cora F

Ayer’s Hair Vigor is also
a splendid hair-dressing and
hair-tonic It keeps the hair
soft and smooth and greatly
promotes its growth. It does

Mrs. Ida Peavey is having a monument set
they at- rainstorm—that the school children were
tended the session of the Grand Chapter, 0. obliged to relinquish their plan of marching to on her father’s lot, Mr. Clark Marden, and Mrs.
E. S. as delegates from Anchor Chapterthe cemetery to decorate our soldiers’ graves Garrie Cunningham i having a monument set
with wreaths. The flags were placed at each on her lot, both in Green Lawn cemetery.
Steamer Penobscot, Capt. Nickerson, arrived
Saturday from Newport News with 3.70Q tons hallowed resting place by some man authorized Mrs. Flora Littlefield has bought a vacuum
of coal to the Penobscot Coal Co., finished dis- to attend to that tribute of respect and appre- cleaner.... Mr. Charles Walker is having his
ciation by the town officials.
Surely, they kitchen wainscotted with hard pine and a new
charging Tuesday and sailed on her return.

returned

Willie, Newport
Seareport, May 30. Sld.

it

the shadow.

111,.
„iiran Hio
Made by the J. C. AYER CO., Lowell. Maas.
Celia Herrick, Middle street, is spend- of 9
ing some time in Cambridge, Mass., theguist address on Memorial Day but owing to the
of her niece and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Josiah weather it was postponed_Fellows KnowlNORTH ISLESBOPO.
L. Lancaster. She has been absent a fortnight. tcn, son of J. L. Knowlton, died suddenly last
Mrs. George Robinson recently returned
after a two days’ illness.
from a visit in Stonington, Maine, with her
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Heath, Cross streetf Saturday
entertained their son, Mr. Edgar Heath, wife NORTH MONTVILLE
sister, Mrs. Eugene Thurlow... Miss Beulah
and two children last Sunday for the day.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Perry, who have been •Bates was at home from Hampden Memorial
! stopping in Palermo for the past six weeks, Day... Mr. Herbert Bates is at home from
They returned to Sandypoint toward night.
Boston for a week’s visit with his mother,
have returned home to Mi. G. V.Thompson’s...
Mr. Freeman Walker of Hanover, Mass., arMartin Whitten lost a nice two-years-old colt Mrs. Eliza Bates... Miss Amine Decker has
rived in town last Thursday and was the guest I
employment in Belfast for the summer....
last week_Mrs. J. L. Lewis of Waterville is
of his sister and husband, Mr. and Mrs. John !
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Brewer of Newton Center,
her brother, Mr. J. W. Nutter, and
H. Wardwell, Church street, for several days. j visiting
were at their summer home for the
| family_Mrs. W. L. Bowler was called to Mass.,
He left Monday for home.
Thorndike last week by the sickness and death week-end.Mr. Alton Beckett is soon to
Rev. William G. Mann of Westbrook, State
of her father, who was buried June 1st_ start a milk route-Lessons from the FlowMissionary, of the Congregational denomina- j Claude Nutter was in Belfast a few days last ers will be the subject of the Children’s Day
;
tion, has spent the past ten days with that week
visiting friends_Several from this exercises of the Sunday school June 9th. Folsociety in the village, speaking frequently in
vicinity attended the baccalaureate sermon at lowing is the program:
j
street.
on
Gilmore
its new chapel
Freedom June 2nd.
Mrs. Ryder
Voluntary,
Mr. Russell O. Gardner of Boston arrived
Scripture Lesson.
OAK HILL, (Swanville )
Mrs. B. F. Heal
Prayer,
Saturday morning for a brief call upon his
School
Mr. Arthur Thompson and family of Poor’s Singing, No. 72 “List to the Songs,”
mother, Mrs. Carrie A. Gardner, Middle street. |
Great Writers Love of Flowers, Erma Coombs,
Mills visited Mr. James Webster and family
Rosina Adams, Dowell Bates, Zoa Coombs
He was obliged to return by Sunday night’s
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Seekins left Singing, 281, “Bring the Children In,” School
| recently....
train, business demanding his attention.
Mrs. Coombs, Mrs, Ladd, Curtis Thomas
Roses,
to
visit
30th
for
Thursday
Stonington
May
The Ladies’ Aid Society will meet this, I
“Roses”
Zama Yeaton
their son, Walter Seekins.Mrs. Hannah Solo,
M.
Mrs. R. P. Coombs, Mr. Heal
Albert
Lilies,
Mrs.
Thursday, afternoon, with
Holmes has sold her farm to her son, Fred Song,
“The
Lilies”
Children
j
interAmes, Church street, for sewing. All
Mrs. Ryder, Mrs. Herbert
Holmes, of Belfast.Mr. and* Mrs. F. P. Lilacs,
ested in the parish work of the Universalist j
“God
Cares
for
Song,
Children
Me,”
! Webb were in Brooks last Sunday calling on
Mrs Burgess, Miss Rose
Hyacinths,
church are invited to join in the needlework.
I friends-Mr. and Mrs. Guy Peavey of BelSolo, “What do Flowers Say.” Leola Coombs
Mrs. Pierce D. Lancaster left May 29th for I fast were at W. R. Peavey’s Sunday-Mr. Pansies.
“Just a Little Pansy,”
Children
Boston, en route to her home in Cambridge, and Mrs. A. D. Moody were guests of Mr. and Song,
Pinks,
Mr. Trim, Capt. Warren
Mass..after being two weeks in town, the guest Mrs. James Webster recently.
In God’s Love,”
Duett,
“Rejoice
of her father and mother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Trim, Mrs. Ryder
HALLDALE.
Edward M. Lancaster. Old friends hoped her
The Daisy,
Mrs. Edna Coombs
Chester W'oods of Colby College, Waterville,
“The
be
Hearted
Song,
would
native
in
her
Daisies,” Children
longer.
Sunny
village
tarry
preached here June 2nd, in the afternoon. Message of Flowers,
Mrs. Rose’s Class
The numerous Stockton friends of Mrs. G.
W. E. Perry and family, who had been visiting Song, “Scatter Flowers,”
Collection.
M. Houghton of Bangor hear with deep regret his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Perry, re- Benediction.
of her present illness—typhoid fever—at her
turned to their home in Auburn May 28th....
to
the
home. Much sympathy is extended
pa- Bert Hall
recently bought a new riding wTagon. THORNDIKE.
tient, husband and daughter, in the suffering
Mr. Joseph Higgins was kindly remembered
.Sam Rubenstein of Rockland was here last
and anxiety of the hour. The latest reports
week selling ready-made clothing.Mrs. by many friends on his 93rd birthday May 28th.
are encouraging and acquaintances are daring
Robert Ells is boarding with Mrs. J. E. Hall for The mail brought him many beautiful
birthday
to look for a speedy gain.
the present... .Apple and pear trees have
greetings and several packages. He was also
Stockton had the following wreather appor- blossomed very full-Mrs. Cora Yose had a the recipient of candy, oranges and bouquets.
tioned to her last week: Sunday, beautiful very nice sarcophagus monument set on her He is duly appreciative of the thoughtfulness
of his kindred and friends.
While many
day, very mild; Monday, fine, summer-like day; lot in the cemetery last week.

Mr. and

Mrs. H.

keep it, too.

j

Searsmont.

home in

your hair and

Which shall it be? Lose?
Then do nothing. Keep?
Then use Ayer’s Hair Vigor.
That is about all there is to

This village was much shocked last Saturday
morning by the news that Mrs. Fred Gilman
had committed suicide by drowning herself in
the river near her home_Rev. Wm. Vaughan
will address the members of the G. A. R. and

Mrs.

Saturday appointed

Falling?

LIBERTY.

Saturday.

31,

You certainly cannot lose

County Correspondence.

street

home

Whittier arrived Sunday from
Boston to attend the funeral of Capt. C. A.
Whittier.
Mrs.

Hair

eternal day;—
Why do we call it dying,
This sweet going away?”

Olivia (Berry) Ryder of Bangor came
Thursday to be present at the buriai service
for her sister, Mrs. Richardson. She left for

wreek.

out of

Daugur, may a. «r, sens Hilaries Daven
port, Newport News; L Snow, Jr., Searsport'
ar, aeh Mary E Palmer. Philadelphia; aid!
ach Charles Davenport. Newport
News; June
1, aid, ach Eagle, Boston; 3, ar, stmrii F L
Lisman, Newport News;. Bay State, Norfolkachs Alice J Crabtree, Grand
Turk, T I; W D
Mangan, Winterport; sld, schs Mary E Palmer
Philadelphia; Lizzie D Small, Boston; 4, ar, schs
J Frank Seavey, New York; Northern Light
Boston.
Stockton, May 28. Sld, ach James L Malloy
Boston; 29, sld, stmr Millinockett, New York30, sld, schs Wm Jones, New York; Nat
Meader, do; Susie P Oliver, do; Brina p’ Pendleton, Belfast; June 1, sld, sch Henrietta
Simmona, Boston; 3, ar, stmr Millinocket New
York.
Sullivan, May 30. Ar, 29, sch Georgietta
g“to» <19 hour9 passage); sld, sch Charlie &

ner

Into

Mrs.

By request of the relatives the obituary of
Capt. Charles A. Whittier is deferred to next

oraveiy, aoing

and daughter.

*'Passing

Thursday to attend the funeral of his sister-in*
Raleigh Whittier arrived last week from law, Mrs. Maria (Berry) Richardson.
Boston and will spend the summer in town.
Mr. John McLaughlin moved his family last
Thursday into the house he recently bought—
Capt. F. 1. Pendleton w’as in Lew’iston last
originally the Samuel Lewis place, School
week the guest of his son, Dr. Irving Pendle- |
at Union

most

acquaint-

Miss

W. A. Griffin will open the Auto Rest and
Tea Room June 11th.

cares

The funeral took place June 1st, Rev.
A. A. Blair of the Universalist church officiating most acceptably. Stockton friends extend deep sympathy to the sorrowing family
members: Mrs. Clara B. Shute and husband,
Mrs. Olivia B. Ryder, Mrs. Orilla B. West and
husband. Mr. Willard M. Berry and wife, and
the devoted «tep-mother, Mrs. Caroline S.
Berry, in this separation from an affectionate

SPRIN GS.

STOCKTON

new

ances.

day

Miss Evie Kallock spent Memorial day with
friends in Lewiston.

ana

best to meet life’s responsibilities. Years ago
the son suddenly died. Thus the ties of earth
were severed* and quietly striving to be patient to the last this excellent woman nobly
fulfilled her obligations, sinking into the last

MANY

BELFAST PEOPLE KNOW THE

IMPORTANCE OF HEALTHY
KIDNEYS.

I I ABILITIt
1

!

Paint Your
House

|

Undivided pro 1 its.
Savings deposits.
Demand
Demand

deposits
cerl

dep

ticates of

i Trust department.
Bills

payable.
RESOURCES.

Loans and discounts.
Loans on mortgages of real
Overdrafts.

INSIDE AND O'JI', WITH

Bonds and stock-.
Trust investment.
Real estate foreclosure.
Furniture and fixtures...

Monarch Paint.
We carry Oils, V arnishes,
Stains, Brushes, Etc.

Cash
| Cash

on
on

deposit.
hand

ROBERT F.

Mitchell&Trussell

Bank (.
Notice of First

Stovts, Ranges and

Meeting

In the District Court of the U
the District of Maine, Wal..

Kitchen Furnishings.

In the matter of

Robert II.

MeGray, Bankrupt,
Creditors of Robert H

The

Grace E. Crockett of Searspor
of Waldo and State
*

WHEREAS,
in the County

June, A.D. 1912. the said Robei
duly adjudicated Bankrupt; a
Meeting of his Creditors w
office of Dunton & Morse, Sav
ing, Belfast, Maine, on the 14:
A. D. 1912, at ten o’clock in
which time the said Credit
prove their claims, appoint a 'i

Maine, by her mortgage deed dated the fift "
day of May, 1908, and recorded in Waldo Reji
istry of Deeds, in Book 295, Page 134, convey
ed to one Edgar F. Ward, a certain parcel c *
land with the buildings thereon, situate i n
Searsport, in the County of Waldo, and bourn
ed as follows: southerly by town road leadin K
to dwelling of the late David Dow; westerly l V
the Mount Ephraim road, so-called; northerl y
by the Peter Perkins lot (so-called) and easi
erly by land of George W. Flowers. Reservir £
the schoolhouse lot on the Mount Ephraii
\
road, and containing 14 acres, more or less, an 1
whereas the said Edgar F. Ward, mortgage *
by his assignment, dated the thirtieth day c
September, 1911, and recorded in said Registr y
in Book 297, at Page 43, duly assigned sa: j
mortgage to The Searsport Savings Bank, a
corporation by law duly established and havin i?
its place of business at said Searsport, an ^
whereas the condition of said mortgage
s

DnnL..

ness

In the matter of
To

Timothy ti.

the Creditors of Timoti
in the Coum>
aforesaid, a Bankr .i

Winterport,
District

Notice is hereby given
of May, A. D. 1912, tin
Fellows was duly adjudicate
that the first meeting of his
held at the office of Dunton tv
Bank Building. Belfast, Mai'
day of June, A. D. 1912, at K
forenoon, at which time the s.u
attend, prove their claims, api
examine the bankrupt and trai
business as may properly

day

r

JOHN

meeting.

j

Bangor, Maine,

Referee i:
May 31, 1912.

WANTED
capable girl or middle- :u.
general housework.
Principa
outside. Good wages to the n^1
dress
MRS. A
A

2w22p

:

tor maigsstion
V# A Relieves sour stomack
palpitation of ths heart Dieests what you Ml

come

Fellows, Bankrupt,

||

Bangor, Maine, May 29, 1912.

*..

Notice of First Meeting

In the matter of Amos

kruptcy.

.i

properly

In the District Court of the 1
the District of Maine, VVui

Notice of First Meeting of Creditors.

Referee in Ban

may

JOHN
Referee n
Bangor, Maine, June 3, 191

Now therefore, by reason of the breach c ^
the condition thereof it claims a foreclosure c
said mortgage.
Dated at said Searsport, this 29t.h dav of Ma
1912.
SEARSPORT SAVIN GS BANK.
By HARRY E. BANGS, its Attorney. 3tS

P. (
In o
Bankruptcy.
Lord, Bankrupt,
|
To the Creditors of Amos P. Lord of Belfas
in the County of Waldo, and District afor<
said, a Bankrupt.
Notice is hereby given that on the 4th day c
May, A. D. 1912, the said Amos P. Lord wi
duly adjudicated Bankrupt; and that the Firs
Meeting of his Creditors will be held at th e
office of Dunton & Morse, Savings Bank Builc
ing, Belfast, Maine, on the 14th day of Jun 5
A. D. 1912, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, a J
which time the said Creditors may atten< 1
prove their claims, appoint a Trustee, examir
the Bankrupt, and transact such other busine:
as may properly come before said me eting.
JOHN R. MASON.

as

ing.

broken,

In the District Court of the United States fc
the District of Maine, Waldo County.

V

in the County of Waldo u
said, a Bankrupt.
Notice is hereby given that

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE

0

kidneys filter the blood.
They work night and day.
Well kidneys remove impurities.
Sick kidneys allow impurities to multiply.
No kidney ill should be neglected.
There is grave danger in delay.
If you have backache or urinary troubles,
If you are nervous, dizzy or worn out.
Begin treating your kidneys at once;
Use a proven kidney remedy.
None endorsed like Doan’s Kidney Pills.
Fajardo.
Recommended by thousands.
Newport News, June 1. Sld, stmr Kanawha,
Searsport.
Proved by home testimony.
Norfolk, May 29. Sld, sch Northland, SearsW. J. Heal, retired farmer, 60 Miller street,
port; June 4, sld, sch Jane Palmer, Boston.
Tampa, May 29. Ar, sch Margaret M. Ford, Belfast, Me., says: “Doan’s Kidney Pills proved
their worth in my case in giving me great reKey West.
Charleston, May 30. Sld, sch Scotia, New lief from
kidney trouble, I willingly confirm
York (in tow).
Brunswick, Ga, May 31. Sld, schs A B Sher- Ml I said in their praise in 1904.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents. Fosman, Johnson, Philadelphia; Wm H Sumner,
Small, New York.
ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
Galveston, June 1. Sld, sch Frederic A
for the United States.
Duggan, Port Arthur.
Remember the name— Doan’s—^and take no
Jacksonville, May 81. Sld, sch Joseph W
1
Hathorn, Norwich, Ct.
other.
The

Capital stock.
Surplus....

Sears |"

For 5a le
house lots on ^
a fine viev.
P. U. H 1 *
114 Waldo Avenue,

Very desirable
nue,
ly to

coninuindiiio

Or GEORGE P. CARTER.
17tf

,

